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(ABSTRACT)
Three related aspects of competition in the U.S. hardwood Iumber industry were
investigated.

First, product and supplier attributes that are determinant in hardwood

Iumber purchase decisions were investigated within four segments of the market for
hardwood Iumber:

Millwork producers, hardwood dimension and flooring producers,

wood household fumiture producers, and wood kitchen cabinet producers.

Attributes

with the highest determinant scores were: grading accuracy, suppliers reputation,
freedom from surface checl<s, competitive pricing, and within—Ioad thickness consistency.
The least determinant attribute was the presence of the suppliers logo or trademark
The importance of various attributes was generally consistent across the market
segments and producers were relatively well attuned to the needs of Iumber users.
Lumber users were least satistied with Iumber quality.

Lumber producers perceived

users to be least satistied with the availability of certain species.

Business·leveI intended competitive strategy ln the industry was investigated through
quantitative identification of strategic groups in a sample consisling of the 100 largest
U.S. hardwood lumber producers.

Factor and cluster analyses were used to define

strategic groups along the dimensions of cost leadership, focus, and differentiation.
X

Five

strategic groups were identilied and examined as to strategic orientation and inlra-group
homogeneity.
strategic

The differentiation dimension accounted for the greatest portion of

variation.

Empirical

evidence

of

the

use

of

hybrid

Overall

Cost

Leadershm/Differentiation strategies was found - suggesting that strategic typologies
that do not account for this strategy may not be applicable to a mature industry.
Predicted strategic change in the industry ooncentrated on increasing differentiation
‘
orientation.
Qualitative data ooncemlng competition in the industry was obtained via in—person
interviews with executives at tvventy of the largest companies in the sample. ln general,
the largest and smallest companies in the industry were found to be the most
production oriented.

Companies self—typed their competitive strategies using Porter‘s

(1980) strategic typology.

Overall Cost Leadershm strategies were the most common

followed by Differentiation and Focus strategies.

'lhe majority of companies interviewed

competed for customers based on quality, customer service, and price — in that order
of importance.
companies.

Proprietary grading was an important competitive tool for larger
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PREFACE
This dissertation oonsists of five major sections.

The first section describes the

problems that the research addressed, defines the objectives of the research, and
reviews literature relevant to the topic of competitfve strategy and the hardwood lumber
industry.

The remainder of the dissertation consists of four sections, each oomprising

an independent manuscript.

Sinoe the manuscripts are designed for different joumals

and audlences, style and format may differ slightly.

ln addition, some duplication of

information between manuscripts, to allow them to stand alone, was unavoidable.
author apologizes for any constemation this causes the reader.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT AND JUSTIFICATION

The

hardwood

Iumber

industry

presently ln a stage of maturity.

(Standard
Based on

Industrial

Classification

24211)

ls

Department of Commerce data,

production and demand for hardwood Iumber are growing slowly at an average
annual rate of approximately 2 percent (Ulrich 1988).

The number of produoers has

decreased in recent times (USDC-BOC 1980, USDC·BOC 1985a) and substitute
products have created strong competition for hardwood Iumber in traditional and
important markets such as the fumiture and pallet Industries (Luppold and McKeever
1987, Singh 1986, Mcl.intock 1987).

ln addition, foreign produoers of hardwood

products and non-domestic markets for hardwood Iumber have become important
factors ln the industry (Losser 1986, Nolley 1988).
Many of the changes the hardwood Iumber industry has experienced can be
considered indications of industrial maturity (Day 1986).
unique to the hardwood Iumber industry.

These changes are not

Many industries are experiencing maturity

and the changes associated with this stage in the life cycle.

In fact, the majority of

North American businesses operate in mature or declining industrial environments
(Hearne 1982).
Additional changes in the structure and nature of competition can be expected as
the

hardwood

Iumber

(Harrigan 1988).
the

industry

advantage.

industry

evolves

through

maturity

and,

perhaps,

decline

In order to remain protitable in the face of these changes, lirms in

must adopt strategies that allow them

to

malntaln

a competltive

Strategies that were protitable during the previous stages of the life

cycle, or the early stages of maturity, may not be successful during late maturity and

1

B

2
decline (Heame 1982).

1'he firm must also look beyond the present stage of

evolution since strategic decisions made during industry maturity can affect strategic
altematlves and, possibly, protitability during decline (Harrigan and Porter 1983).
The only Iogioal altematlve to maintainlng a competitive advantage ls to exit the
Industry.
The position of an

industry in the life cycle ls a fundamental variable in

determining appropriate competitive strategy.

Major changes in strategy are usually

required as the industry moves through the life cycle (Hofer 1975). Unfortunately,
traditional strategic planning is best suited for the first half of the industrial life cycle
and has perfonned least effectlvely in the mature/decllnlng environment (Day 1981).
In addition, the applicability of generalized models of competitive strategy to the

mature/declining

environment

is

limited

due

to

the

fact that

mature/declining

industries are often treated as homogeneous - ·ignoring critical differences such as
the causes of decreased demand, the strength and number of competitors, and
potential for enduring pockefs of demand (Harrigan 1980).
ln spite of these problems, there is a lack of research available that is specific to
competitive strategy in mature/declining industries (Day 1981, 1986; Harrigan 1980,
1988).

This lack of research is especially evident in the context of wood—based

industries, many of which could be considered mature or declining.

This study seeks

to reduce this information gap by investigating the business-level strategic postures,
both present and expected future, of major finns in the hardwood Iumber industry.
'l'he majority of firms in the hardwood Iumber industry are
small, independently
owned operations (White,

Lamb,

and

Wengert

1981) that

may

not have the

resources or expertise to enable them to diversify into altemative industries as the

3
hardwood Iumber industry evolves.

Consequently, a niche or focus strategy — create

or defend a strong position in a particular segment (Porter 1980) — may be most
appropriate for many hardwood Iumber producers.

The approprlateness of such a

strategy ls supported by Gundy (1986 p.46) who states:

"We have a detinite lack of product specialiäation in our hardwood
industrytoo
many of us are attempting to be everything to every hardwood consumer
and we pay the pnbe. Why not speciali2e?"

This study addresses the question ot how to best serve specific market segments
by

providing

basic

information

conoeming

the

product

and

supplier

attributes

considered detemwinant by Iumber buyers in four industrieß that constitute segments
of the market for hardwood Iumber: wood household fumiture, millwork, kitchen
cabinets, and hardwood dimension and flooring.
The knowledge this study provides will aid in forecasting the raw material and
work force requirements of the industry by better understanding how the industry is
likely to evolve and react to changes.

In addition, it can help to better tailor

hardwood processing research to the present and future needs of the industry.
Mcl.intock (1987 p.82) provides a succinct description of the need for marketing
research in hardwood-based industries. He states:

"Hardwood indushies just do not maintain forward-looking, effective marketing
programs based on an understanding of consumer needs and expectations.

The di/emma facing any company that wants to do a better job in this

4
regard is that the information it requires is not available, and the mechanisms
for cbtaining it are not in place.

The research has not and is not being

dcne.'

This study sought to help provide this needed Information.

OBJECTIVES

1. Develop and test a methodology for categorlzlng business-level competitlve
strategy and detemwinlng strategic change in a mature industrial environment.
Determine

the

applicability

of

existing

strategic

typologies

to

the

U.S.

hardwood Iumber industry.

2. Characterize the product and supplier attributes required by selected Industrial
consumers ot hardwood Iumber.

Identity the attributes that are detemlinant in

purchase decisions.

3. Detemline

the

perceptions

of

primary

hardwood

processors

conceming

product and supplier attributes required by selected industrial oonsumers of
hardwood Iumber.
number two.

Compare these peroeptions to the results of objective

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

.,~The Hardwood Lumber Industry
Definition:
An Industry can be defined as a group of ftmws producing goods or services that
are considered close substitutes (Porter 1980, Day 1984).

Exactly how closely

substitutable products or goods need to be in detining an industry is subject to
debate, but Porter (1980) suggests using Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
A
codes as the basis for deiineation.
This is the approach that will be used in this study in defining the hardwood
Iumber industry as those firrns classified under SIC 24211 (Hardwood Iumber, rough
and dressed).

It should be noted that this level of classifmtion (five digits) ls

considered by Porter (1980) to be too narrow for some analyses.
purposes of this study, SIC 2421

However, for the

(sawmills and planing mills, general) - which

includes fimws producing softvvood Iumber, wood chips, softvvood siding, and softwood
cut stock · Is too broad.
for one another.

Clearly, these varied products are not practical substitutes

By using the more restrictive five digit definition of the hardwood

Iumber industry, the study more closely conforms to Porters (1980) definition.

~Size and Expenditures:
”
In 1982, the hardwood

Iumber

industry

(SIC

24211)

consisted

of

840

establishmenls primarily involved in the production of hardwood Iumber and had
employment of approximately 21,200.
Department of Commerce was

The total value of shipments reported by the

1.95 billion dollars in

5

1987 (USDC-BOC

1989);

6
However,

this

appears

figure

unrealistically

low

in

light

of

estimated

industry

production.
Durlng 1982, new capital expenditures In the Industry totaled 56.5 milllon dolIars;—
approximately
production

67.3

thousand

employee

dollars

(USDC-BOC

per

establlshment

1985a).

When

or

3.2

compared

thousand
to

new

per

capital

expenditures in the softwood Iumber industry (SIC 24212) of approximately 4.4
thousand dollars per production employee, this figure suggests that the hardwood
industry has been less aggressively modemizing.
study of the eastem

sawmilling

This idea is supported by a 1985

Industry that characterlzed

the typlcal

eastem

hardwood sawmill as a small operation utillzing a circular headrig and non-computer
controlled/assisted processing equipment (Bush 1986).
(1981)

similarly characterized the

White, Lamb and Wengert

industry as oonsisting

of small,

independently

owned firms Iacking in automated processing equipment.

Specialization and Conoentration:
While the Bureau of Census does not report a current specialization ratio' for SIC
24211, it is thought to be quite high since the specialization ratio for the more
general SIC 2421 is 93 percent (USDA-BOC 1985a).

In addition, researchers have

stated that the hardwood Iumber industry is highly specialized (White, Lamb and

‘
The specialization ratio represents the ratio of shipments of products primary
to the industry to total product shipments (USDC-BOC 1986). lt provides a
rough measure of product diversity in the industry. A related measure, the
coverage ratio, represents the ratio of primary products shipped by firms in
the industry to total shipments of the products (USDC-BOC 1986).

7
Wengert 1981).

This high specialization implies that the hardwood Iumber industry

is, in general, Iacking in product diversiflcation.
The industry ls not highly concentrated and can be characterlzed as fragmented.
Based on a comparison of data from the National Forest Products Association
(Cortett 1988) and the USDA · Forest Service (Ulrlch 1988), the top tive ttrms In the
industry (by production) produoe between 6 and 8 peroent of· the total industry
output.

V Production and Consumption Trends:
Hardwood Iumber production figures reported by the USDA
- Forest Service
(Ulrich 1988), which are based on U.S. Department of Commerce
- Bureau of
Census data, are perhaps the most consistently reported.

These data indicate that

hardwood production between 1955 and 1986 varied between a low of 5.1 billion
board feet in 1982 and a high of 8.0 billion board feet ln 1956 (Table 1).
Until recently, hardwood Iumber production data reported by the National Forest
Products

Association

(NFPA

1984)

were

quite

similar to

Forest Service

data.

However, researchers have begun to question the U.S. Department of Commerce

statistics (Cardellichio and Binkley 1984, Corlett 1988).
recently _revised

its estimates

of

U.S.

hardwood

As a result, the NFPA

Iumber production

upward

average of approximately 37 peroent for 1978 through 1987 (Cortett 1988).

an
ln

particular, the new NFPA figures indlcate that 1986 hardwood production was 10.024
billion board feet and preliminary figures indicate that 1987 production represented a
twenty year high of 11.026 billion board feet.

_

4

8
Luppold and Dempsey (1989) estimate 1986 hardwood lumber production at
10.024 billion board feet but the authors excluded hardwood lumber production in
regions other than the central and eastem United States
U.S. production was slightly higher.

-

suggesting that total

The Weekly Hardwood Review (Anonymous

1987) proposed that 1987 production was actually ln the 12
- 13 billlon board feet
range.

However, the lack of methodological support for estimates proposed by the

Weekly Hardwood Review detracts from their credibility.
Apparent

hardwood

lumber consumption

follows

hardwood

lumber production

quite closely since, In recent years, net exports have been a relatively small portion
of the total market (Cardellichio and Binkley 1984, Nolley 1988).

Between 1977 and

1987, for example, net exports peaked at 278 million board feet or approximately 4
percent of production (Tables 1 and 2).

Using Department of Commerce data (Ulrich

1988) for the 1975 - 1985 period, net exports averaged 70 million board feet per
year or approximately one percent of average production.
Despite the disagreement over the absolute

magnitude of hardwood lumber

production and short temt fluctuations, it is evident that production and demand for
“
hardwood lumber are growing slowly.

Cardellichio and Binkley (1984) report an

average annual production growth rate of 0.5 percent between 1950 and 1980.
Based on Department of Commerce data, production increased at an average annual
rate of 2.1 percent between 1976 and 1986 (Ulrich 1988).

Markets:
The major uses of hardwood lumber in recent years have been in pallets,
fumiture, and rallroad ties (Cardellichio and Binkley 1984, Gundy 1986, Luppold

9
1988, Spelter and Phelps 1984).

Table 3 provides the relative share of these and

other markets for hardwood Iumber in 1980.

Table 4 provides more recent estimates

of the oonsumption of eastem hardwood Iumber.

1'he wood household fumiture

Industry (SIC 2511) ls the single largest user of higher grade hardwood Iumber and
the only one of the three major uses that consumes slgnlficant quantities of higher
grade material (Luppold 1986, Ackerman 1987).
·

Pallets are the largest single use

for hardwood Iumber (Luppold 1988, Gundy 1986) but Iumber purchases for pallets
are concentrated in lower Iumber grades (Wengert and Lamb 1981, Ararnan 1987,
Luppold 1988).

Pa/lets

-

The demand for pallets has grown significantly in the last 50 years

(McCurdy and Ewers 1987).- Production of pallets reached 250 million units in 1980
and aooounted for approximately 32 percent of total hardwood Iumber use
(Cardellichio and Blnkley 1984, Spelter and Phelps 1984).

By 1985, estlmated

production reached 450 million units · consuming an estimated 4.6 billion board feet
of

hardwood

materialZ.

However,

the

National

Wooden

Pallet and

Container

Association (NWPCA 1988) reported a substantially lower figure of 304 million units
for 1985 and approximately 418 million units for 1987.
Luppold (1988) reports that the proportion of hardwood Iumber used for pallets
grew to approximately 50 percent in 1986.

Lumber use per pallet, however, has

decreased (Spelter and Phelps 1984), possibly resultlng from a trend toward the

Z This estimate is based
on:

13.89 board feet of lurnber per pallet, a

nationwide average of 73 percent hardwood Iumber, and total production of
450 million units (McCurdy and Ewers 1987, McCurdy et al. 1988).

10
production of fewer non-expendable pallets (which typically contain more wood) in
favor of expendable pallets (McCurdy et al. 1988).
While pallet demand has grown strongly In recent times, substimte products have
begun to impact the demand for hardwood Iumber in pallet production (McLintock
1987).

For example, the U.S. automotive industry recently began to utilize plastic

pallets and bins (Singh 1986) and United States military use of wood pallets has
been affected by competition from plastics (Anonymous 1988).

The development of

wood—based substitutes, such as molded flakeboard pallets, may also pose a threat
to solid wood pallets.
Spelter and Phelps (1984) estimate that 75 percent of total pallet production is
from purchased Iumber.

Using this ügure and NWPCA production figures for 1987,

the market for hardwood Iumber to pallet producers is an estimated 3.2 billion board
feet.

Obviously, this is a signiticant market segment.

However, the importance of

the segment is reduoed somewhat since pallet producers purchase primarily low
quality, low value-added material.

Hardwood Lumber Exporls

-

As is the case with pallets, hardwood Iumber exports

have grown signilicantiy in recent years (Table 2).

Lumber exports from the United

States reached over 725 million board feet in 1987 and had a reported value ot over
474 million dollars (Araman 1988a, Nolley 1988).
unrealistically low in light of domestic prices for Iumber.

However, this value appears
Net exporls, while small in

relation to production, have grown since 1985 (Table 2).
The volume of hardwood Iumber exports increased significantiy in 1988 to an

estimated 1.3 billion board feet - a 79 percent increase over 1987 exports (Phelps

11
1988).

Net exports for 1988 increased by 200 percent over 1987 to an estimated

900 million board feet (Table 2).
lt should be noted, however, that estimates of export levels based on Department
of Commerce data have been questioned.
Commerce

data

overestimates

the

Luppold (1989) states that Department of

volume

of

hardwood

Iumber

estimates that exports will reach 700 million board feet in 1989.

exports

and

While this figure

indicates growth in exports, it is significantly below the previous estimate of 1.3
billlon board feet in 1988 (Table 2).
The largest quantities of exported Iumber are destined for Canada, Taiwan,
Japan, and the Federal Republic of Germany (Araman 1987).

Red and white oak

are the principal species exported but maple and walnut are also exported in
signiflcant quantilies (Araman 1984, Nolley 1988).
Although only a relatively small percentage of total hardwood Iumber is exported,
this market is signiticant since export Iumber is generally a high quality, high valueadded product (especially exports to Europe).

This point is evident in the fact that in

1986 one of every tive dollars received by hardwood sawmills was generated
through export related sales (Araman 1988a).
The hardwood Iumber export market in the future will be affected by a number of
factors.

Just as domestic hardwood markets have been affected by substitute

products,

so

have

foreign

hardwood

users.

European

fumiture

producers,

in

particular, have been under pressure to maintain lower costs through substitution of
less expensive materials for imported wood (Araman 1987).

Hardwood Iumber

exports will also be affected by changes in the value of the dollar relative to other

currencies and by the domestic fumiture

market since fumiture

manufactured

_

12
overseas, of U.S. Iumber, Is often sold In the U.S.

Finally, since the export market

ls heavily dependent on a few species, hardwood Iumber exports are affected by the
state of altemative domestlc markets for the Iumber.

Hugh Value Markets
by

the

millwork

—

In addition to the export market, high quality Iumber is used

(SIC

2431),

wood

household

fumiture

(SIC

2511),

hardwood

dimension and ftooring (SIC 2426), and wood kitchen cabinet (SIC 2434) Industries
(Araman 1987).

This study concentrated on these product/markets since they may

offer the greatest potential

for nlche marketing which can

competitive strategy (Day 1984).

fomt the basis of

In addition, other major markets for hardwood

Iumber such as pallets, and exports have been relatively well studied In recent times
(see, for example: Araman 1984, 1987, 1988a, 1988b; Luppold 1988; McCurdy and
Ewers 1987; McCurdy et al. 1988).

High Value Markets for Hardwood Lumber
The Wood Household Fumiture Industry:
The

wood

establishments

household
(2,430

fumiture

companies)

industry
in

(SIC

1982.

2511)

This

oonsisted

was

down

establlshments (2,796 companies) in 1977 (USDC·BOC 1985b).
numerically

dominated

establishments

have

by
20

small
or

fewer

tirms.

Approximately

employees

68

(USDC-BOC

of

2,607

from

2,982

The industry ls
percent
1985b).

of

the

Industry

employment during 1982 was 123,900 and employment Increased to 140,600 by the
second quarter of 1987 (Nolley 1988).
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Bureau of Census statistics (USDC·BOC 1986) lndicate a specialization ratio of
95 percent and a coverage ratio of 96 percent for the wood household fumiture
industry.

This relative lack of product diversiflcation, as well as the lndustrys low

concentration (four-fimt total of less than 15 percent of industry output), has also
been

reported

by

the

U.S.

Department

of

Commerce

-

lntemational

Trade

Administration (USDC-ITA 1985).
/Hardwood lumber was the most important material used by the wood fumiture
industry in 1982, awounting for 18 percent of total material cost (Luppold 1986).
However, lumber use by the fumiture industry, in general, has decreased on a per
unit basis.

Spelter and Phelps (1984) report lumber consumption per unit of output

by the fumiture industry as steadily decreasing from 1949 to 1981.

Luppold and

McKeever (1987) adjusted hardwood lumber use in the industry by the level of
production and found that usage per unit decreased between 1963 and 1982.

This

decrease reflects the substitution of altematlve materials (usually wood based) fer
hardwood lumber (Cardellichio and Binkley 1984, Ackerman 1987).

In particular,

composite panels and softwoods have gained market share from hardwood lumber
(Luppold and McKeever 1987).
the 1949 to 1981

Since fumiture production increased threefold over

period (Spelter and

Phebs 1984, Swanston,

Morrissey, and

Rosenthal 1985), the drop in lumber demand was not as great as the substitution
effect would suggest.
The wood household fumiture industry exhlbits many of the attributes of the
perfect competition model of industry structure (although not to the extent exhibited
by some other wood·based industries). These include (USDC-ITA 1985):
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-

Many manufacturers with no timi controlling a large market share

·

Little brand reoognition

-

Nearly homogeneous product

·

Technology that is available to all tirms such that none have a sustainable
competitive advantage based on superior technology

—

Strong price competition

The loss of market share to imported fumiture ls a major threat to the fumiture
industry (Swanston, Morrissey and Rosenthal 1985).

'l'he wood household fumiture

industry, in particular, is threatened by foreign competition since it does not enjoy the
protection that high shipping costs afford the upholstered fumiture industry.

Foreign

market share in this category (wood household fumiture) grew from 6 percent in
1979 to 13 percent in 1983 (NDMA 1985).

Araman (1988b) estimated the market

share held by imported wood household fumiture to be approximately 22 percent ln
1987 (based on deflated dollar values of shipments).

In constant 1982 dollars, the

value of imported wood household fumiture and parts has inoreased from 478 million
dollars in 1977 to 1.787 billion dollars in 1987 (Nolley 1988).
The fumiture industry has experienced below average profits in recent times and
this has resulted in low capital investment and slow productivity growth (USDO-ITA
1985).

New capital expenditures in the industry averaged 45.7 thousand dollars per

establishment in 1982 (USDC-BOC 1985b).

Labor productivity fell at an annual rate

of 2 percent between 1972 and 1981 (USDC·ITA 1985).

ln more recent times,

however, the industry has experienced slight gains in labor productivity (Herman
1987).

Overall, the industry is considered to be in a poor position to compete with
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foreign competition due to its labor intensity and relatively high U.S. labor costs
(USDC—ITA 1985).
In general, the fumiture Industry is tendlng toward less fragmentatlon as large
corporations aoquire smaller oonoems.

For example, Interoo Corp. owns Broyhill,

Ethan Allen, and Highland House, Inc. fumiture galleries (Intercc 1988). Martens
and Araman (1987) support this contention in stating that the fumiture industry is
highly competitive and lncreasingly dominated by large oonoems.

The Hardwood Dimension and Flooring Industry:
Statistics for hardwood dimension

manufacturers

(SIC 24262) and

hardwood

flooring manufacturers (SIC 24261) are generally reported in combination under SIC
2426 by the Bureau of Census.
Industries is often lacking.

Consequently, information specific to either of the

Because of this and the fact that other sources of

industry specific infonnation are few, the approach taken here will be to first
investigate the Industries in combination (SIC 2426) and then review the available
infomiation specific to the individual Industries.
The number of establishments In SIC 2426 has decreased in recent times from
933 in 1972 to 780 in 1982 (USDC-BOC 1984).
approxlmately 16 percent.

This represents a decrease of

Over the same period, the proportion of larger lirms (20

or more employees) remained constant at approxlmately 39 percent.

'l'he total

number of employees dropped, however, from 29,100 to 22,900 (USDC-BOC 1985a).
Employment during the second quarter of 1987 had increased signilicantly to 33,000
(Nolley 1988).
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Hardwood dimension and tlooring manufacturers are similar to wood household
fumiture manufacturers in that they are highly speclalized and produce the majorlty
of the products primary to their Industries.

Firms categorized In SIC 2426 had an

overall specialization ratio of 90 percent and a coverage ratio of 92 percent in 1982

(USDC-BOC 1986).

The industry, like many wood—based Industries, Is fragmented

and many of the flrms are small, famlly owned operations (NDMA 1985).
New capital expenditures by flnns included In SIC 2426 totaled 24.3 mllllon
dollars In 1982 or approximately 30.8 thousand dollars per establishment (USDCBOC 1985a).

This compares to 66.7 thousand dollars per establishment In the

hardwood Iumber industry and 45.7 thousand dollars per establishment in the wood
household fumiture Industry.

The industry purchased 751.6 million board feet of

hardwood Iumber In 1982; 81 percent of which conslsted of rough Iumber (USDCBOC 1985a).

Production is concentrated in the eastem U.S. with North Carolina,

Tennessee, Wrginia, Kentucky and Pennsylvania being the leading states (NDMA
1985).
Three major product classes account for the majority of the value of shipments
from SIC 2426: Hardwood dimension stock (SIC 24262) accounts for 52 percent,
Hardwood flooring (SIC 24261) for 23 percent, and wood frames for household
fumiture (SIC 24266) accounts for 10 percent (NDMA 1985).

Standard Industrial Classification 24262

-

Hardwood dimension stock, fumiture

parts, and vehicle stock manufacturers make up SIC 24262 and fomi the largest
segment of SIC 2426.

This indusuy accounted for 30 percent of the establishments,

51 percent of the employees, and 52 percent of the value of shipments within SIC
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2426 in 1982 (USDC-BCC 1985a, NDMA 1985).

During the same year the industry

included 238 establishments and 11.6 thousand employees (USDC-BCC 1985a).

Total value of shipments by timts in SIC 24262 was 444.2 million dollars in 1982,
a three percent decrease when oompared to 1977 (Losser 1986).

ln real terms, the

value of industry shlpmena has been decllning since 1972 (NDMA 1985).

While

exact Figures are difficult to obtain, 1988 demand for hardwood dimension was strong
enough to allow the industry to make capital investrnents to expand capacity and
improve productivity (Losser 1988).
The industry supplies dimension stock to a variety of fimts.

The largest portion

of shlpments, however, are to fumiture and cabinet manufacturers (Losser 1986).
This dependence on sales to fumiture manufacturers makes tirrns in SIC 24262
vulnerable to the market share gains made by foreign manufacturers of fumiture and
fumiture para.

Foreign fumiture part manufacturers compete, primarily, on price

(NDMA 1985) and the U.S. industry is not in a good position to compete on this
basis.

Labor rates in the U.S. are considered to be higher than in the oompeting

countries, the technology level of U.S. producers is generally equivalent to their
competitors, technological improvements are generally available to all producers, and
shipping costs or the lack of domestic raw material supplies have not proven to be
significant deterrents to export to the U.S. (NDMA 1985).

As a result, some fumiture

manufacturers have begun to use imported fumiture parts in order to lower their
cosa (Losser 1986).

This effect can be seen in the over 70 percent increase in the

value (constant 1982 dollars) of imported household fumiture and fumiture para
between 1977 and 1987 (Nolley 1988).
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Another threat to the industry is the trend on the part of fumiture and cablnet
manufacturers toward backvvard integration.

The National Dimension Manufacturers

Association (1985) estimates that 89 percent of U.S. dimension users produoe at
least some of their own dimension para and approximately 72 percent of the total
dimension material used ls intemally produced.

1'he effects of such integration are

to give dimension users bargaining power over dimension manufacturers and to
place a oeiling on protits in the dimension industry (Porter 1980).
manufacturers

are

also

vertically

integrated.

Approximately 23

Dimension

percent owned

sawmill operations in 1985 (NDMA 1985) and this trend is increasing (Losser 1988).

Standard Industrial Classificaüon 24261
production

of hardwood flooring

materials

classification included only 44 firms in
people (USDC-BOC 1985a).

Manufacturers primariiy engaged in the

-

are

classitied

In

SIC 24261.

1982 and employed approximately 4200

The industry oonsumed an estimated 476 million board

feet of Iumber in 1987, the majority of which was oak (Martens 1988).
dimension

and

wood

'l'hls

fumiture

Industries,

the

hardwood

flooring

Unlike the

industry

uses

significant quantities of 2 common and 3A common grades of Iumber (Martens 1988,
Araman 1987).

Most companies produoe strip flooring as opposed to parquet, plank,

or laminated (Martens 1988).
The demand for hardwood flooring has changed dramatically In the last 30 years.
Cardellichio and Binkley (1984) report a drastic decrease in demand between 1960
and 1980.

In the eighties, production has increased but remains well below the

levels of the sixties and ear1y seventies (Figure 1).
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While the flooring industry does not appear to be suffering from competition from
foreign

producers,

it

remains

vulnerable

construction and to product substitution.

to

changes

in

residential

housing

Changes in the demand for hardwood

flooring can result from a decrease in the number of housing stars or from
a
decrease in the amount of flooring used per housing unit (resultlng from
the
substitution of altemative flooring materials). This Iatter effect has been
documented by Spelter and Phelps (1984) who reported a 90 percent decrease ln
wood use for flooring per single family home between 1950 and 1976.

TheIndustry:The
Millwork
millwork industry (SIC 2431) oonsiss of firms prlmarily engaged in the
production of windows and window parts, doors and door parts, and wood molding
(USDC-BOC 1985c).

V
The industry consumes higher grade Iumber (Firss & seconds,

and selecs) and as such competes with the export market for material (Araman
1987).
The millwork industry included approximately 2,321 establishmens in 1982 and
72 percent of these rirms had fewer than 20 employees (USDC·BOC 1985c). This
number, however, includes softvvood millwork manufacturers as well as hardwood
manufacturers.
softwood

In fact, the industry consumed almost three times as much rough

Iumber

as

rough

hardwood

Iumber

in

1982

(USDC-BOC

1985c).

Accordingly, most millwork and molding plans are located in the westem U.S.
(Gundy 1988).

Consumption of hardwood (rough and dressed) totaled 786.6 million

board feet in 1982 (USDC·BOC 1985c).
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New capital expenditures totaled 34.4 thousand dollars per establishment in 1982
(USDC—BOC

1985c).

This figure ls less than the 66.7 thousand dollars per

establishment during the same year in the hardwood Iumber Industry (SIC 24211)
but slightly more than what was spent in the hardwood dimension and fiooring
industry (USDC-BOC 1985a).
Capital expenditure levels have been sufiicient in recent years to avoid decreases
in labor productivity.

Herman (1987) reports that productlvity (as measured by output

per employee hour) in the millwork industry increased slightly between 1980 and
1984. The Industry employed 77,200 workers in 1986 (USDC-BOC 1988). As is
common in wood-based industries, the millwork industry exhibits high specializatlon
and coverage ratlos (USDC-BOC 1986).
'I'he majority of millwork timts are small operations.

In 1982, for example, 55

percent of the tirms in the industry employed fewer than 10 people and only 5
percent employed 100 or more people (USDC-BOC 1985c).

Consequently, lt is

likely that the majority of millwork tirms do not purchase lumber in quantlties large
enough to gain signlficant power in bargaining with lumber suppliers.
Cardellichio and Binkley (1984) report a decrease in the use of hardwood lumber
for millwork between 1960 and 1980.
reasons for the decrease.

However, no lnformatlon is given as to the

McKeever and Martens (1983) report total lumber use by

the millwork industry as 2,429 million board feet in 1977.
(388 million board feet) of this use was hardwood lumber.
use

per

single-family

home

decreased

dramatimlly

Approximately 16 percent
While hardwood fiooring

between

1950

and

1976,

hardwood millwork use increased from 235 board feet per unit in 1950 to an

estimated 340 board feet per unit in 1976 (Spelter and Phelps 1984).

ln 1988,
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demand for molding and millwork was strong, primarily due to active Do-lt-Yourself
and professional remodeling markets (Tomasko 1988).
Major threats to hardwood Iumber use in the millwork industry are the substitution
of softwood species for hardwoods and the use of non-wood materials in products
euch as windows, moldlng, and doors.

Softwoods held a 84 peroent share of Iumber

used by millwork firms in 1977 (McKeever and Martens 1983) and increases in this
share are Iikely to be at the expense of hardwood Iumber.

Metal doors have

developed some market share and plastics have become established for window
parts. A recent threat from a wood-based product has been developed in the form
of moldlng products that oonslst of veneer or vinyl wrapped over a reconstituted or
low grade solid wood core.
(Tomasko 1988).

veneer overlays, In particular, are becoming common

·

'l’he Wood Kitchen Cabinet Industry:
The wood kitchen cabinet industry (SIC 2434) includes firms primarily engaged In
the manufacture of wood kitchen cabinets and wood bathroom vanities.
included 2,964 establishments

in

1982 and,

The industry

in contrast to many wood based

Industries, the number of establishments grew by 65 peroent between 1972 and
1982

(USDC-BOC

1985c).

Firm

size

is

heavily

skewed

toward

smaller

establishments as is evidenced by the large percentage (68%) of timts with fewer
than 10 employees (USDC-BOC 1985c).
_

Total employment within the industry was

53,400 in 1986 (USDGBOC 1988).
The largest single group of firms within the Industry produce cabinets on a

custom basis.

Perhaps because of the predominanoe of smaller tirms, the industry’s
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new capital expenditures per firm are low.

In 1982 they amounted to approximately

14.8 thousand dollars per establishment (USDC·BOC 1985c).

In spite of this, the

Industry managed a very slight productivity gain between 1980 and 1984 (Hemian
1987).
The large number of small limts ln the wood kitchen cabinet Industry suggest
that lt mn be characterized as fragmented.
evidence of relatively low concentration.
concentration

of

12

'l’hls characterlzation ls supported by

In 1982 the industry had a four company

peroent (USDC·BOC

1986).

The

industry is also

highly

specialized and produces the vast majority of products primary to the industry.

A

specialization ratio of 96 peroent and a coverage ratio of 97 peroent were reported
for 1982 (USDC·BOC 1986).

These ratlos indlrzte that the Industry has not wldely

diversilied into non-cabinet products and that firms in other industnes have not
diversified into cabinet manufacture to any great extent.
industry (based on 1986 sales tigures) include:

Major competitors in the

Merillat Industries, Inc. with sales of

$215.9 million; Triangle Pacific Corp. with sales of $1652 million; and the WCI
Cabinet Group with sales of $152.3 million (Gralla Publications 1987).
Total Iumber use in the industry was approximately 186.2 million board feet in
1977 and approximately 73 peroent (135.9 million board feet) of this was hardwood
Iumber (McKeever and Martens 1983).

Luppold (1989) estimated eastem hardwood

Iumber oonsumption by the industry at 358 million board feet in 1977 and 612 million
board feet in 1987.

Regardless of which estimates are more accurate, it is apparent

that the kitchen cabinet industry is among the larger users of hardwood Iumber.
Threats to hardwood Iumber use by Ihe wood kitchen cabinet industry include the

use of subsfitute materials and changes in housing starts.

The kitchen cabinet
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industry

consumes

significant

quantities

of

plywood,

partlcleboard,

and

medium

density fiberboard - often substituting for hardwood Iumber (McKeever and Martens
1983).

Ackerman (1987) reports that Iaminate-faced panels have displaced solid

wood ln approxlmately 15 to 20 percent of kitchen cablnet production.
Demand for kitchen cabinets ls closely tled to housing starts and the level of
residential

repair

and

remodeling

activity

(Ackerman

1987).

The

repair

and

remodeling market has grown in recent years while housing starts have fluctuated.
Given a steady level of housing starts, demand for wood kitchen cabinets is
expected to grow slightly in the near future (Ackerman 1987).

Additionally, demand

for hardwood Iumber for use ln kitchen mbinets will be intluenced by the level of
price competition within the industry.

lncreased competition will tend to stimulate the

use of lower cost substitute materials and reduce the use of hardwood Iumber.

Summary:
The

hardwood

Iumber industry can

be

characterized

speclalized, and consisting of many small timts.
Iumber is growing slowly.

as fragmented,

highly

Overall, demand for hardwood

However, demand differs widely by market.

For example,

hardwood Iumber use by the pallet industry and the export market has grown in
recent years while Iumber use in tlooring has declined dramatically.

The position of

Iumber in almost all of these markets is being threatened by substitute materials and
imports.
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Competitive Strategy
Competitive strategy consisx of goals in conjunction with policies designed to
enable the organization to reach these goals (Porter 1980).

Competitive strategies

can be dichotomlzed along corporate-level and business-level llnes.

Hofer (1975

p.784) defines business-level as:

"... that level in an organization at which responsibility for the formulation of a
multifunctional strategy for a single industry or product/market is determineci"

ln contrast, corporate—level refers to the top level of an organization
- regardless cf
its size.
and

This dichotomy is useful even though differences between the corporate-

business·levels

organizations
·

are

corporate-

often
and

blurred.

business-level

For

example,

strategy is

in

small,

coincident.

single-industry
ln

addition,

guidelines for corporate—level strategy may be applicable to the business-level if one
focuses cn analysis of product/markets rather than business unix.
Corporate-level
organization,

strategy

and financial

is

concemed

with

the

transaotions of business

various industries (Patel and Ycunger 1978).

conüguration,
unix -

management,

typically representing

ln simpler temts, corporate-level

strategy considers which industries to compete ln (Hambrick 1980) and how to
manage the business unix within the chosen industries.

This area of competitive

strategy has been the focus of the bulk of attention from researchers (Hofer 1975),
perhaps because of the limited availability of business-level data as compared to
corporate-level data.

Competitive strategy research specific to wood producx based

organizations has also ocncentrated on the corporate level.
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ln contrast to corporate—level strategy, business-level strategy is concemed with
operating within a single industry.

Business·Ievel strategies are comprised of an

lnvestrnent substrategy, a political substrategy, and a compefitlve substrategy (Hofer
and Schendel 1978).
allocation

of

concemed
competitive

limited

with

the

Investment substrategies address the question of optlmum
(usually
tirms

strategies

financial)
interactions

address

the

resources.
with

problem

Political

extemal
of

substrategies

groups.

achieving

and

are

Business—leveI
maintaining

a

competitive advantage within an industry or product market (Porter 1980,1985; Day
1984; Patel and Younger 1978).

Competitive advantage ls the result of a business's

use of superior skills or resources to obtain positional advantages that result ln
performance outcomes (Figure 2).
l
Competitive Strategy Research:
The

literature conceming

general groups.

competitive strategy can

be segmented into three

The first group seeks normative models that have implications for

strategy fomtulation.

Examples include, but are not limited to, the experience curve

effect (Day 1986, Webster 1984), the product life cycle concept (Harrigan 1980, Day
1986), and various portfolio type models (Webster 1984, Day 1986, Harrigan and
Porter 1983, Morris 1988).
The second group of studies (which can be theoretically or empirically based)
seek to define a limited number of generic strategies representing generalized
competitive positions or postures.

In the framework of Fgure 2, these generic

strategies are analogous to positional advantages.

As such, they do not provide the

manager with infomiation conceming how to use the fimr’s strengths to obtain
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positional

advantage,

but rather they provide guidelines as to which

positional

advantage to seek
Examples of studies within this second group include much of the work based on
the Profit Impact of Market Strategy (PIMS) database (Hambrlck and Schecter 1983,
Galbraith and Schendel 1983, and others) as well as the works of Day (1984), Miller
and Friesen (1977), Harrigan (1988), Harrigan and Porter (1983) and Porter (1980).
Many

of

these

studies

concentrated

on

corporate-level

competitive

strategy.

However, as prevlously noted, the business-leveVcorporate—level dichotomy is often
blurred.
Porter's

(1980)

three strategies (Overall Cost Leadershka,

Differentiation,

Focus) constltute perhaps the most well known generic strategy typology.

and

Achieving

low product cost can produoe a significant competitive advantage but can require
large capital expenditures and favorable access to raw materials (Porter 1980).
Hardwood

lumber produoers may find a low cost position based on

superior

technology difficult to defend since production technology is relatively stable and
generally available
creating

a

to

product

oompetitors.

that

is

Following

perceived

a dilterentialion

industry·wide

as

unique

strategy
(Porter

requires
1980).

Competitive strategies based on difterentiation are defenslble when customers are
brand

loyal

and

less price

competing products.

sensitive toward the differentiated product than

to

Hnally, firms that pursue a focus strategy specialize in a

particular market segment and defend

it by creating

switching

costs for their

customers.
Dess and Davis (1984) identified a series of strategic dimensions that serve to
differentiate

Portefs

(1980)

three

generic

strategies.

These

include

brand
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identification, channel selection, technological leadership, cost position, service, and
Ieverage.
Day (1984) proposed a set of generic strategies similar to Porter's (1980) with
the addition of arhybnd (low cost and differentlatlon) strategy.

Figure 3 shows the

appropriate positions of these strategies along the dimensions of customer price
sensitivity and relative differenoes in products.
The definition of generic strategies has led to a third group of studies which seek
to categorize competitive strategy employed in a particular business segment.
studies

often

make comparisons

to

proposed

generic

These

strategy typologies

and,

typi•ally, tirms are combined into strategic groups using statistical algorithms or the
researohers judgement°.
Galbraith

and

Examples of these studies include; Dess and Davis (1984),

Schendel

(1983),

Harrigan

(1985b),

Rich

(1986),

O’Laughlin

and

Elletson (1981a,b,c), and Cleaves and O’Laughlin (1986a,b).
Dess and Davis (1984) examlned intended business-level competitive strategy
within the paints and allied products industry (SIC 2851) and compared strategic
groupings

to

Porters

(1980)

generic

strategy

typology.

Their

results

provide

empirical evidence of the validity of Porters typology in an industry not unlike the
hardwood lumber industry in its fragmentation. Dess and Davis’ (1984) work also
provided methodological guidelines for future research into business-level strategy.

° Strategic groups are groups of tirms within an industry or group of industrles
that follow similar, although not necessarily identical, competitive strategies
(Hitt, Ireland, and Stadter 1982; Porter 1979). The existence and importance
of strategic groups has been supported by several authors (Porter 1979,
Harrigan 1985b, Newman 1978, O’Laughlin and Ellefson 1981c).
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Galbraith and Schendel (1983) used PIMS data to investigate strategy types
within a multi-industry sample of tirms.

Cluster analysis methods were used to group

flmis on tive dimenslons resultlng from 26 quantitative variables.

For Industrial

products firms, four strategic groups and associated strategy types were ldentifled:
Low commitment, Maintenance, Growth, and Niche.
Harrigan (1985b) studied strategic group membership in a sample of 92 retailing
tirms.
focus

Within this sample, seven strategy groups were identilied.
of

this

work

was

on

demonstrating

appropriate

However, the

multivariate

statistical

techniques rather than the strategy types identlfled.
The remaining three studies, Rich (1986), O'Laughlin and Elletson (1981a,b,c)
and Cleaves and O'Laughlin (1986a,b), will be discussed in the next section of this
review since they relate directly to wood·based Industries

Competitive Strategy in Wood-Based Industries:
Several studies have investigated business- or corporate·IeveI strategy within the
universe of wood-based industries.
States wood-based tirms oonceming

Rich (1986) studied 42 of the largest United
corporate-level

intended oompetitive strategy.

The sample included corporations primarily involved in both liber and solid wood
based products and respondents were classitied as using one or a corrbination of
Porter's (1980) generic strategy types (Overall Cost Leadershp, Differentzation, or
Focus).

Rather than inter strategy from responses oonceming various strategic

dimensions, Rich (1986) had the respondents indicate directly which strategy type
was employed after reading short descriptions of the generic strategies.
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In general, Rich (1986) found that the majority of firms reported utilizing a cost
leadership strategy, but there was a trend toward the use of dlfferentiation and focus
strategies when compared to the results of a similar study coverlng the 1976-1979
period (Rich

1979).

Firms utilizing dltferentlatlon and focus strategies were, in

general, more protitable during 1984 than firms utilizing a cost leadership strategy.
Rich's (1986) study provides 'useful information conuming large wood—products
based corporations.

However, the studys cross-sectional, multi-industry approach

precludes inferences oonceming intra-industry business strategy.

In addition, it is

unclear whether the strategic groups in the sample are an lntrlnsic characteristic or a
rellc of the research process.
ln their three article series, O’Laughlin and Ellefson (1981a,b,c) examine the
economic structure

of an

aggregate

industry cornposed of lumber and lumber

products firms (SIC 24), paper and pulp products fimts (SIC 26), and lirrns in the
wood-based portlon of the fumiture industry (SIC 25).

The sample conslsted of the

40 largest (by 1978 sales revenue) firms in this aggregate utegory.
The third of O’Laughlin and Ellefson’s articles (O’Laughlin and Ellefson 1981c)
examined strategic groups within the sample.

Rrms were empirically classified into

strategic groups based on 1978 sales rank and apparent diversiücation strategy.
Four strategic groups were identified:
Traditional

wood—based companies

Tradiäonal top 10 wood—based companies,

similar in

sales

volume

to

new cfversified

entrants, New dfversified entrants, and Other tradiüona! wood-based companies.
As is the use with Rich's (1986) study, the inter~industry naurre, limited number
of strategic dimensions, and focus on large multi-industry corporations of O’Laughlin
and Ellefson’s (1981a,b,c) study limits its appliubility to intra-industry situations in
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general and the hardwood lumber industry in particular.

However, the authors do

provlde

O’Laughlln

Inslght Into competition within

an

Industry.

and

Ellefson

(1981a,b,c) conclude that the presence In an Industry of tirrns whose primary
business

Is

outside

the

Industry

tends

to

increase

competition.

Increased

competition is Iikely to be the result of differences In goals between the tirrns whose
primary business is outside the industry and those whose primary business is within
the Industry (Porter 1980).

The authors also suggest that competition within an

Industry Increases with Increasing strategic group complexity (l.e. the number of
strategic groups).
A

more

investigated
panel

recent

two-article

Intra·industry

industry.

series

business-level

by

Cleaves

oompetitive

and

strategy

O'Laughlin

(1986a,b)

within

structural

the

The authors posit that important strategic dimensions

include:

manufacturing, size, integration, timberland ownership, procurement, distribution, and
geographlc speclalizatlon.

These dimensions were used as the basis for detinlng

strategic groups within a sample of 24 southem pine plywood lirms.
Fourteen variables, representing the seven strategic dimensions, were measured
for each of the 24 finns (Table 5).
to define five strategic groups:
Regional

Solld

Wood

Integrated Wood Giants, Local Lumber Producers,

Products

Dlversitied Paper Producers.

A hierarchical clustering algorithm was then used

Speclalists,

'I7mber

Baron

Subsrdiarfes,

and

This methodology dlffered from that used by Rich

(1986) in that it did not force the tirrns into a priori strategy types.

No attempt was

made to compare the strategic groupings, as detennined by the clustering algorithm,
to existing strategic typologies.
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Cleaves and O’Laughlin (1986a,b) point out that the resulting multidimensional
clustering helps to explain competition among the firms that cannot be explained
adequately uslng the traditional economic models that are often applied to markets
for wood products. ln addition, the authors suggest that the identification of
strategic groups within the industiy aids in preoicling industry-wide response to
govemment

regulations,

technological

advances,

changes

in

raw

materials,

and

competitor moves.

'l'he major limitation of the work of Cleaves and O’Laughlin (1986a,b) lnvolves the
operattonallzation

of

the

strategy

oonstruct.”

lt

is

unclear

how

the

strategic

dimensions were chosen and how the findings might vary if different dlmensions
were used to define the strategic groups.

Such questions probably fall beyond the

original intent of the work but are relevant in the context of this study.
Rich (1979) defined seven factors that determine the position of a strategic
business unit (SBU) in the investment portfollo corporate strategy model.

'These

were: market share, timberland ownership, fonlvard integration, diversitication, timber
utilization, market growth, and synergy (how the SBU adds to the total portfolio).
The dimensions represented by these factors are very similar to those used in the
Cleaves and O’Laughlin (1986a,b) study.

Industry Maturity and Decline
The concept of industry change as a evolutlonary process
· proceeding from
introduction through maturity to a stage of decline - is conceptually linked to the
product life cycle paradigm.
second half of the life cycle.

Harrigan (1988) detines industry maturity/decline as the
In this context, an industry enters maturity when the
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demand for its product or products passes from rapid growth to slow or no growth
(Porter 1980).

Similarly, declining industries are those where demand is decreasing.

Some researchers have been more specific in defining a mature industry as having
real annual growth (ln demand) of less than 10 percent (Harrlgan 1985a, Hambrlck
and Schecter 1983).

Using this definition, the hardwood lumber industry, with annual

growth of approximately 2 percent (Ulrich 1988), can be classified as mature.
Industry maturity is the norm rather than the exception (Heame 1982).

In the

eoonomies of Japan, westem Europe, and the United States it ls estimated that 75
percent of all industries can be classified as mature or declining (Harrlgan 1988).
The reasons for flat or decreaslng demand are varled but can Include (Harrlgan
1988):

.

i

·

Demographic changes

-

Technological changes

·

Import competition

-

Ufestyle changes

-

Pressure from substitute products

·

Styling obsolescence

-

Changes in laws and policics

-

Webster (1984) attrlbutes changes in demand over the llfe cycle to changing
consumer needs and preferences, advancing technology, and changing competition.
ln addition to changes ln demand, changes in the nature of competition and

industry structure have been associated with various stages in the life cycle of an
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industry.

However, previous research is not conclusive as to the nature of these

changes.

Thorelli and Bumett (1981) found that the number of competitors in an

industry increased as the industry moved from a growth period to a period of
maturity.

Patel and Younger (1978) contend that during maturlty the number of

competitors tends to decrease.

Both Morris (1988) and Day (1986) dlvlde the growth

period of the life cycle into a period of rapid growth and a period of competifive
turbulence.

Morris (1988) found that the number of competitors increased during the

rapid growth period but decreased as marginat fimts exited the industry in the
competltive

turbulence

or

shake—out

period.

Durlng

maturity,

competition

was

relatlvely stable and characterized by an ollgopolistic market structure.
The maturity period of the industry life cycle has also been associated with
increased emphasis on foreign markets (Wells 1968).

Thorelli and Bumett (1981)

uconfimted this finding and added that competition from imported products tends to
increase with each successive stage in the life cycle.
Patel and Younger (1978) define the general dimenslons along which industry
evolutionary change takes

place.

These

dimenslons

are:

growth

rate,

growth

potential, distribution and stability of market share, breadth of product line, number of
competitors, customer stability, ease of entry, and technological stability.
summarizes

changes

specific

to

the

maturity period

by

detining

Day (1986)
the following

lndicators of industry maturity:
·

Evidence of market saturation

·

Increasing rate of decline in real prices and profit margins

-

Industry overcapacity levels that cannot be awounted for by short-run

economic fluctuations
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·

Appearance of substitute technologies and related products

-

Changes in the ratio of exports and imports, due to growing foreign
sourcing of production

·

Decllnlng responslveness cf sales to advertlslng, promoUon, and sales
eftorts, In conjunction with lncreasing price sensitivity

-

lncreasing reluctance of buyers to pay for technical services

-

Decreasing protitability and reduced risks of backward Integration by
customers

The linking of the concept of industry maturity and decline to the product life
cycle causes It to share many of the limitations inherent in life cycle theory.
Controversy exists as to whether the product life cycle concept can correctly be
extrapolated from individual consumer products (for which the concept was originally
developed) to

Industries producing

industrial

products

(Porter

1980).

However,

Thorelli and Bumett (1981), in a study of 1148 industrial businesses, concluded that
the product life cycle does apply to industrial products.

Hearne (1982) provides the

basis for extrapolaling from individual products to Industries by defining a industry life
cycle as the sum of the life cycles of the industry’s products.

Day (1986) points out

that the demand for most industrial products is derived from the demand for a
consumer product and, as such, do not follow their own life cycle but instead share
the life cycle of the consumer product.

One can conclude from this that the life

cycle of an industry is the sum of the life cycles of the products from which Its
demand is derived.

In the context of Unis study, Une life cycle of Une hardwood

Iumber industry is defined by the demand for solid wood fumiture, millwork, cabinets,
pallels, and the various other hardwood products.

-
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Another problem In utilizing life cycle theory is the difficulty of detining an
lndustry‘s position in the life cycle at any given time (Porter 1980, Day 1981).

This

problem ls oomplicated by the fact that the length of the stages In the life cycle
varles, some stages may be skipped entlrely, and demand may revitallze creating a
new growth period (Morris 1988).

In addition, the actions of a firm or group of flmts

can influence demand and so the length of life cycle stages (Porter 1980).

Strategy In the Mature/Declining Environment:
As

previously

mentioned,

research

specific

to

strategy

In

mature/declining

Industries Is generally Iacking and the work that ls specific to the mature/declinlng
environment tends to be corporate-level investment oriented.

ln addition, more

general strategic models may not be appropriate to the mature/declining situation.
For example, portfolio models based on the growth-market share matrix suggest a
harvest strategy (limit Investment - generate maximum cash flow) or divestiture in
low growth Industries (Day 1986, Webster 1984).
these prescriptions.

Two problems are evident with

Erst, the cash generated from such activities ("mill<ing" in the

case of the harvest strategy or receipts from the sale of assets In the case of
divestiture) is assumed to be invested in high growth Industries (Webster 1984).
This may not be desirable or even feasible.

Heame (1982) states that such

attempts are often unsuocessful due to the relative scarcity of growth Industries and
the competition to aoquire lirms within such Industries.

Seoondly; corporate policy,

contractual commitrnents, or exit barrier oonsiderations (among others) may preclude
exit from the industry (Porter 1980, Harrigan 1980, Harrigan and Porter 1983).
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Research that specifically addresses strategy in the mature/declining environment
includes Harrlgan (1980, 1985a, 1988), Harrlgan and Porter (1983), and (to a Iesser
degree) Patel and Younger (1978).

The works of Harrlgan as well as Harrlgan and

Porter sought to develop guidelines or generic strategies for competing in a mature
or declining industry.

For example, Harrlgan (1988) ldentified generic strategies

appropriate for the mature indust1·y environment based on the industrys structure and
the tim1's competitive strengths.
generic strategies:

Divest

Figure 4 shows the relationship between these tive

Milk me investment

investment levet and Shnnk selectively.

lncrease lnvestrnent levet

Hold

Hanigan and Porter (1983) provided an

analogous matrix appropriate to declining industries that consisted of four aitemative
generic strategies: Leadershp, Niche, Harvest and Quick divestment
The detemwinants of appropriate strategic altematives in both Harrigan’s (1988)
and Harrlgan and Porter‘s (1983) matrices are the fim1's relative competitive strength
and the industrys structure and demand outlook

Industry structure, ln the mature

environment context, is affected by factors such as the number of strategic groups
within the industry and the presence of pockets of demand that are Iikely to endure
(and might fonn the basis of market niches).

These, and other factors, determine

how competition in an industry will evolve during maturity and decline.

When

oombined with an assessment of a tirm’s relative strength, they allow the use of
Harrigan’s (1988) strategic matrix to help determine appropriate strategy.
Harrigan’s
strategy.

(1988)

model

focuses

on

the

investment

segment

of

corporate

The Harrlgan and Porter (1983) model is a hybrid which inoorporates

elements of both investment and competitive strategies and could be interpreted at
either the business or corporate levels.
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Patel and Younger (1978) provide strategic guidelines which vary with competitive
posltlon and llfe cycle sage.
ldentified (Figure 5).
(1988),

however,

In the maturity sage, seven potential strategies are

These generic strategies

Patel

and

Younger

(1978)

are slmllar to those of Harrigan
divide

the

spectrum

of

potential

strategies more linely.

Summary:
Very little research ls available that lnvestigates competitive strategy ln woodbased

Industries.

Studies that have been

corporate-level strategy in inter-industry samples.

conducted tend to ooncentrate on
The one exception that could be

found (Cleaves and O'laughIin 1986a,b) made no attempt to compare the strategy
W

types identiried to existing typologies.
Models are available that attempt to classily strategy in mature and declining
Industries.

In addition, general models of business-level strategy are available.

However, the nature of competitive strategy in the hardwood lumber industry and the
applicability of available typologies to the industry remains unexarnined.
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Table 1.

United States Hardwood Lumber Production and Consumption:

1955 -1988.

-

Year

Production
(Billion board feet)

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

7.6
8.0
5.8
6.0
6.7
6.3
6.0
6.4
7.2
7.3

7.6
8.1
5.8
6.1
6.8
6.4
6.0
6.5
7.3
7.4

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970 ·
1971
1972
1973
1974

7.5
7.7
7.4
7.2
7.5
7.1
6.9
6.8
7.0
6.9

7.7 8.0
7.6
7.4
7.8
7.3
7.1
7.0
7.3
7.2

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

5.9
6.4
6.7
7.0
7.3
7.1
6.3
5.1
5.6
6.3

5.9
6.5
6.8
7.0
7.3
6.9
6.1
4.9
5.4
6.1

1985

6.0

1986
1987
1988 (est.)

7.2
7.5
7.8

Source: Ulrich 1988, Phelps 1988

Consumption
(Billion board feet)

5.9

7.0
7.2
6.9

·

'
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Table 2.

United States Hardwood Lumber lmpons and Exports:
1977 - 1988

Year

Lumber

Lunber

Imports

Net

Exports

Imporls

(MBF)

(MBF)

(MBF)

1977
1978
1979
1980

300,000
321 ,799
322,100
265,090

200,000
270,500
294,245
355,329

100,000
51,266
27,855
-90,239

1981
1982
1983
1984

260,851
186,899
231 ,271
281,886

378,621
334,304
447,989
441,192

-117,770
-147,405
-21 6,71 8
-159,306

1985
1986
1987
1988 (est.)

31 1 ,997
290,400
447,71 8
400,000

372,603
498,284
725,802
1,300,000

-60,606
-207,884
-278,084
-900,000

Sources: Nolley 1988, Ulrich 1988, Phelps 1988, USDA-FAS 1988
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Table 3.

United States Hardwood Lumber Market Shares: 1980
Market

‘

Shipping and Materials Handling

Estlmated Share
%
37.8

Falles
Containers

31.9
3.2

Dunnage

2.7

Fumiture

26.9

Mines and 'Hes

15.2

Crossties
Switch lies
Coal Mines
Construction

11.2
1.0
3.0
6.7

Floorlng

1.2

Millwork

5.5

Miscellaneous

9.1

Expors

4.3

Source: Cardellichio and Binkley 1984
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Table 4.

Eastem Hardwood Lumber Consumption by End-Use:

1972 - 1987

End-Use

1972

Pallets and Containers

—·-l-—-— MMBF ———-———
2412
2627
3184
4425

1977

1982

1987

Dimension

795

1080

927

1359

Flooring

657

304

222

476

Wood Household Fumiture

1147

1250

1014

1058

Millwork

545

372

441

713

Kitchen Cabinets

274

358

319

612

Railway Tles

850

1000

834

635

Exports

237

240

321

543

Commercial Fumiture

213

221

275

427

Upholstered Fumiture

427

254

285

309

Other

535

652

400

703

8092

8358

8222

1 1260

Total

Adapted from estimates provided by Luppold (1989)
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Table 5.

Strategic Dimensions and Associated Variables Studied by Cleaves
and O‘Laughlin (1986a,b)

Dimensions

Variable (units)

Manufacturing

Plant Capacity (Million sq. ft.)

Distribution

Plant Age (Years)

Size

Manufacturing Domain (# of States)

Integration

Distribution (# of States)

Procurement

Distribution Concentration (OutletsJState)

Land Olvnership Position

Wood-Based Sales (Million of Dollars)

Geographic Specialization

Integration Ratio (Facilities/Sites)
Wood-Based Sales Proportion
(Total Sales/Wood-Based Sales)
Plywood Diversification Ratio
(Plywood Capacity/Solid Wood Capacity)

Land Concentration (Acres/State)
Supply Position
(Available 'limberland/Solid-Wood

Capacity)

Land·to Capacity Ratio (Acres/M sq.ft.)
Note: Variables may be used to quantify more than one dimension.

A
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Production Index: 1972=100
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Product and Supplier Attribute Determinance

in
Markets for Hardwood Lumber

ABSTFIACT

Product and suppller attributes that are detennlnant In hardwood lumber purchase
decisions were investigated within four segmenls of the market for hardwood lumber:
Millwork produoers (Standard Industrial Classification 2481), Hardwood dimension and
flooring produoers (SIC 2426), Wood household fumiture produoers (SIC 2511), and
Wood kitchen cabinet produoers (SIC 2434).

Attributes with the highest detemwinant

soores were: Gradlng accuracy, Suppliers reputation, Freedom from surface checks,
Competitive pricing, and Within-load thickness oonslstency.

The least determlnant

attribute was the presence of the suppliers logo or trademark.

The importance of

various attributes was generally oonsistent across market segments and produoers were
relatively well attuned to the needs of Iurrber users.

Lumber users reported being least

satisfied with the quality of the lumber they were offered.

Lumber produoers peroeived

that buyers were least satisfied with the availability of certain specles.
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INTRODUCTION

Porter (1980, 1985) defines three generic business·leveI strategies for successfully
competing within an industry‘.

The first of these, Overall Cost Leadershm is commonly

associated with ccmmodity producing Industries and has been shown to be the most
common corporate·level strategy among large forest products based companies (Rich
1986).

However, Rich (1986) documented a shift, within the companies he studied,

toward the implementation of Porters (1980, 1985) remaining two generic strategies,
Dlfferentlation and Focus, or a combination of these strategies.

Levitt (1986 p. 137)

provides rational for this shift away from cost leadership based strategies. He states:

'ln short meaningful differentiation ls competitively more effective and enduring
than low-cost production alone"

Evidence of the apparent adoption of business·level Dlfferentiatlon and Focus
strategies can be found within wood-based Industries.

Companies in the structural

panel industry, for example, have attempted to differentiate their products by developing
positive brand images through brand naming and promotional activities (Sinclair and

‘
Porter (1980) defines the strategies as followsz Overall Cost Leadershßa
requires that the firm seeks to become the industry's low cost producer
without ignoring quality and service. A firm pursuing a Differentiation strategy
seeks to produce a product or servica that is perceived industry-wide as
being unique. Finally, a Focus strategy requires that the firm concentrate on
a particular market segment and, in doing so, serve the segment more
effectively or efficiently than can less specialized competitors. This last
strategy is essentially cost leadership andlor differentiation applied to a
specific market segment.
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Seward 1988).

Brand naming (generally in the form of a company logo painted on

Iumber bundles) ls also widely used to develop brand images in export markets for
hardwood Iumber.
Fccus strategies may underlle the declslons of corrpanles ln the paper products
Industry to ooncentrate on particular segments of the market for paper products.
Westvaoo Corporation, for example, has a stated Intention of focusing on segments of
the

paper products

market where

technological

and

marketing

competitive advantage (Westvaco Corp. 1987).

skills provide a

·

All three generic strategies offer advantages and entail certain problems for
producers of hardwood Iumber.

A successful Overall Cost Leadershb strategy can

provide significant competitive advantage but may require favorable access to raw
materials, high relative market share, and/or the presence of scale eoonomies (Porter
1980).

While some hardwood Iumber producers may have favorable access to timber

by vlrtue of their location, land ownership, or relationships with landowners, the
lndustry‘s low production concentration (percent of total production produced by the
industrys largest producers (USDC-BOC 1986)) indicates that few companies have
gained relatively high market share.

In addition, scale eoonomies in the industry are

probably weak (Bush and Sinclair 1989).
A Differenliation strategy requires that the companys product be perceived, industrywide, as unique (Porter 1980).

This may be difficult for smaller hardwood producers

with limited resources for promotion, advertising or extensive customer service, and
other activities that may be needed to ditferentiate a product industry-wide.
Opportunities for implementing a Focus strategy in the hardwood Iumber industry
may be constrained by raw material and Iocational barriers.

Hardwood Iumber
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companies may be located in areas where the species, quality or size of timber is
inadequate to serve a particular market segment.

Logs typically yield a variety of

product types ln splte of a manufacturers wish to focus on a particular product/market
and prohibitive hauling dlstances may also limit the markets a producer can serve.
Doyle and Sanders (1985) state that skills in market segmentation and positioning are
rarely present in old line industries such as forest products.

These skills would need

to be developed by most producers wishing to utilize a Focus strategy.
However, even companies that are able to overcome these barriers may find it
difficult to operationallze a Focus strategy due to a lack of knowledge concemlng
product and supplier attributes that are most important to companies in the target
market segment.

ln particular, knowledge of the attitudes and attributes that are

detenninant in purchase decisions is a key factor in the development of marketing
strategy (Myers and Alpert 1968).

Such knowledge of the needs of hardwood lumber

markets ls generally unavailable. McLintock (1987 p.82) states:

"Hardwood industries just do not maintain fonivard-looking, effective market/ng
programs based on an understanding of consumer needs and expectations.

The

dilemma facing any company that wants to do a better job in this regard Ls that
the information it requires is not available, and the mechanisms for obtaining it are
not in place.'

1'hls paper investigates product and supplier attribute importance and detenninance
in four industries that constitute segments of the market for hardwood lumber: Millwork
producers (Standard Industrial Classification 2481), Hardwood dimension and tlooring

L
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manufacturers (SIC 2426), Wood kitchen cabinet manufacturers (SIC 2434), and Wood
household fumiture manufacturers (SIC 2511).

These segments were chosen because

they are relatively high value markets and, as such, potentlally attractlve targets for
Focus strategies.

Since understanding the needs of a market segment ls requisite to

a successful Focus strategy, this paper also compares the perceptions, among large
hardwood lumber producers, of the needs of the market segments studied.

In this way,

the general state of the industry's knowledge of these markets, and the need for further
research, can be evaluated.

METHODOLOGY

Sample
The nature of the study required that two distinct populations be sampled.

First, the

needs (ln temts of detemwinant product and suppller attributes) of hardwood lumber
users were assessed.

Next, hardwood lumber producers were contacted conceming

their perceptions of the needs of hardwood lumber users — the consumers of their
products.

Hardwood Lumber Users —

A purposive sample consisting of the largest 100

companies that could be identified in each of the four market Sagmants was utillzed
in this portion of the study. Sample companies were identified via a review of published
listings such as the Fumiture Desrgn and Manufacturing Top 300 (Anonymous 1989),
Whois Who in Kitchen Cabinets (Gralla Publications 1988), and trade association
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membership listings.

In addition, input from individuals familiar with the segments was

used to help identify sample companies.
Because of the dynamic nature of the industries making up the market segments
(for example, frequent mergers and acqulslttons ln the wood househcld fumlture
industry), the delay in publishing production information, and the fact that companies
often participate in more than one industry, the sample was not considered a definitive
list of the largest 100 companies in each market segment.

However, it was felt that the

sample included the major, and perhaps most intluential, companies in each ci the four
industries.
A purposive, rather than probabilistlc, sampling soheme was used since it was felt
that a probabilistic sample would be heavily weighted toward smaller, less intluential
companies.

Non—probability sampling is common in marketing research (Green and Tull

1978) and has been used in studying wood·based industries (Cohen and Sinclair, ln
press).

At least one study (Karmel and Jain 1987) has shown that a non-random,

purposive sample of large companies within an industry can outperform randomized
sampling schemes.

Hardwood Lumber Producers — The sample for the second area of investigation was
drawn from the population of U.S. hardwood lurnber manufacturers.

As with the

hardwood users, a purposive sampling scheme consisting of the 100 largest (by
production volume) hardwood lumber prcducers in the U.S. was used.

Companies

were chosen based on information from industry fact boots (Miller Freeman 1988,
1987),

trade

(Anonymous

association

1987),

and

membership directories,

telephone

7716

conversations

Weekly Hardwood Review

witt1

company

personnel.
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Knowledgeable Forest Service and University personnel were also consulted to aid in
Identification of the sample companies. As with the sample of Iumber users, the sample
was not considered definitive, but rather as including many of the largest and most
influential companies in the hardwood Iumber industry.

Data Collection
Hardwcod Iumber Users — A questionnalre, admlnlstered by mail, was used to collect
data from the companies included in the sample of hardwood Iumber users.

The

questionnaire was directed to the individual within the company responsible for
purchasing hardwood Iumber.

Identification of this individual was made during telephone

conversations with personnel at each of the companies.
employed someone whose title was lurnber buyer.

ln some cases, the companies

More commonly, however, Iumber

purchasing responsibility fell upon presidents or vice-presidentsr

ln each case the

questlonnalre was addressed to the specific person who purchased hardwood Iumber.
The questionnaire consisted of two sections.

The first section used interval rating

scales to gather data ccnceming the importance of 15 product attributes and 18 supplier
attributes (Figure 1).

Recipients were also asked to indicate how hardwood Iumber

suppliers differed and how the Iumber from various suppliers dilfered on the same sets
of product and supplier attnbutes.

'These data were also gathered with interval rating

scales.
The second section of the questionnaire utilized closed-ended, multichotomous
questions to gather data ccnceming the nature of the company.

ln particular,

companies were asked to indicate their primary (by value of sales) area of business.

This allowed the verification of a priori classifications as to market segment. lnfonnation
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concemlng the company's location, lumber purchases, number of employees and annual
sales was also gathered.
The questionnaire was reviewed by knowledgeable Forest Service, trade association,
and University personnel to test its face validity, clarity, and to ensure that no important

attribute had been overlooked.

A pretest was then conducted by administering the

questionnaire to 92 companies that purchased handwood Iumber.

The responses from

this pretest were used to clarify question wording and refine the sets of product and
supplier attributes.

Examination of the correlation matrix of determlnant scores and an

exploratory factor analysis suggested that redundant attributes had been ellminated.
'That is, the attributes appeared to be independent and no group of attributes assessed
a common underlying construct
'l’he

refined questionnaire was mailed to 403 companies in

Ftespondents remained anonymous.

May of 1989.

A total of 299 surveys were retumed, 252 of

which were found to be usable. This resulted in a usable response rate of 63 percent.
In order to test for possible trends in survey response (and, by extrapolation, nonresponse bias), respondents were split into early and late respondent categories.

Each

category aocounted for approximately 50 percent of the total number of responses.
Non-parametric statistical tests (Mann—Whithey U and Chi-square) were used to compare
the groups on annual sales, geographic location, primary product and volume of lumber
purchased.

ln no case could the hypothesis of no difference between early and late

respondents be rejected (¤= = .10).

This result suggests that non-response bias (which

could not be directly assessed due to respondent anonymity) was not a problem and
the responses approximated random samples of their respective populations.

_
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Hardwood Lumber Producers - A mail survey questionnaire was also used to assess
Iumber producers' perceptions of the needs of the hardwood Iumber market segmens.
The questions were similar to those adminlstered to the Iumber users (using the same
attribute ses and intenral rating scales) but producers were asked to indiute only their

e

perceived importance of each attribute to hardwood Iumber users,
1’he
questionnaire was mailed to 80 of the sample companies during June,1989.
An additional 19 surveys were delivered in person (one sample company declined to
participate).

A total ot 72 surveys were retumed by the time the data were analyzed.

As was the use in the hardwocd Iumber users survey, early and late respondens
could not be shown to differ in demographics or operation.

Determinant Attributes
Detemtinant attribute analysis can be described as (Anderson, Cox and Fulcher
1976 p.45):

'Z..a technique that is app/rcable in a wrde variety of marketing research situations
where the objective is to ascertain me critical factors in consumer decision making!

Deterrnlnant attribute analysis has been applied in numerous studies lncluding Bearden
(1977), Lumpkin, Greenberg and Goldstucker (1985), Moriarty and Fleibstein (1986), and
Sinclair and Stalling (In press).
Underlying the technique is the concept that a product offering consiss of a bundle
of attributes, some tangible and some, like suppliers reputation, intangible (Levitt 1986).
Attributes are thought to be two dimensional. One dimension consists of the importance
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of the attribute to the buyer and the other represents the perceived performance of a
product suppller with respect to the attribute (Wllson and Ghlngold 1987).
Myers and Alpert (1968) describe three general approaches to assesslng these
dimensions:

1.I Direct questioning
2. lndirect questioning
3. Observation and experiment

Alpert (1971) demonstrated the effectiveness of the direct dual questioning technique
and this is the approach that was used in this study.

Ftecipients were asked to rate

attributes as to their importance in lumber purchase decisions and as tc how much
the attribute varied among potential suppliers of lumber.

Interval rating scales (with

the end points itemized as, 1 = Not at all Important and

7

the importance data and 1 = No difference between suppliers,
between suppliers for the difference data) were used.

Extremeßl important for
5 = Large difference

Scores on the two sales were

then combined to produce a ”determinant" score using the simple multipliative model
(Bearden 1977):

where:

D, =
I, =
Y, =

Determinant score for attribute land respondent j
importance rating for attribute land respondent j
Difference rating for attribute land respondent j
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Deterrninant scores (D,) resulting from this calculation are potentlally biased since
respondents may differ ln the lntrlnslc importance and difference scales they utilize
(Morlarty and Fieibsteln 1986, Bass and Wllkie 1973).

In order to ellmlnate this potential

bias, determinant scores were standardized (across attributes and within respondents)
to 7¤scores (mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10) using the following fomiulaz

TD, = 10((D, - X,)/S) + 50

where:

TD,

= Standardized determinant score for attribute land
respondent j

X,

= Mean value of D, for all iof respondent j

S,

=

Standard deviation of X,

Morlarty and Fieibstein (1986 p.469) point out that standardization in this manner results
in no infonnation loss in research where the goal is to:

'i..understand the perceived relative determrhancy of the product atvlbutes as
opposed to their absolute determinancy"

Since this research investigated the relative detenninance of the attribute sets,
nomialization was deemed appropriate.
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RESULTS

Ftespondents
Hardwood Lurnber Users —

Variations in response rates between segments, or errors

in a priori classification of companies, resulted in an uneven distribution of respondents
among the four industries (Table 1).

The relatively large number of respondents in the

Dimension and Flooring category allowed Dimension
manufacturers and Flooring manufacturers to be analyzed separately.

Geographically,

respondents were concentrated in the southem and mldwestem regions of the U.S.
(Figure 2).
Respondents used a total of 1.39 billion board feet of hardwood lumber annually
and purchased 92 peroent (1.28 billion board feet) of this lumber from outside their
companies.

Flooring companies had the largest mean annual hardwood lumber

purchases (Table 1) and purchases were concentrated in lower grades when compared
to the other respondent segments (Figure 3).

Purchases by millwork companies were

concentrated in higher lumber grades, but the mean annual volume of purchases was
lower than all but cabinet manufacturers.
Ftespondlng companies reported purchasing the largest percentage of their hardwood
lumber directly from sawmills (67.7% of total board feet purchased). Brokers (16% of
_

total purchases) and wholesalers (13%) were also important sources.

However, the

possibility that lumber was purchased from sawmills acting as wholesalers or brokers
ls not reflected in these figures.
The most important species was red oak which represented 37 peroent of total
purchases (by volume).

White oak accounted for 17 peroent of purchases and yellow
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poplar aocounted for 15 percent.

The remaining domestic species each accounted for

less than 10 percent of purchases.

Imported species made up approximately 3 percent

of purchases.
The low production concentration that ls typlcal of many wood·based Industries
(USDC-BOC

1986) was reflected

in the distribution

of total sales among the

respondents. Forty·six percent of the respondents reported sales of less than 10
million dollars annually.

Approximately 26 percent of the companies reported sales of

10 to 24.9 million and 12.7 percent reported sales in the range of 25 to 49.9 million
dollars. The remaining companies reported annual sales ranging from 50 to 250 million
dollars.

Hardwood Lumber Producers ·· The responding hardwood producers reported annual
hardwood production figures that totaled to approximately 1.6 billlon board feet.
annual

production

was

approximately

22.2

million

board

feet

per

Mean

company.

Flespondents reported selling the largest porlion of this production directly to end users
(47% of production was marketed in this manner).

Twenty-six percent of lumber

production was sold in the rough, green state; 23 percent was sold rough, kiln-dried;
and 19 percent of production consisted of cants or pallet lumber.

Smaller amounts

were sold air dried and/or planed.
Primary species produced by the responding companies were red and white oak
(34% and 16% of total annual production, respectively).

Approximately 54 percent of

the respondents were located in the Bureau of Census (USDC-BOC 1988) southem
region, 26 percent were located in the midwest region, and 17 percent were in the

northeast region. Some respondents did not disclose their location.
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Annual hardwood Iumber sales ranged from less than 10 million dollars to over 100
million.

However, the majorlty of the companies (52%) reported sales of less than 10

million dollars annually.

Fteasons for Purchase Dissatisfaction
Both hardwood Iumber users and producers were questioned conceming the general
factor that caused the most dissatisfaction in hardwood Iumber purchasing situations
(Quality, Delivery time, Price, Credit terms, Species availability, Other).

Some Iumber

users reported being satisfied with all aspects of their Iumber purchasing. Lumber users
that reported dissatisfaction were, most commonly, dissatisfied with the quality of the
Iumber they purchased.

In contrast, hardwood producers perceived that their customers

were least satlsfled with the availability of certain specles, price and Iumber quality
·in that order.
This evidence suggests two conclusions.

Hrst, Iumber producers have under

estimated the importance of quality to their customers.

Second, the desire for better

quality Iumber may provide the opportunity for tailoring a product to meet this need.
Such a product could be the basis of a Focus strategy.

Attribute importance
Hgure 4 summarlzes the five most important and live least important attributes, for
both Iumber producers and users, as detemtined by standardized mean importance
ratings across all market segments.

In general, producers seem ·well attuned to the

relative importance of the attributes to their customers. The greatest difference in mean

rating between users and producers occurred on the importance of square end trimming.
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Lumber producers gave this attribute a standardized mean rating of 51.7 and lumber
users gave the attribute a mean rating of 43.3

— suggesting square
end trimming ls

less important to users than producers perceive.
The relative importance of the attributes was generally consistent across the market
segments (Table 2).

Grading accuracy, willingness to quote firm prices, and competitive

pricing were among the tive most important attributes tor all ot the market segments.
Some ditferences in relative importance between segments were noted.

Cabinet

producers rated motsture content accuracy and conslstency relatively higher than did
the remaining four groups.

Fumiture and flooring manufacturers ranked the attribute of

suppliers reputation higher than did the remaining companies and freedom from surface
checks appeared to be less important to fumiture and cabinet producers as compared
to the other types of companies.

Attribute Determinance
Previous works using the determinant attribute concept (Alpert 1971; Lumpkin,
Greenberg, and Goldstucker 1985) have endorsed the use of a one-tailed Ztest (where
the grand mean and standard deviation are used as estimates of u and 6) to identity
attributes that are ”detemtinant".

This technique ls ot limited use, however, since the

concept of absolute determinance ha. little utility in the formulation of marketing
strategy.
instead, the approach taken in this paper was similar to that of Moriarty and
Reibstein (1986) and Heeler, Okechuku and Reid (1979) in that analysis focused on
the relative rankings ot attributes.

Since the cost ot creating 'more' of an attribute in

a company’s marketing mix is Iikely to vary between attributes, all attributes that are
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found to be determinant via Ztests are not equal In their utility to marketing strategy.
Rankings provide a guide that can be useful in cost/benefit estimations when forrnulating
marketing strategy.
Figure 5 depicts the five highest and five lowest sooring attributes across all market
segments.

The concept of determinance ls well Illustrated by the service attribute of

Willlngness to quote firm prices.

This attribute had a relatively high importance score

(Figure 4) but dropped to nintln in detemninance.

The conclusion that can be drawn

from Unis is that, while firm price quotes are important, most suppliers provide this
service.

Finnn price quotes are requisite for entry Into Une market but appear to have

litUe impact on Une buyer‘s choice of supplier.

Similarly, VWUnin-load Unickness

consistency dropped from second In importance to fifth in determinance — suggesüng
it varies less between suppliers Unan oUner Important attributes.
Clearly,

Grading

accuracy

is

a

critical

factor

to

hardwood

lumber

users.

Respondents indlcated Unat Unis attribute was boUn Important and it varied between
suppliers, resulting in Une highest detenninant score. Supplier reputation had Une second
highest determinant score.

The high scores exhibited by these attributes supports the

contention that selecüng a known vendor or brand is more an act of risk reducüon on
Une part of Une buyer Unan an expression of vendor or brand preference‘.

Two ways in

which buyers can reduce risk In purchasing hardwood lumber are to buy from
established suppliers wiUn strong reputations and buy from vendors Unat supply a product
of known quality (e.g. accurately graded).

° This idea is attributed to Raymond A Bauer by Levitt (1986)
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lt is interesting to note that pricing, which is traditionally thought of as the critical
factor in commodity markets, was not the most important or detenninant attribute.
Nelther was it the most common reason for purchase dissatisfaction among Iumber
users.

ln light of this linding, it may be useful to view hardwood Iumber (specifically

grade Iumber) as a pseudo oommodity (Unger 1983) rather than the hypothetlcal true
oommodity.

Unlike true commodities, pseudo commodilies have the potential for some

level ot differentiation.
Attributes that were lowest in detemwinant score tended to be those that would be
provided by a supplier with a full product line and the ability to provide services such
as arranging credit.

The large Iumber using companies included in this study do not,

on average, value this type of supplier.

Such a strategy (full service/product line) is

probably more appropriate in a less mature industry or for smaller buyers.
Table 3 provides attribute determinant scores tor each of the market segments.
The least determinant attribute for all segments except dimension producers was a
suppliers ability to provide dimension stock as well as Iumber.

The critical nature of

grading aocuracy is reemphasized by the fact that all of the market segments ranked
this attribute most determinant.
Cabinet producers appeared to diiter most from the remalning segments in terms
of determinant scores.

These companies tended to place less emphasis on Wrthin-

load thickness consistency and Supplier reputation and more emphasis on Chipped
grain, Technical information, and the Ability to provide planned Iumber than the other
market segments. Of the segments studied, cabinet manufacturers appear most likely
to value a full service supplier.
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DISCUSSION

In interpreting the results of this study, it ls Important to recognize its limitations.
First, both the produoers and suppliers included In the study were (by design) the
largest companies In their respective Industries.
to smaller companies may be Inappropriate.

Extrapolation of the results of the study
For example, credit terms and the ability

to provide lumber in various stages of processing may be more determinant to small
companies that lack the resources of the companies studied.
While the study sought to describe differences between market segments based
on industry (SIC code), this segmentation may not be the most appropriate for the
formulatlon of marketing strategy.

Morlarty and Fieibstein (1986) have shown that

segmentation by SIC code or company size may not result In market segments with
homogeneous needs.

An altemative to this segmentation scheme would be beneht

segmentation, perhaps based on a cluster analytic approach to the data. The drawback
to this approach is that the resulting segmentation Schema may be difficult to
operationalize.

While not an objective of this research, cluster analytic solutions were

lnvestlgated as the basis for segmentation of the data.
Improvement In discriminating

The Initial results showed little

or interpretive ability as compared to SIC based

segmentation.
Finally, the industrial purchasing decision is a complex process, involving not only
the product offering, but also inter—personaI, organizational, and societal Influenoes
(Bonoma. Zaltman, and Johnston 1977).

Tha focus of this study is on those attributes
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over which the Iumber supplier has some control.

However, successful marketing

strategies must also consider those extemal factors that can influence the purchase
decision.

SUMMARY

This paper ldentitied the product and supplier attributes that are most detemwlnant
in hardwood Iumber purchase decisions and, oonsequently, are the Iogioal attributes to
stress in a companys marketing mix.
from

surface

checks,

competitive pricing.

within-load

These attributes are grading aocuracy, freedom

thickness

consistency,

supplier

reputation,

and

The first three of these attributes suggest quality in the product

aspect of the oompany's marketing mix - the importance of which Iumber producers
may have underestimated.
To optimize the marketing mix for a particular market segment, Iumber producers
may wish to look at detemtinant attribute differences between types of users.

For

example, cabinet producers placed increased emphasis on chipped grain, technical
information and planned Iumber as oompared to the other segments studied.

Such

differences, while generally small, may provide the opportunity for a successful Focus
strategy in a competitive market such as hardwood Iumber.
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Table 1.

Characteristics of Flespondent Groups

Market
Segment

Respondentsf

All Segmente

52

100.0

5616.7
(1466.5)

$6.3
(1 12.5)

53.2
(25.0)

Millwork

34

14.9

2610.1
(500.0)

76.5
(62.5)

22.5
(15.0)

Dimension

35

9.1

Flooring

28

Fumiture

69

Cabincts

73

% of
Lumber
Purchases

_

26.3

41.5

8.0

Mean (Median)°
Hardwood Lumber
Purchased (MBF)

Mean (Median)
Production
Employees

Mean (Median)
Non-Production
Emplcyees

3526.1

107.8

(1

16.4

(66.0)

(10.0)

12948.8
(475.0)

168.3
(81 .5)

27.4
(15.0)

8426.5

Q1 .4

(3000.0)

105.8

(300.0)

(50.0)

1649.3
210.0
49.0(475.0)
(1 00.0)
(26.0)

' Thirteen companies did not report their primary area of business
Twenty·four firms provided insufficient information to compute this statistic
"
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Table 2.

Mean Importance Scores by Market Segment and Attribute

Attribute'

Mean Standardized importance Score
Miliwork
(M34)

Dimension
(M35)

Flooring
(M28)

Fumiture
(N¤69)

Cdalnets
(M73)

61.7
57.6
58.6
58.9

59.2
58.3
59.5
58.7

58.1
57.3
55.9
56.7

Totaf
(M252)

9. Accurate Grading
30. Prim Quotes
12. Thid<. C0n$i$t.
32. Comp. Pricing

59.3
57.8
56.6
56.1

2. Surface Checks

57.8

60.0

29. Reputation
14. Straightness
10. MC Accuracy
11. MC Consisteno;
15. Cleanliness
28. Relationship
3. End Splits
16. Rapid Delivery
4. Wane

57.7

56.3

55.8
57.2
57.0
56.0
53.9
52.9
51.5
52.7
51.8

56.4
56.9
55.5
55.9
53.2
53.0
54.6
54.2
52.5

56.2

57.2

57.1
56.2
55.0
55.4
54.7
55.4
54.2
52.7
54.5

57.9
56.6
53.6
54.9
53.4
53.7
53.5
53.8
52.3

55.8
56.3
58.2
57.8
53.4
505
50.8
50.9
52.2

52.8

56.7
56.6
56.0
56.0
53.5
52.8
52.7
52.7
52.7

52.8

49.8

49.8

52.3

54.4

51.8

56.5 I

31. Previous Bus.
1.

Grain

18. KD Lurnber _

26. Arrange Ship.
24. Large Orders
13. Length Consist.

33. Location
20. Packaging
27. Small Orders
21. Species Variety

59.5
57.4
58.7
57.8

53.1

53.9

46.4

52.5

53.9

47.9

48.5

50.6
51.5
50.9

47.4

51.4
50.9
49.2

48.4
52.1
50.8

44.8

51.1

52.6
49.9
51.7

51.0
50.7
47.0

48.0
46.9
46.1

52.7

49.1

51.1
50.9
49.7

45.1
46.4
45.6

45.1

42.5
41.3
42.9

48.0

47.5
46.8
46.6

40.7

45.5

48.2
46.8
46.4

47.0
46.2
46.0

48.9

47.6
42.4
46.1

45.7

44.4
42.5
43.2

42.7
46.7
40.4

45.2
44.6
43.3

17. Tech. Info.

45.6

6. Square Edges
25. Arrange Credit
7. End Trimming

44.4

46.2
44.1
44.8

48.7
46.5
45.6

19. Planed Lumber
5. End Coating
23. Set Width Lumber

22. Dimension Stock
8. Trademark

.

50.7

59.2
57.8
57.8
57.6

51.3

39.6

36.0

38.9

42.6
41.3

43.5
37.0

40.7

522

42.9

39.3
32.8

40.2
44.4

34.1
34.2

44.2
40.6

40.5
40.8

38.1
36.5

382
$.6

385
32.3

42.1
40.7

' Numbers reference Fgure 1
' Thirteen respondems could not be classified by market segment

37.8
33.4
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Table 3.

Mean Detemwinant Scores by Market Segment and Attnbute

Attrbute'

Mean Stendardhed Determinant Score
Millwork
(M34)

Dimension
(M35)

Flooring
(N•28)

Fumiture
(M69)

Cdilnets
(M73)

Tote?
(M252)

.9.

Accurate Grading
29. Reputation
2. Surface Checks
32. Comp. Pricing
12. Thidt. Ccnsist.
16. Rapid Delivery
14. Straightness
10. MC Accuracy
30. Price Quotes
28. Relationship
11. MC Consistency
24. Large Orders
3. End Splits
15. Cieanliness
4. Wane
31. Previous Bus.
' 1.
Grain
13. Length Consist.
33. Location
18. KD Lumber
26. Arrange Ship.
21. Species Variety
17. Tech. Info.
27. Small Orders
6. Square Edges
20. Pad<aging
5. End Coating
7. End Trimming
25. Arrange Credit

61.3
57.3
57.8
57.0
54.3
55.8
56.4
53.5
53.6
54.8
52.9
51.4
51.5
53.8
.51.9
51.2
46.4
50.8
46.7
49.4
47.3
47.3
46.2
47.9
47.3
45.5
44.7
46.9
42.0

2.3. Set Width Lumber
19. Planed Lumber

62.4
59.2
60.2
55.8
57.4
56.1
54.4
53.7
51.6
52.2
53.3
53.8
53.5
51.8
51.7
52.5
49.1
48.7
51.2
47.5
47.4
46.7
46.2
44.0
48.6
45.1
47.6
47.2
45.6

64.8
57.8
56.0
54.5
56.9
53.3
53.8
53.1
55.6
55.4
53.0
53.9
53.0
52.1
53.1
52.4
47.0
49.2
51.7
49.0
46.4
44.4
42.3
42.5
47.0
43.2
41.8
48.0
43.1

45.0
42.6

592
57.4
54.2
56.6
57.3
57.8
53.0
51.6
54.2
53.3
53.1
52.9
52.9
51.7
51.2
51.2
48.4
51.5
51.5
47.2
49.2
48.1
46.8
46.5
44.9
45.9
47.1
44.6
432

39.8
37.7

60.9
56.6
57.8
54.5
52.8
53.0
562
55.7
51.6
50.8
54.3
51.4
52.5
52.9
53.6
47.6
55.5
46.7
46.7
48.8
46.5
47.9
50.9
47.8
44.1
46.5
452
43.0
45.3

22. Dimension Stock
8. Trademark

47.4
41.6

43.8
40.6

60.9
57.4
56.8
55.8
55.4
55.2
54.7
53.4
53.4
53.2
52.9
52.8
52.6
52.3
52.2
50.6
50.1
49.3
49.3
48.4
47.6
47.4
47.2
46.4
46.0
45.8
45.4
45.4
44.0

42.7
36.6

43.1
47.3

37.3
38.0

41.3
39.2

43.8
42.6

42.4
37.8

42.0
37.2

41.4
37.4

' Numbers reference Figure 1
° Thirteen respondents could not be classified by market segment
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Product Attrioutes

Absence 01...
1.
2.
3.
4.

Service Attrbutes‘

Suppllefs Ability to Provlde...

Chipped Grain
Surlace Checks
End Splits
Wane

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Presence 01...
_

5.
6.
7.
8.

End Coating
Square Edges
Square End Trimming
Suppliefs Trademark

Suppliefs Abllity 10...
24.
25.
26.
27.

Accuracy of
9. Grading
10. Moisture Content
Wthin-Load Consistency 01...
11. Moisture Content
12. Thickness
13. Length
14. Lumber Straightness
15. General Cleanliness

Rqaid Delivery
Technical Information
Klln Dried Lumber
Planed Lumber
Protective Packaging
A variety 01 species
Both Dimension Stock and Lumber
Set Width Lumber

Eli Large Order
Arrange Credit
Arrange Shipping
Hll Small Orders

28. Personal Relationshb Wth Supplier

29. Supplier’s Reputation

30.
31.
32.
33.

Willingness to Quote Hrm Prices
Previous Business Wth Suppliers
Competitive Pricing
Nearby Location

‘
Categorizations are for convenience. Some attributes might, arguably, be placed in either
¢aT°9¤lY

Figure 1. Attributes Assessed in the Study
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Respondents
120
97

803540

26
200
Northeast

South

Midwest

West

14
Unreported

Region
I Furniture Q Flooring I Dimension Q Millwork [I Cabinets

Note: 'lhirteen respondents could not be ciassified by primary area of business

Figure 2. Responding Lumber Users by Primary Area of Business and Geographic

Region
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Figure 4. Highest and Lowest importance Scores for Lumber Users and
Corresponding Lumber Producer Scores (Mean=50; Standard
Deviation=10)
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Fgure 5. Highest and Lowest Detemwinant Scores for Lumber Users (Meanéü;
Standard Deviation=10)
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Business—Level Competitive Strategy

in the
Hardwood Lumber Industry

ABSTRACT

Business·IeveI intended competitive strategy ln the hardwood Iumber Industry was
lnvestigated through the identification of strategic groups in a sample conslsting of the
100 largest U.S. hardwood Iumber producers.

Strategy was operationalized using a

measure based on the variables developed by Dess and Davis (1984).

Factor and

cluster analysis were used to define strategic groups along the dimensions of cost
leadership, focus, and differentiation.

Five strategic groups were ldentilied and

examined as to strategic orientation and intra-group homogeneity.

Two groups had no

strategic orientation; one group exhibited a cost leadership strategy; one exhibited a
differentiation strategy; and one group exhibited a dual cost leadership/dilferentiation
strategy.

The differentiation dimension accounted for the greatest portion of strategic

varlatlon.

Predicted strategic change in the industry conoentrated on increaslng

dlfferentiation orientation.

Three strategic groups indicated slgnificant change in thls

direction and one group indicated an increase along both the focus and differentiation
dimensions.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of strateglc groups has become well established In the fields of
Industrial economics, strategic management and marketing as a tool for slmplifylng the
variety of competitive strategies utilized by companies within an Industry.

Underlying

the concept is the simple idea that Industries are not necessarily homogeneous.

But

neither are all companies in an industry unique in terms of the competitive strategies
they utilize.

Instead, companies can be grouped by their competitive strategies such

that groups are, in general, homogeneous within and heterogeneous between.

The

strategic group concept provides an important intermediate level for industry analyses
(Porter 1980).

Studies of the industry as a whole may miss important intra-industry

strategic differences and the complexity of company level analysis makes it difficult to
S
conduct
In the marketing and strategic management fields it Is assumed that differences
between groups of firms are the result of deliberate strategic decisions and thus refiect
the companys overall strategic orientation.

Strategic groups in this context can be

defined as groups of companies that follow similar competitive strategies (Harrigan
1985).
The importance of strategic groups lies in their effect on competition within an
industry.

McGee and Thomas (1986 p.142) state that strategic groups, if they exist

wlthln an industry, 't.. clearly have implications for me patlems of competition.;
Newman (1978) contends that the complexity of the strategic group structure within an
industry has a significant influence on its performance.

Specifically,

strategic group

complexity is positively correlated with the level of competition within an industry

86
(Harrigan 1980, O‘Laughlin and Ellefson 1981c).

Strategic groups may also differ in

melr response to market opportunities or threats (Thomas and Venkatraman 1988) and
thelr profit potential (Porter 1980).
This paper reports the findlngs of a study mat lnvestlgated strategic group
membership wimin the hardwood Iumber Industry.
also investigated.

reasons.

Strategic dtange in the industry was

The research focused on me hardwood Iumber industry for several

First, hardwood Iumber producers are an important segment of me forest

products industries and mey have received limited study when compared to softwood
producers.

Luppoid and Dempsey (1989) estimate mat hardwood Iumber accounts for

approximately one mird of me total value of domestically produced Iumber — bom
. hardwood and softwood.

The

industrys

importance

is also suggested by its

employment of approximately 21,200 workers in 1982 (USDC-BOC 1985) and its
position. as supplier to high value-added industries such as household fumiture and
cablnets.
An additional reason for studying me hardwood Iumber industry is mat it faces
numerous challenges and pressures from bom me resource side (in the form of
changing timber quality, availability and prices) and the market side (in me form of the
changing importance of certain markets for hardwood Iumber).

For example, me

average stumpage price for oak sold from eastem National Forests increased 65
percent (unadjusted dollars) between 1980 and 1986 (Ulrich 1988).
period,

the

average

price

received for red

approximately 38 percent (Nolley 1989).

oak

(4/4,

air-dried,

During me same
1C)

increased

Because raw material cost represents a

significant portion of the cost of hardwood Iumber production, mis difference may have

represented a change in cost structure for some mills.
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On the market side, export markets are Increasing In importance while the portion
of the lumber market accounted for by flooring and upholstered fumiuire has decreased
and consumptlon in the pailet and cabinet markets has lncreased (Luppold 1989).
Knowledge of strategic groupings in the industry can lacllltate predictions of
reactions to the pressures and changes faced by the Industry.

Knowledge of strategic

change in the industry will aid In Identifying the research needs of the industry.

ln

addition, empirical analysis of strategic groups aids in determining the applicability of
theoretical strategic typologies to the industry and provides a basis for assessing longterm trends ln the industry.
A marketing perspective was taken In this study. That ls, the focus of the study was
on competitive strategy as embodied by the use of marketing variables rather than as
indicated by the companies’ structure (the latter being indicative of a industrial economic
approach).

Tl-IEORY AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Defining Strategy
Strategies have been theoretically classitied along two dimensions.
these involves the corporate-level, busIness—leveI dichotomy.

The lirst of

Business-level refers to

the level In an organization at which strategy for a single industry or product market ls
deterrnlned (Hofer 1975).
regardless

of

its

size,

Corporate-level refers to the tcp level of an organization,
and

Is

concemed

with

the

configuration,

management,

organization, and ünancial transactions of business units which, typi<:ally, operate in
several Industries (Patel and Younger 1978).
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Business—level strategy can be further classiüed along the second dimension —
strategic focus.

Business-level strategies are comprlsed of investment, political, and

competitive substrategies (Hofer and Schendel 1978).

Investment substrategies address

the question of optimum allocation of limited (prlmarily ünanclal) resources while political
substrategies are concemed with the ürm‘s interactions with extemal groups.

Business-

level competitive substrategies address the problem of achieving and maintaining a
competitive advantage within an industry or product market (Porter 1980, Day 1984,
Patel and Younger 1978).

Strategy Research In Wood-Based Industries
Several studies have investigated business- or corporate-level strategy within wood-

based industries.
conceming

Rich (1986) studied 42 of the largest U.S. wood-based companies

corporate-level

intended

competitive

strategy.

The

sample

included

corporafions primarily involved in both über and solid wood-based products and
respondents were classiüed as using one or a combination of Porter’s (1980) generic
strategy types (Overall Cost Leadershm, Differentiation, or Foc:us)‘.

Rather than

measuring strategic dimensions and using these measurements to determine overall

‘
Porter (1980) deünes the strategies as followsz Overall Cost Leadership
requires that the ürm seeks to become the industry’s low cost producer
without ignoring quality and service. A ürm pursuing a Differentiation strategy
seeks to produce a product or service that is perceived induslry—wide as
being unique. Finally, a Focus strategy requires that the ürm concentrate on
a particular market segment and, in doing so, serve the segment more

effectively or efticiently than can less specialized competitors. This last
strategy is essentially cost leadership and/or differentiation applied to a

speciüc market segment.

_
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·

corporate strategy, Rich had respondents indicate directly which generic strategy type
was employed.
In general, Rich (1986) found that the maiorlty of flrms reported utilizing a Cost
Leadershw strategy, but there was a trend toward the use of Dlfferentlatlon and Focus
strategies when compared to the results of a similar study covering the 1976-1979
period (Rich 1979).

Firms utilizing Differentration and Focus strategies were, in general,

more profitable during 1984 than fimws utilizing a Cost Leadershßa strategy.
In their three article series, O'Laughlin and Ellefson (1981a,b,c) examined the
economic structure of a multl-Industry group of flrms conslstlng of Iumber and Iumber
products manufacturers (SIC 24), paper and pulp products manufacturers (SIC 26), and
wood household fumiture manufacturers (SIC 2511).

The sample consisted of the 40

largest (by 1978 sales revenue) fimts in this group.
The third of O'Laughlin and ElIefson‘s articles (1981c) examined strategic groups
wlthln the sample from an industrial economics perspective.

Fimts were empirically

classifled into strategic groups based on 1978 sales rank and apparent diversitication
strategy.

Four strategic groups were

identiüedz

Traditional top

10 wood-based

companies, Traditional wood~based companies similar in sales volume to new diversified
entrants, New diversified entrants, and Other traditional wood-based companies.
O'Laughlin and Ellefson (1981a,b,c) concluded that the presence in an industry of
fimws whose primary business is outside the Industry tends to increase competition.
This increase is likely to be the result of differences In goals between fimrs whose
primary business is outside the industry and those whose primary business is within the
industry (Porter 1980).

O'Laughlin and Ellefson also suggest that competition within an
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industry increases with increasing strategic group complexity (i.e. the number of strategic
groups).
A more recent two-article series by Cleaves and O’Laughlln (1986a,b) Investlgated
realized business·level strategy within the structural panel industry.
conslsted of 24 southem pine plywood producers.
economics

approach

in

operationalizing

characteristics of the company.

The authors took an industrial

business-level

'l'hese included:

The sample

strategy

through

structural

manufacturing, size, integration,

timberland ownership, procurement, distribution, and geographic specialization.
Fourteen variables, representing the seven strategic dimenslons, were measured for
each of the 24 companies.
strategic groups:

A hierarchical clustering algorithm was used to define five

Integrated Wood Giants, Local Lumber Producers, Regional Solkl

Wood Products Specialists, 'I7mber Baron Subsiwaries, and Diversified Paper Producers.
This methodology differed from that used by Rich (1986) in that it did not force the firrns
Into a priori strategy types.
Cleaves and O’Laughlln (1986a,b) point out that the resulting multidimensional
clustering helps to explain competition among the firms that cannot be explained
adequately using the traditional economic models that are often applied to markets for
wood products.

ln addition, the authors suggest that the identification of strategic

groups within the industry aids in predicting industry-wide response to govemment
regulations, technological advances, changes in raw materials, and competitor moves.

Operationalizing the Strategy Construct
Operationalization concems the assignment of numbers to represent quantities ot

attributes (Churchill 1979).

Operationalization of the strategy construct requires that a
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complex phenomenon be simplified to a relatively small set of strategic dimensions.
Researchers have found this process extremely difficult to accomplish ln a manner that
ls conslstent and wldely appllcable (Hambrlck 1980, Hanlgan 1983).
approaches have been lnvestigated but none has been unlversally accepted.

Numerous
Yet, the

choice of strategic dimensions is the single most influential factor on the outcome of a
study of strategy and the greatest source of variation between studies (McGee and
Thomas 1986).
The strategic dimensions included in various operationalizations tend to retlect the
researohers field of study (marketing, industrial economics, or strategic management)
and the objectives of the study (testing of a priori theory or empirical description of an
industry).

The choice of strategic dimensions also varies depending on the researchers

decision to focus on intended strategy (strategy as the intentions of the company’s
executives) or realized strategy (strategy as expressed by the companys structure and
actions).
Thomas and Venkatraman (1988) classify operationalizatlon schemes as Narrow
(unl—dimensional) or Broad (multi—dimensional).

Narrow operationalizations use a single

variable such as firm size, degree of vertical integration, or technology to assess
strategy.

Broad operationalizations are based on observable characteristics of the firm

or scores on measures of strategic dimensions.

ln a similar manner, Harrigan (1983)

divldes operatlonallzation schemes into coarse~textured and fine-textured approaches.
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METHODOLOGY

_

l

This study focuses on business—leveI intended competitive strategy within the
hardwood

lumber

industry.

Business-

rather than

corporate-level

strategy was

lnvestlgated by controlling for the product market variable (dlversification) to a nonsigniricant level, as suggested by McGee and Thomas (1986).

Since the strategy

professed by company executives may differ from the strategy that a company actually
lmplements, intended strategies may differ from actualized strategies (Snow and
Hambrlck 1980).

However, focusing on intended strategies allowed strategic change

in the industry to be addressed.
Quantitative strategic data were gathered via a twenty-item measure based on the
strategic variables developed by Dess and Davis (1982, 1984). The measure developed

by Dess and Davis was judged to have met the three concems in operationalizaton
presented by Thomas and Venkatraman (1988):
the basis for competition in the industry;

(1) lt captured (with minor changes)

(2) lt had a strong relationship to extant

strategic group theory, specifically, Porters (1980) generic strategy typology; and (3) the
work of Dess and Davis (1982, 1984) provides evidence of the validity and reliability of

the measure.
Minor changes were made to ensure applicability to the hardwood lumber industry
and the content validity of the resulting measure was checked via a review of the
research instrument by knowledgeable Forest Service, University, and Trade Association
personnel. Figure 1 lists the variables used in this portion of the study.
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Sample
A purposive (judgement) sample consistfng of the largest 100 U.S. hardwood lumber
manufacturers that could be ldentified was utillzed.

Where companies partlcipated ln

more than one industry, only the business unit involved ln hardwood lunber production
was included ln the study.
Obviously, this non·probablistic sampling scheme precludes extrapolation of the
results to the entire industry.

However, it was felt that, given limited research

resources, strategic issues in the industry could best be investigated by examining
larger, influential flrms rather than by using a probabllstic sample that was Iikely to
include small fimts with little influence cn the industry.

Purposive sampling also allowed

the sample to be controlled for the potentially confounding effects of extreme variations
on company scope and resources (Dess and Davis 1984).

In addition, non-probability

samples are commonly used in marketing research (Green and Tull 1978) and at least
one study (Kanne! and Jain 1987) has shown that a non·random, purposive sample of
large flrms within an industry can oulperforrn randomized sampling schemes.

Data Collection
Survey techniques were used to gather data from the sample firrns.

In multi·industry

companies, the questionnaire was directed to the head of the business unit producing
hardwood lumber.
top executive.

ln single industry companies, the questionnaire was directed to the

ln some cases it was not possible to contact the top executive and

senior marketing/sales people were substituted.

Surveying more than one individual per

company may have provided a more accurate picture of the company‘s intended
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strategy.

However, research resources and limits on the amount of time the companies

could reasonable be expected to give to the study, precluded this refinement.
The questionnaire included questions conceming the nature of the firm (sales,
production levels, location, etc.) as well as the 20 lterns that formed the strategy
measure.

These 20 items were rated as to their importance to the company’s

competltive strategy.
to

Seven point Likert scales that ranged from, 1 = Not Important

7 = Exvemeßi Important were used.

Ftecipients were also asked to indicate how

important they expected each item to be in their company’s

future (next tive years)

competitive strategy.
The multi-item measurement approach used in this study is supported by Hambrick
(1980).

The use of a multi-item measure also allowed reliability to be assessed and

may be necessary tor valid measurement of a complex construct such as businesslevel strategy (Peter 1979).
The questlonnalre was mailed during June,1989 to 80 sample companies.

Nine-

teen surveys (one sample firm refused to be interviewed) were administered between
June and September, 1989 as part ot in·person interviews. A total of 72 questionnaires
(72%) were retumed by the time analysis began.

ldentitying Strategic Groups
Factor Analysis —

The investigation ot possible strategic groupings within the sample

began with data tabulalions to identity any mlstakes in coding or in data entry.
Hesponses to the twenty·item measure were then factor analyzed.

Factor analysis is

a multivariate method for establishing dimensions within a data set and for data
reduction (Stewart 1981, Hair et al. 1987).

Factor analysis also serves to remove
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autocorrelation between the variables that may bias cluster solutions (Saunders 1980).
In this study, factor analysis was used to contirm the operatlonallzation of the strategy
construct and to generate factor soores for use ln cluster analyses.
Principal component factor analysis was deemed an appropriate technique since a
oorrelatfon matrix of the data showed relationships between variables (Table 1) and a
earuett test of sphericity rejected the hypothesis that the matrix was an identity (Stewart
1981).

ln addition, the Kaiser·Meyer—Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was

acoeptable (Norusis 1988).

Stevens (1986) reoommends 4 to 5 subjects per variable

(item) for a stable factorial solution.

ln this study the ratio was 3.6 to 1. Consequentiy,

particular attention was paid to evaluating the reliability of the factor and cluster
analyses results.
A three factor solution was chosen a priori since the measure was designed to
evaluate Porter‘s (1980) three generic strategies as dlmensions of business·IeveI
competitive strategy.

Table 2 provides the resulting factor loadings (oorrelatfons

between the original variables and the factors) after Varimax (orthogonal) rotation.

The

choice of a three factor solution was supported by a scree test and examination of
factor elgenvalues (Stevens 1986).

Variable 15 (ownership of timberlands and/or

logging operations), which was designed to assess the importance of backward
integration, was excluded from further analyses because of its low loading on all three
factors.

The remaining variables were assigned to the factor on which they had the

greatest loading and formed sub-measures that assessed the three strategic dlmensions.
Analysis of the variables that were assigned to each of the three factors indicated
that Factor 1 clearly represented the Differentiation dimension.
as representing the Cost Leadership dimension.

Factor 3 was interpreted

Interpretation of Factor 2 was less
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clear since it incorporated variables that were originally thought to assess either
Differentlation or Focus dimensions. This result ls not surprlslng since a Focus strategy,
as defined by Porter (1980), is a Differentiation and/or Cost Leadershka strategy almed
at a specific market segment.

Consequently, Factor 2 was ullimately lnterpreted as

representing the Focus dimension.
Scores for each sub-measure were calculated using the linear model;

F. = a„><„ + aaa + ¤„><„ ---- atx.
where:
F, =

Score on sub-measure I (I= 1 to 3)

a,, =

Rating of the importance cf the first variable included

x,, =

Rotated factor loading of variable a„ on factor I

k

Number of variables included in the sub-measure

=

in sub-measure i

The reliability of the sub-measures was evaluated by computing coeflicient alpha;
a commonly accepted fomiula for assessing the reliability of a muIti—item measure (Peter
1979).

Table 2 provides the alpha values for each sub-measure evaluated across the

data set.
work.

These values are considered acceptable by Churchill (1979) for exploratory

In addition, they were deemed reasonable given the relatively low number of

variables making up sub·measures 1 and 2 (alpha generally lncreases with the number
of items that form a measure).

_
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Cluster Analysis

—

Cluster analysis is a temt applied to a group of empirical

techniques for classification of objects without prior assumptions about the population
(Punjand Stewart 1983).

While developed in the blologioal sciences, cluster analytlc

techniques are commonly used in marketing research (Saunders 1980).
In this study, hierarchical agglomerative cluster algorithms (using squared Euclidean
distance measures) were used to detemilne strategic groupings within the sample
companies.

Prior to clustefing, the data were examined for the presenoe of potential

outliers that could skew the cluster solution.

Based on plots of the three sub-measure

scores and Mahalanobis' distance statistic (Norusis 1988) for each company, two
potential outliers were identiüed.

Because of their potential affect on the stability of the

cluster solution, these companies were removed from further analyses.

The computer

program utilized (SPSS-X“‘) removed an additional two companies due to missing data.
This resulted in a cluster sample size of 68 companies.
The companies were first clustered using Ward’s method which seeks to minlmize
the sum of squared within-cluster distance (Hair et al. 1987).

This algorithm was

chosen because it has been shown to outperfonn others in many situations (Punj and
Stewart 1983).

Ward’s method was also the most conceptually appealing for identifying

strategic groups.
Unllke theoretical statistics, cluster analysis does not provide precise mies for
choosing a solution (Dess and Davis 1984, Harrigan 1985).

instead, the choice of an

appropriate solution must be based on less rigid guidelines and the interpretability of
the results. A Eve cluster solution was chosen in this study based on analysis of a plot
of the number of clusters versus the standardized distance coefficient between merged
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clusters and because this number of clusters was the smallest that adequately
dlfferentiated the companies.
The reliabllity of the five cluster solution was tested using the three part approach
suggested by Choffray and l.ilien (1980) and used by Doyle and Saunders (1985). This
approach consisls of:
1. Testing for outliers in the data
2. Testing the randomness of the data structure
3. Testing the uniqueness of the solution
The first of these tests has been previously described.

ln order to test for randomness,

15 sets of random data with distribution characteristics (mean and standard deviation)
similar to the actual data were generated.

Ward’s method.

Each of these data sets were clustered using

The mean standardlzed distance coefficients at critical cluster levels

were then compared to the coefficlents from the actual data (Table 3).

lf the distance

coefficient did not signiücantly differ from the random data, the cluster solution would
be trivial.

As illustrated in Table 3, signiticant differences were noted; suggesting an

underlying structure does exist in the data.
The final reliabllity test required that the cluster solution based on Ward’s method
of cluster fomiation be compared to the solutions based on altemative methods.

This

test ls necessary since each method of cluster fonnatlon has certain blases.

For

example, single linkage cluster methods tend to form long, wealdy connected clusters
and Ward’s method is biased in favor of spherical clusters with equal numbers
(Saunders 1980).

lf the cluster solution based on Ward’s method is non-trivial, it should

exhibit relative stability when compared to the solutions generated by other clustering
methods.

Table 4 provides the results of a multi-method comparison.

The relatively
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good agreement between the clusteiing methods provide additional evidence of the

reliabllity of the solution.

RESULTS

Strategic Groups
Figure 2 illustrates the five strategic groups that were identified by the cluster
analysis.

Locations oorrespond to cluster centroids and symbol size is proportional to

the mean squared Euclidian distance between pairs of companies within the group
a measure of intra-group homogeneity.

Since the variables used to generate factor

soores were measured on interval scales, the axes sales should be interpreted as
interval rather than ratio.

Conclusions should be based on the relative rather than

absolute positions of the strategic groups.
lt is clear from Hgure 2 that the greatest porlion of strategic variation between
groups is attributable to the Dilferentiation dimension.
Focus and Cost Leadership dimensions.

The groups differ less on the

Similarly, Dess and Davis (1984) found that

Cost Leadership did not differentiate strategic groups in the palnts and allied products
Industry (an industry similar to hardwood lumber ln its maturlty and fragmentatlon).
n
Figure 2 also suggests that larger strategic groups within the industry are not
necessarily less homogeneous.

For example, Group 2 has the largest number of

members (22) but intra-group homogeneity (as measured by the mean squared
Euclidian distance) is greater than Group 4 with only nine members.

Group

homogeneity has implications to intra-group rivalry and stability (Hanigan

1985).

Hanigan iheorized that less homogeneous groups are more likely to face intra-group
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dlscord and are more likely to revert to prlce as a basis for competition.

Thls theory

ls supported by the position of Group 4 (the least homogeneous group) whose intended
strategy displays no distinctive orientation.

Wthout a distinctive orientation on one of

the strategic dlmensions, the only altemative for these companies may be to depend
on price competition.
ln the group.

The result is likely to be depressed prefitability for all companies

Porter (1980) termed this situation "Stuek in the mlddle°' and concluded

that such a strategic position assures low profitability.
A possible explanation for this lack of strategic orientation lies in the size of the
companies that compose Group 4.
several size related variables.

Table 5 compares the tive strategic groups on

Group 4 appeared to consist of smaller firms since it

was the lowest on all four charaeteristics (However, this concluslon ls used with caution
since the groups differed, at normal levels of signlflcance, only when compared on the
number of production employees).

Such smaller firms may fail to develop a strong

strategic thrust because of the risk associated with the attempt or betzuse they de not
have the resources to implement the necessary changes (Dess and Davis 1984).
Group 1 also appears to be "Stuck in the middle".

This group has an intended

strategy that is lowest on both the Focus and Cost leadership dlmensions and exhibits
a medium level of Differentiatien orientation.

The intended strategy of this group gives

its members little strategic advantage.

Group 2 is large (22 members) but relatively homogeneous. lt is strategically similar
to Group 1 in terms of Differentiatien but has developed a strenger Cost Leadership
orientation and, therefore, may be more pretitable.
ldeally, companies would avoid beooming 'Stuck in the middle" (Porter 1980) by
developing and implementing a streng strategic orientation along one of the dlmensions
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while maintaining only a nominal level on the remaining dimensions.

However, In a

pseudo-commodity (Unger 1983) industry such as hardwood Iumber this nominal level
of Cost Leadership orientation could be expected to be higher than in true specialty
Industries.

Group 5 exhibits a strong emphasls on Differentiation and a level of Cost

Leadership that probably approximates the industry norm. This Cost Leadership position
is consistent with Porter's (1980) delinitions since he states that difterentiators seek cost
parity or proximity relative to competitors.

¢

Group 3 also has a strong Differentiation orientation but is higher on the Cost
Leadership dimension.

This dual strategy clearly has competitive advantages if the two

goals can be achieved simultaneously. Porter (1980 p.38) states:

'Z..achieving differentiation will imply a trade—off with cost position if the activiües
required in creating it are inherently costly, such as extensive research, product
design, high quality materials, or intensive customer support."

This does not seem to be the case in the hardwood Iumber industry.

In addition,

Murray (1988) concludes that the extemal precondltions for Cost Leadership and
Differentiation strategies do not preclude such dual strategies.
strategy of Group 3,

Consequently, the

if implemented, is likely to provide signiticant compelitive

advantage.
When groups were compared (using analysis of varlance techniques) based on the
products they produced (species, grade, level of processing) they were also found to
difter based on the amount of their Iumber production that was sold rough and green

(p=.09).

Group 3 sold the smallest portion (18%) of its production rough and green
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whlle Group 4 sold the greatest portlon (46%) of its production ln this form. 'l'hls seems
conslstent with the differentiation orientations of these groups — as indicated by their
positions in Hgure 2.

Additional processing of hardwood lumber (such as kiln drying

and/or planing) offers more opportunity to differenfiate the product or tailor it to a
specific customer group.

ln fact, successfully implementing a Focus or Dffferentiaüon

strategy may be difficult without some fonn of additional processing.

This reasoning

may explain why the groups that contained smaller companies that sell large portions
of their lumber rough and green (i.e. groups 1 and 4) scored low on these dimensions.

Strategic Change
In addition to providing information oonceming their present intended competitive
strategies, respondents indicated how they expected their strategies to change in the
next Eve years.

Hgure 3 indicates the directions of changes that were found to be

slgniEcant (l.e. present and predicted future group centroids were signiEcantly different
at the ¤==.1O level).

Vlhth the exception of Group 3 (which is presently well positioned

strategically), all groups planned signiEcant changes.
increases in their emphasis on Differentiation.

Groups 1, 4, and 5 planned

ln general, companies in Group 2

planned to increase both their Focus and Differentiation emphasis.
previously,

such

dual

strategies

can

cause

problems

if

they

As mentioned
involve

lntemal

inconsistencies in the allocation of resources.
The movement of several of the groups in the same strategic direction (i.e.
increased Differentiation orientation) has at least two implications.

First, an increase in

the number of Enns following a similar strategy may inhibit company performance (Dess
and Davis 1984).

A second and related implication involves decreasing intergroup
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dlstances.

Since these distances approximate the height of mobility barriers between

groups (Harrigan 1985), increased inter-company competition can be expected as
distances decrease and companies compete for the same customer groups.

With

Groups 1, 2, 4, and 5 making strategic moves toward group 3 along the Dilterentlation
dimension, increased inter-group competition may result.

DISCUSSION

The five strategic groups identitied in this study can be can be classilied, using
Portefs (1980) strategic typology and temtinology, as followsz Groups 1 and 4 are
"Stuck in the Middle"; Group 2 has a Overall Cost Leadershp strategy; and group 5
follows a Differentiation strategy.

Group 3 has a dual Overall Cost Leadership and

Dilferentiaiion strategy and, as such, does not tit well lnto Porter‘s (1980) typology. The
typology proposed by Day (1984), which adds a Hybrid (Low cost and emphasis
dilterences) strategy to Porter’s (1980) typology, accounts for the strategic position of
Group 3. Consequently, Days (1984) model may be the most appropriate for modeling
the hardwood Iumber industry.
As previously mentioned, groups that have no strong strategic orientation (i.e. Stuck
in the middle) are likely to be low in profitability (Porter 1980).

However, Dess and

Davis (1984) posit that these companies may be better able to adapt to changes in the
industry environment.

As the hardwood Iumber industry changes, groups 1 and 4 may

gain in oompetitive advantage.
None of the strategic groups exhibit a strong Focus strategy.

Doyle and Sanders

(1985) provide a possible explanation tor this lack of Focus orientation in stating that
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skills in market segmentation and positioning are rarely present in old line Industries
such as forest products.
Focus strategy.

Such skills would be required to suwessfully implement a

However, many of the companies included ln the study have the

financial resources necessary to obtain these skills.

A more Iikely explanation of the

lack of a strong focus orientatlon among these companies Is the market risk and
possible limitation of demand lmplied in focusing on one segment of the hardwood
Iumber market.

Companies may be uncomfortable with "putting all their eggs in one

basket" and may feel that the segment is too small to support their sales growth goals.
However, this does not imply that a Focus strategy would be inappropriate for smaller
companies. ln fact, the tinding that the large companies included in this study do not
generally focus on particular market segments suggests a strategic opportunity for
smaller companies.
In studying large U.S. wood-based oorporations, Fiich (1986) identified a trend
towand the adoption of a Differentiation strategy.

This study found that the largest

hardwood Iumber producers have similarly emphasized this strategic dimension in their
intended strategies.

ln addition, most companies report that they intend to move their

strategic emphasis in this direction in the near future.

This lmplies that hardwood

Iumber producers will, increasingly, be attempting to produce specialty·like products and
differentiate their existing products through techniques such as brand identification
development and improved customer service.
Slgniticantly, no group planned signiücant movement (either increases or decreases)
along the cost leadership strategic dimension.

lt appears that companies are satisfied

with their strategies in terms of cost leadership.

New production equipment acquisitions

are Iikely to be made in order to maintain the companys cost position rather than
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as part of strategies designed to gain a competitive advantage through production cost
advantage.

Obviously, this linding has implications to sawmill equipment manufacturers

and lmporters.
A limitation of this study that provides the opportunity for further research ls the lack
of quantitative performance data on the individual companies.

Vlhth such data

predictions of company performance based on strategic position could be tested.

Rich

(1986) was able to accomplish this when he used corporate·level data to compare the
perfonnance of companies that followed various generic strategies.

Unfortunately,

business—level perfomiance data is extremely difticult to obtain (Porter 1979).

Privately

held companies do not commonly publish this information and lt is often difficult to
disaggregate corporate data to evaluate the perfomiance of the business unit involved
in hardwood lumber production. Obtaining such data and using it to test the predictions
of previous researchers would add considerably to the understanding of business-level
competitive strategy in wood—based industries and should be the goal of future research.
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Table 2.
Variable
Number

Factor and Sub-Measure Structure
Variable

Factor 1
Differentiation

Factor 2
Focus

Fader 3
Cost Leadership

——— Factor Loadlngs' ————
17.
8.
7.
11.
13.
19.
12.
1.
14.
9.

Market research
Using new marketing techniques/methods
Developing brand identification
Serving special geographie markets
Promotion and advertising
Serving particular customer groups
Abllity to manufacture speeialfy products
Developing new products
Maintaining a company sales force
Controlling channels of distribution

15.

Owning timberlands and/or logging operations

2.
4.
3.
20.

Providing customer service
Product quality control
Efficient operation of production facilities
Reputation within the industry

6.
Competitive pricing
5.
Employing trained/experienced personnel
16. . Providing rapid delivery
Procurement of raw materials
10.
18.
Investment in new processing equipment
Eigenvalue
Pereent of Total Variance
Coeffrcient Alpha
(For items forming sub-measure)

'

.75
.73
.71
.67
.65
.64
.50
.46
.45
.45

.16
.52
.28
-.15
.37
.10
.06
.40
.15
26

.13
-.14
-.22
.16
.10
.25
.11
.16
.38
.16

.32

-.19

.22

.04
.16
-.05
.15

.77
.73
.62
.52

.07
.19
.35
.08

.06
.09
.04
.07
.30

-.06
.39
.10
.16
.32

.69
.68
.63
.56
.50

5.73
28.6

2.13
10.6

1.57
7.9

.84

.69

.69

Bold type denotes the variables used to form the factor sub-measure
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Table 3.

Comparison of Cluster Structure to Random Data

Number
of

Standardized
Distance

Clusters

'

t
Statistic

Coefflcient
Actual
(LVard's)

Mean
Random‘

1
2
3
4
5

$07.8
14642
$4.9
670.8
536.9

3985.3
1800.6
1168.5
897.4
736.6

6.07
5.83
5.93
8.62
10.09

6

458.4

624.4

7
8

387.6
333.6

10.55

537.7
471.3

12.38
12.57

9

301.9

10

415.4

20.9

11.30

367.0

16.50

20
30
40

12.3
64.7
35.4

159.8
73.9
35.4

50

8.19
4.53
0.00

15.1

60

14.6

0.67

3.1

3.0

0.31

61

2.4

2.4

0.00

62
63
64

1.7
1.2
0.9

1.9
1.4
1.0

65

1.02
1.43
0.71

0.6

0.6

0.55

66
67

0.3
0.1

0.3
0.1

1.37
1.45

Mean distance for each cluster level from 15 sets of random data

Probability
p

<
<
<
<
<

.001
.001
.001
.001
.001

< .001

< .001
< .001

< .001

< .001
< .001
< .001
> .5
> .5

> .5
> .5

.3>p>.2
.2 > p >.1
.5 > p >.4

> .5

.2 > p >.1
2 > p >.1
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Table 4.

Comparison of Clustering Methods

Ward's
Method

Complete
Llnkage

Average
Llnkage

A
Ward's Method

—

Complete l.inkage

79%*

—

Average Llnkage

76%

68%

-

°'
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Table 5.

Strategic Groups Compared on Size Characteristics

Characteristic

·—-— Group
Number———i

1

2

.-l.......

Hardwood Production
(MMBF)

19.20

20.27

1.56

14.83

Production Employees
(Number)
109.13

81.43

Non-Production Emp.
(Number)

26.45

3
Mggn

24.21

4

5

Probability

p

1.21

.32

•-„-i.........

9.74

26.98

°

Softwood Production
(MMBF)

F

Statistic

17.00

.59

156.5

37.54

.06

26.02

.85

.50

34.78

138.86

2.98

.08

7.89

28.23

.96

.44
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Developing new products
Providlng customer service
Efficient operation of production facilltles
Product quality control
Employing trained/experienced personnel

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Serving special geographie markets
Ability to manufacture specialty produas
Promotion and advertising
Maintaining a company sales force
Owning timberlands and/or bgging

operations
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Competitive pricing
Developing brand identification
Using new marketing techniques/methods
Controlling channels of distrbution
Procurement of raw materials

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Providing rapid delivery
Market research
Investmem in new processing equipment
Serving particular customer groups
Reputation within the industry

Figure 1. variables Used to Operationalize Business-Level Strategy (Adapted from
Dess and Davis 1984)
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Figure 3. Predicted Strategic Group Movement: Next Five Years

A Qualitative Examination of Competition

.

in the
U.S. Hardwood Lumber Industry

ABSTRACT

Executives at twenty of the largest (by production) U.S. hardwood lumber companies
were Intervlewed conceming competition in the hardwood lurrber Industry.

In general,

the largest and smallest companies in the industry were found to be the most
production

oriented.

When

the competitive

strategies of the

companies were

categorlzed using Porter's (1980) strategic typology. Overall Cost Leadershßa strategies
were the most common followed by Differentiaüon and Focus strategies.

The majority

of companies studied competed for customers based on quality, customer service, and
price - in that order of importance.
tool for larger companies.

Proprietary grading was an important competitive

Commonly reported trends in the industry included: shortened

distribution channels, increased specialization in the products sought by lumber buyers,
and movement of the inventory carrying function back to the producer.
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INTRODUCTION

Studies of wood-based industrles commoniy focus on descrlptlons of structural
characteristics such as the number of companies, employment, production processes,
raw material use, and markets served.

Examples of studies that provide utis type of

infomtation conceming the hardwood Iumber industry include, but are not limited to,
Wengert and Lamb (1981a,b), Cardellichio and Binkley (1984), Spelter and Phelps
(1984), Araman (1988), Luppold and Dempsey (1989), Luppold (1989), as well as
publications of the U.S. Department of Commerce - Bureau of Census and other
govemment agencies (USDC-ITA 1984, USC·OTA 1984).

Outer studies have taken

an econometric approaclt in describing the hardwood Iumber industry (For example,
Luppold 1982).
Tltis wide variety of studies provides a riclt description of many aspects of ute
industry.

However, one aspect of wood—based industries, ute basis and nature of

competition, has been largely Ignored.

Notable exceptions are the works of Flich (1979,

1986) for large wood-based corporations, Cleaves and O'Laughlin (1986) for a porfion
of ute structural panel industry, and Luppold (1987) for ute hardwood Iumber industry.

Until recently the hardwood Iumber industry in ute United States could be
characterized as a fragmented (Porter 1980) industry witft well established markets and
wldely

accepted

product standards

Association gradlng rules).

ute

National

Hardwood

Lumber

While the industry remains fragmented, some consolidation

has occurred (USDC-BOC 1986).
changed (Luppold 1989).

(speciiically,

ln addition, markets for hardwood Iumber have

In part, utis change has been due to strong world demartd

for U.S. hardwoods and the resulting interest in export markets.
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Luppold (1989) reports a 500 percent increase in eastem hardwood Iumber exports
between 1965 and 1989.

Consumpticn of eastem hardwood Iumber ln the pallet and

cablnet markets has grown steadily between 1972 and 1987 (Table 1). Over the same
period, consumption of eastem harowoods for floorlng and upholstered fumlture saw
decreases.

In addition, demand for west ooast hardwoods ln pacitic rim and west coast

markets has grown significantly since 1976 (Buhler and Briggs 1989).
Traditional methods of competing in the hardwood Iumber Industry may also be
changing as the industry and its markets change.

However, considerations of

competition often describe the hardwood Iumber industry as competitive or very
competitive but do not elaborate on me ways in which companies oompete and the
competitive methods used.

One reason for this lack of information may be the difficulty

of obtaining and analyzing data relevant to the subject.
This study is an attempt to till this gap in the current literature by providing
information conceming the ways in which hardwood Iumber companies compete, the
competitive
competition.

strategies they

utilize and trends

in

the

industry mat could affect

Knowledge of these trends could help to predict and plan for me future

research and resource requirements of me industry.
To assess changes, a naturalistic inquiry (Heischmidt and Kellerman 1989) approach
was taken.

Interviews were conducted wim executives at me largest U.S. hardwood

Iumber producers.

Unless otherwise noted, me qualitative data mese executives

provided is me basis of me information presented in mis paper.
The hardwood Iumber industry was chosen for study because of its signitiwnce as
well as me changes it has undergone.

Hardwood Iumber is an important segment of

the group of industries mat use wood as a raw material.

Luppold and Dempsey (1989)
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report that eastem hardwoods may account for approximately one third of the total value
of domestically produced Iumber (both hardwood and softwood).

Natlonwide, hardwoods

account for a sllghtly larger portion of total domestlc production slnce, smaller but

increasing amounts are produced in regions such as the Pacific Northwest (Buhler and
Briggs 1989).

The industry's importance is also suggested by its employment of

approximately 21,200 workers in 1982 (USDC-BOC 1985) and its position as supplier
to high value-added industries such as household fumiture and cabinets.

METHODOLOGY

During June, July, and August of 1989 in—person, semi·structured interviews were
conducted with executives at tvventy of the largest (by production) hardwood lumber
manufacturers in the United States.

ihe companies were identitied via a review of

production data provided by industry fact books (Miller Freeman 1987, 1988), trade
association membership directories, 7'he Weekly Hardwood Review (Barrett 1987), and
telephone conversations with company personnel.

In addition, knowledgeable Forest

Service, University, and trade association personnel were consulted to aid in identifying
the largest companies.
While every effort was made to avoid overlooking possible top-twenty companies,
the sample was not considered a deünitive list of the largest hardwood Iumber
companies for two reasons.

First, one company that was thought to be in the top-

tvventy, in temws of production volume, declined to be interviewed.
production tigures from various sources are inconsistently reported.

In addition,

Some production

figures reflect only the volume of Iumber actually produced at mills owned by the

l
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company while other flgures reflect both the volume of Iumber produced intemally and
Iumber that is produced by independent mills but distributed by the company.

These

problems made the compilation of a definitive list of the top-twenty hardwood Iumber
producers extremely difficult.

However, the sample did include most of the largest and

many infiuential companies in the industry and was deemed signiticant for this reason.
In multi-industry companies, interviews were conducted with executives in the
business unit producing hardwood Iumber.

In single Industry companies, and where

possible, interviews were conducted with the top executive.

In some cases it was not

possible to interview the top executive and senior marketing/sales people were
_ substituted.

Interviews were generally limited to one executive at each company.

However, at a few fimts it was possible to interview several people to gain additional
lnsight.
Interviews were semi—structured and exploratory.

Specific areas of inquiry included:

the current state of competition in the industry, the competitive strategy utilized by the
company, the importance of various marketing variables, and trends in the industry that
could aifect competition. While the interviews were conducted with the industrys largest
companies, inquires were not limited to this industry segment.

Fiespondents were

encouraged to discuss competition in all segments of the industry — including smaller
companies.

To protect the confidentiality of the interviews, company names and

proprietary information are excluded from this paper.

l
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Industry Segments
Several of the respondents‘ suggested that the hardwood lumber industry was too
diverse to examine as a whole in terms of competition.

There are several ways in

which the industry could be segmented for the purposes of a study of competition.
However, one of the most useful categorizations, and the one suggested by several
respondents, uses the production volume of the company as the basis for segmentation.
Three general groups of companies were suggested: the largest companies
(hardwood lumber production greater than 100 MMBF/year), medium-sized companies
(ranging from 35 to 100 MMBF/year), and small companies (less than 35 MMBF/year).
Obviously, this is a rough categorization and may not coinclde with previous definitions
of large, medium, and small hardwood lumber producers.

However, the categorization

is useful in understanding competition in the industry and is presented for this purpose.
A

This categorization will be refened to, where appropriate, in the latter sections of
this paper.

The general competitive characteristics of companies in each category are

identlfied below.

Large Companies

—

The largest hardwood lumber companies (greater than 100

MMBF/year) are often business units cf wood—based corporations.

They tend to be

production cost and volume oriented and, in eastem markets, typically sell large
amounts of green lumber to high volume end-users such as fumiture manufacturers
and pallet producers as well as kiln-dried lumber to distributors (Figure 1).
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Large companies benefit from economles of scale ln distribution (freight charges,
for example) and offer the customer a competitlve price, a wide selection of specles
and the ability to ship large volumes on short notice.

Product availability ls a

competitive advantage of companies ln this category and, as a result, lumber users
may purchase from these fimns when their nomtal suppliers are unable to meet their
specles or volume needs.
ln

large companies, the number and tumover of employees may limit the

development of long-term relationships with customers.

Because of the volume of

lumber the largest companies deal with and the size of their sales staffs, they tend to
serve many markets for hardwood lumber rather than focusing on a particular market
segment.

ln addition, companies in this category may be more willing to become

involved in price~based competition than medium-sized companies.
Typlcally, west coast companies in this category sell kiln—dried and planed Iumber.
While large, they tend to be less volume oriented than their eastem counterparts and
are more likely to work closely with customers.

These companies often have the

financial strength to develop markets for altemative specles or grades and have done
this through promotional programs and proprietary grading systems.

Medlum·S/zed Companies
MMBF/year

—

-·

The industrys medium·slzed companies (35-100

although the majority of companies in this category are concentrated

in the lower half of the range) generally compete using different methods than the
largest companies.

Medium-sized companies, while production cost conscious, attempt

to differentiate their products through consistent quality, packaging, customer service,

and long—term relationships with customers.

Medium-sized companies primarily produce
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kiln-dried Iumber and prefer to sell their own production rather than distribute Iumber
produced by independent mills.

They are often involved ln exporting (either through a

domestic export company or directly to a foreign agent) and, ln domestic markets, may
concentrate on Iumber distributors (Figure 1).
Because of their lower employee tumover, smaller sales staffs, and the lnvolvement
of the company owner(s) in selling, medium-sized companies tend to develop long-terrn
relationshlps with customers.

'lhese relationshlps help to protect them from competition

in their geographical area.

Small Companies — The category that includes the smallest companies in the industry
ls undoubtedly the largest in terms of number of companies and the most diverse.
Small companies are often too small to have their own sales force and, consequently,
are heavily dependent on Iumber brokers and wholesalers to market their products (This
flnding is supported by Luppold (1987)).

Dependence on channel lntennediaries to

perforrn many of the marketing functions often results in company personnel that are
production oriented and limits relationshlps with customers.
Altematively, they may develop a close relationship with a local Iumber user such
as a fumiture manufacturer.

These users often consume a large portion of the

company's production and the arrangement results ln the Iumber producer becomlng
a pseudo-captive supplier.
-

There are several advantages to this type of arrangement -

sales force requirements are minimal, Iumber is moved rapidly and consistently to

allow for a constant cash flow, the Iumber user may help protect the producer from
excessive swings in the Iumber market and the Iumber user may help to finance

improvements or additions to the producers production facilities.
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Generic Business Strategies
In order to gain an overall picture of the ways In which the sample companies
oompeted with other companies in the industry, respondents were asked to choose the
one of Porters (1980) three generic strategies that best described the intended strategy
of their company.

Respondents were provided with brief descriptlons of each generic

strategyz. To facilitate comparisons, the descriptions were essentially the same as those
used by Rich (1986) in his study of large wood-based oorporations.
Table 2 provides the results of this questioning.

All three companies that could be

placed in the large company category identitied, at least in part, with the Overall Cost
Leadership generic strategy.

As indicated in Table 2, many respondents indicated that

their company’s intended strategy was most accurately represented by a combination
of generic strategies.
movement from

Among the companies in the large category, this reflected a

a cost leadership orientation toward a differentiation orientation.

Companies of this size are likely to have the skills and resources necessary to
implement a focus strategy if they desired.

However, respondents felt that focusing on

a single market segment would limit potential sales and make them vulnerable to
demand fluctuations in that market.
Among the companies interviewed that could be categorized as medium·sized, all
three

generic strategies were

represented

either separately or in

combinations.

However, Focus strategies or strategy comblnatlons were used by the fewest number
of firms.

Companies in this category may avoid Foars strategies for reasons similar

to those of the largest companies.

Doyle and Sanders (1985), noting the shift in basic

industries from commodity to specialty products, state that skills in market segmentation
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and positioning are rarely present in old line industries such as forest products.

Such

skills may be required to successfully implement a Focus strategy and this may explain
why few medium-sized companies lndicated they used this generic strategy.
Another possible explanation stems from the way ln which producers acquire their
raw material.

Hardwood lumber producers often purchase tracts of timber that yield

several specles, not all of which can be accepted by a single market.
logs, when sawn, yield a variety of product (grade) types.
products, companies must serve several markets.

ln addition, the

In order to market these

Focusing on a single market would

leave the company with no outlets for some of their products.
The competitive strategies used by the companies interviewed generally support
the findings of Rich (1986).

Rich found that the majority of wood·based corporations

in his sample used an Overall Cost Leadership corporate strategy but that there was
a trend toward the use ot Dlfferenüation or Focus strategies.

This trend appears to

be supported at the business-unit level by the reported strategies of two of the large
companies in this study and several of the medium-sized companies.

Elements of Competition
Respcndents lndicated that, among many companies in the industry, competition
for customers was based on product quality, customer service, and price — in that
order of importance. These and other elements of competition are discussed below.

Quality —

Respondents defined quality in temts of packaging as well as the physical

characteristics

of the

lumber itself.

Quality

in

terms

of the

lumber included

characteristics such as accurate edging, double-end-trimming, thickness accuracy,
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freedom from checks, and other manufacturing aspects.

This aspect of quality was

considered by respondents to be the minimum for competing in the industry.
Packaging aspects- of quality included the

rade mix within a load, bandlng,

protectlve wrapplng and trlmming all the Iumber ln a pack to the same length.
latter factors were temted presentation by several respondents.

These

The interest ln

presentation appeared to have begun with export markets and carried over to domestic
markets as customers began to demand the same features in the Iumber they
purchased.

Ftespondents indicated that presentation was particularly important for the

distribution center market and others that purchased kiln dried Iumber.

Packaging

oonsiderations were less important for green Iumber since the Iumber packages are
often broken down to be placed on stickers and green Iumber buyers were generally
less concemed with the appearance of the Iumber.
The level of quality demanded by some markets ls not ensured by National
Hardwood Lumber Association (NHLA) grade rules, according to respondents.

For

example, even though surface checks and wane may be allowed by NHLA rules,
manufacturers often grade these as defects to improve the quality of the Iumber they
supply to certain markets. The mix of grades in mixed grade orders was also a quality
consideration. A manufacturer might improve the quality of its product by increasing the
percentage of higher grade boards in a mixed grade load (or at least not decreasing
the percentage by pulling some of the better boards).

Variations in length, width, and

types of defects within a grade also affected quality.
West coast hardwood companies tended to define quality in different terms than
many of the eastem companies.

These produoers stressed product consistency and

value (as deüned by the yield/price ratio).

This difference is likely the result of
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differences in markets served by these companies and their use of proprietary grading
systems.

Customer Servibe

—

Customer service was defined using a variety of factors.

most commonly mentioned were product availability and prompt delivery.

The

Product

availability included product line width and depth and consistency of supply.

For

example, the ability to supply lumber during wet periods when logging is difficult was
a customer service consideration.
Delivery scheduling was considered to be particularly important to manufacturers
of secondary products such as cabinets because of a trend toward just-in-time Inventory
management.

Fiespondents also indicated that delivery scheduling was of less

importance in serving channel intermediaries such as distribution centers.
Customer service also included custom grading,. willingness to ship mixed loads,
the ability to meet large volume orders and the way in which complaints were handled.
The ability to provide custom grading and/or sorting was particularly important and was
predicted to become more so in the future.
In contrast, credit terms and the ability to provide technical information were
considered less important aspects of customer service.

Credit temis are relatively

standardized throughout the industry and companies depend on trade associations and
govemment agencies to provide technical Information.

The exception to this latter

statement Is where timis producing proprietary grades worked with customers to aid

them in using their products.
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Pnbe

—

A comparable price was considered by most respondents to be a requlsite

rather than a primary tool for ccmpeting in the industry.

Prices reported in publications

such as the Hardwood Market Report (Jones 1989) and Weekly Hardwocd Fiewew
(Barrett 1989) were commonly used as the basis for negctlatlons.

Pricing often took

the fomi of "Hardwood Market Report" plus or minus a speclfled amount to amount for
a varlety of factors such as local availability, weather, the relationship between buyer
and seller, and specific length or width selection.

ln some markets, price mnsistence

cr stability was an important mnsideration.
ln contrast to producers,

respondenls

indicated that price was the primary

competitlve tool for distribution channel lntennediaries such as brokers since they may
have limited control over quality and servlce characterlstkzs.

ln some cases, it was felt

that the pricing actions of these intermedlaries strongly lmpacted, even controlled,
market prices.

Price was also thought to be more important to new customers as

compared to established acmunts.

This likely reflects mmpensation required by the

lumber buyer to offset the risk involved in dealing with a new supplier.

7'lmberland Ownershlp

—

Ftespondents were unanimous ln indicating that timberland

ownership could afford a company a mmpetitive advantage.

However, they generally

felt that this advantage accrued to mmpanies that purchased the timberlands some time
ago and that purchasing timberlands today was an unprofitable investment.

instead,

some respondents suggested that purchasing timber rights and obtaining management
confracts were better ways of securing a raw material supply.

One respondent

indicated that his mmpany provided loans to loggers in the area to help ensure a

supply of raw material to his company.
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For companies that have held timbenands for some time, competitive advantage
can take several forms.

The company may be able to realize greater profit margins

while selling at the prevailing market price or the company may be able to gain market
share by selling at less than the market price whlle malntalnlng a profit margin.
Companies with timberland holdlngs may also have more power ln deallng with tlmber
suppliers.
However,

the

most

important benefit of timberland

ownership,

according

to

respondents, is the raw material supply security that timberland cwnership can provide.
Many respondents were ccncemed with the future supply of timber in their area and
properly managed timberlands can help to allevlate problems of short supply and
accompanying increased prices.

Proprietary Grading

—

The use of proprietary grading systems was by no means

widespread among the companies studied.
adopted this competitive tool.
benefits to a company.

However, a few larger companies had

Proprietary grading systems can provide numerous

They can help to move the company‘s Iumber from a

commodity with widely reported market prices to a specialty product where price is

detemwined by product value.
A company is also afforded a competitive advantage if its proprietary grades fit the
needs of a market segment well enough to create barriers to entry into the market and
switchlng costs for the user.

For example, companies that wish to enter the market

served by producers of proprietary grades face the expense of developing their own
grades, changing their production system to produce the grades and convincing
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customers of the value of their grades.

Proprletary grades can also help a company

in developing brand Ioyalty among ils customers.
A disadvantage of proprietary grading systems ls the additional resources they
requlre to develop, produce and market.

For example, the additional staff time required

for the customer support that may be required by customers.

Brand Identification

-

All companies were asked about the importance of brand

identification as a competitive tool.

The responses suggested that very few fimts had

used brand identification to gain a significant competitive advantage in domestic
markets.

Activities designed to generate brand awareness often included the use of

a company logo in advertising, promotion and on packages of lumber.
Most companies agreed that a company logo was important, even required, in
export markets.

Personal relationships are often limited in these markets due to

geographical distances and the number of channel intemtediaries involved.

As a result,

company logos were an important way in which the quality of the lumber was
associated with a particular supplier.
Respondents were generally unconvinced of the usefulness of company logos on
lumber shipped to domestlc markets.

Bemuse personal relationships are more common

in domestic markets, the ability of producer logos to generate brand identilication and
Ioyalty was considered weak
Some companies used a logo on all domestic shlpments while others never used
one for domestic shipments. Use of a logo also varied with the customer type. For
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example, some channel intermediaries did not want lumber packages marked with a
logo or the prcduoers identification since they sold the lumber under their own brand.

Advertising and Omar Promoüonal Activities

—

Oplnions as to the importance of

advertising as a oompetitlve tool ranged from 'very lmportant" to "a total waste".

Many

respondents reported that they placed informational advertisements in trade publications
but they were not ccnvinced cf their effectiveness.
For many companies, informational advertisemenls in trade publications were the
extent of their promotional activities.
proprietary grades of lumber.

The exceptions included companies that produced

These companies typically made greater use of

promotional literature that explained their grading systems and elaborated on the
beneüts of the grades.
In

contrast

to

informational

advertisements,

respondents

were

very

positive

conceming trade association efforts to promote hardwoods to domestic and foreign
ccnsumers.

An

example

commonly

cited

was

the

Hardwood

Manufacturers

Asscclation‘s solid wood hang tag program.

Omar Factors

··

There are several additional factors affecting competition in the

hardwood lumber industry that should be noted.

Due to regional differences in timber

supply and the limited distance over which it is eccnomically feasible to ship lumber,
location has a large impact cn competition between companies in the industry.
result, companies that develop long-terrn relationships with

As a

lumber users in the

geographic area may be able to dominate that segment of the market.

Another

important oonsideration ls the difference between competition in low grade lumber
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(generally defined as #2 common and under) markets and markets for higher grade
material.

Up to this point the discussion has centered on competition for customers that

purchase higher grade Iumber.

Lumber producers in the large and medium·sized

categories often concentate thelr efforts on these markets and vlew low grade Iumber
as an unavoidable by-product of hlgher grade Iumber production and a problem to be
sold as soon as Is possible.

Since much of this lower grade material is used by

flooring and pallet manufacturers (Luppold 1987), the problem of selling this material has
been aggravated by the recent trend among pallet manufacturers toward purchasing
more cants and less Iumber.
Slnce pallets may be marketed under contact to pallet users, Iumber manufacturers
feel constained in raising prices and price stability is important to their customers.
Some Iumber manufacturers have the ability to plane low grade Iumber in order to
increase the potential market by serving customers that require this service.

Lumber

producers may also provide services such as soning low grade material by species,
width, and thlckness.
Finally, it should be noted that. due in part to the stong demand for hardwood
Iumber in recent years, competition with other companies for raw material may be more
important to many companies than competition for customers.

lndusty Trends
Ftespondents were asked to give their views conceming tends in the hardwood
lumber industry that could affect the ways in which companies market their products
and compete for customers.

Several tends were commonly reported.

These included
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shortened distribution channels, increased specialization of orders, and movement of the
inventory carrying function.
The first trend reported by respondena was a shortenlng of distribution channels.
This would result from a decrease in channel lntenrtedlarles and increased direct
transactions between Iumber producers and Iumber users.

This trend probably would

not be a great change for large firms which have their own sales foroes.

However,

for small firms that typically market their produca through channel intermediaries, this
could represent a major change in the way they do business.
increased specialization in the products that customers desire was another reported
trend.

Respondena see customers as increasingly desiring specific lengms or mlxes

of lengms, specific widms, and specific grade mlxes (for example, a certain percentage
of each grade in mixed grade orders).

A few respondents saw this trend oontinuing to

the point of some markea buying dimension para rather than traditional grade Iumber.
However, few respondents thought that the NHLA grade system would be replaced.
Rather they suggested that producers would match the Iumber to the specific customers
needs within the NHLA guidelines.

Several of the medium-sized companies have

already positioned themselves to take advantage of this trend by developing flexible
sorting and grading systems and by diversifying into dimension operations.

For many

of the remaining firms, this trend could require investment in new processing equipment
and increased production oosa.
The nnal trend mat was commonly reported involved me movement of me inventory
carrying function back to me producer. This movement has already been seen by many
Iumber producers and mey expect it to continue.

Fiespondents attribute mis trend to

me adoption of just—in-time inventory systems and me increased cost of carrying
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inventory.

This trend will increase the competitive advantage of larger companies that

can provide the customer_with prompt delivery of a wide variety of species and grades.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

lt is apparent that hardwood Iumber is a diverse industry.

Even the largest tvventy

companies in the industry show variation in terms of markets served, distribution
channels utilized, competitive tools, and overall business strategies.

Companies in the

Industry also vary conslderably in terms of production volume, corporate aftilialions, and
numerous other factors.

However, some pattems are evldent and these pattems aid

understanding of competition in the industry.
Competition in the industry is, primarily, based on quality, customer service, and
price.

All three of these elements of competition were found to be multi·faceted.

The

primary aspects of quality were found to be accurate Iumber manufacturing and
packaglng.

Customer service ccnsisted, primarily, of product availability and delivery

scheduling.

Price ccnsisted of level (the actual price) and consistence (how often

prices change as compared to the market).
Medium-sized companies in the industry tend to avoid the use of price as a
competitive tool and concentrate, instead, on quality and customer senrice.

Large

companies may be more willing to compete based on price but do not ignore quality
and customer service.

Small companies tend to rely on channel lntermedlarles such

as brokers and, consequently, are production oriented and provide littie customer
senrice.

_
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In spite of the differences between top-tvventy companies, several industry trends
or continuations of trends were consistently predicted for the near future.

These

included shortened distribution channels as producers bypass channel intermediaries,
Increased specialization of orders, and the movement of the Inventory carrylng function
backward in the distribution channel.
Several of the companies studied indicated that they utilized a Dlfferentiation
strategy either alone or in combination with Overall Cost Leadershm

Calori and

Ardisson (1988) found that, in the mature Industries they studied, the major opportunity
for dilferentlation was in adopting a 'Total Quality" concept (product quality regularity,
punctuality of deliveries, quick response to unexpected orders, quick and correct
answers to requests, short delivery times).

The "'I'otal Quality" concept embodies many

of the factors that this study indicated are important to competition in the hardwood
Iumber industry.
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Notes
1. In the Interest of brevlty, the company personnel wlth whom Interviews were
conducted are referred tc as respondents In this paper.
2. The following descriptions of Porter's (1980) generic strategies, adapted from Fflch
(1986), were used:

Overall Cost Leadership
The fimi seeks to achieve overall low cost through aggressive construction of
efficient scale facilities, adoption of new technologies, avoldance of marginal

customer accounts cr market segments, and cost mlnimlzalion in areas such as
marketing.
Differentiation
The lirm seeks to differentiate the product and service offered, creating
something that is perceived industry-wide as being unique. Differentiation may
take many forms, such as consumer senrice, brand image, strong captive
distribution system, and/or a reputaticn for being on the forefront in new product

development.
Focus

The firm focuses on a particular type cf buyer, market group, cr segment of the

product line. The firm seeks tc senze a particular target very well — better than
its ccmpetitions who are competing more broadly.

e

·
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Table 1.

Eastem Hardwood Lumber Consumption by End-Use:

1972 · 1987

End-Use

1972

1977

1982

1987

—-—-——— MMBF -——-—-———
Pallets and Containers

2412

2627

3184

4425

Dimension

795

1080

927

1359

Flooring

657

304

22

476

1147

1250

1014

1058

Millwork

545

372

441

713

Kitchen Cdeinets

274

358

319

612

Railway Ties

850

1000

834

635

Experts

237

240

321

543

Commercial Fumiture

213

21

275

427

Upholstered Furniture

427

254

285

309

Other

535

652

400

703

8092

8358

822

11260

Wood Heusehold Fumiture

4

Total

Adapted from estimates provided by Luppold (1989)

·

C
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Table 2.

Fleported Generic Strategies of Hardwood Lumber Producers lnterviewed
in the Study

Size

C°‘°g°'V.

Number

Generic Strategy°

°f .
Ccmpan•es°

Qrcgsrall
r

Fows

Dllfemnbeuon

Leadership

·

Large

Medium

2

X

1

X

5
3
3

X

'
°
°

X
X

X

1
1

X

X_
_

X

Large • Greater than 100 MMBF/year; Medium

X

X

35 to 100 MMBF/year
Number cf companies in the size rztegory that utilized the indicated strategy cr strategy
combination. Some companies did not provide this information
Porter(1980); See Appendix A for operationalizations

.
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Many channel ®hfiQUf8Ibl’\S are possble. This figure depicts portions
of only those channels that are most commonly used. W-UBT lines
lndlcate greater channel usage.

Figure 1. Major Distribution Channels Used by Three Categories of

Hardwood Lumber Producers
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Figure 2. Primary Elements of Competition in the Hardwood Lumber Industry

A Methodology for Assessing Strategic Evolution
in a

Mature Industrial Environment

ABSTRACT
A methodology for determining business·leveI oompeiitive strategy and strategic
change in a mature industrial environment was developed and tested on the U.S.
hardwood Iumber industry.

Quantitative data and multivariate statistical techniques were

used to identity five strategic groups within the industry and predict future strategic
movements.

The results provide empirical support for the existenoe of dual Cost

Leadership/Ditterentiation strategies in a mature industry setting.

Strategic evolution

was found to be primarily in the direction of increased difterentiation orientation.
Qualitative data obtained via interviews with company executives generally supported
the findings of the quantitative analysis.

However, self-typing of strategy by company

executives was problematic.
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INTRODUCTION

The number and characteristics of strategic groups ln an industry have been related
to industry performance (Porter 1979, Newman 1978, Hengert 1987), level of competition
(Harrigan 1980; O'Laughlin and Ellefson 1981; Hegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1987),
the effect of vertical integration into the industry (Newman 1978), and the height of
mobility baniers (McGee and Thomas 1986, Harrlgan 1985b).

While the appllcabillty

of strategic group analysis to predlcting change in an industry has been alluded to
(Cleaves and O'Laughlin 1986, McGee and Thomas 1986), the focus of most studies
has been on either establishing the presence of strategic groups in an industry or using
strategic groupings to empirically generate or validate strategic theory.

McGee and

Thomas (1986 p.149), in reviewing studies that utilized the strategic group concept,
state:

"None of the studies lock at fcrecasting future strategic groups or even strategic
directions which films may pursue to antzcipate the long-run evolution of industiy
structure"

ln spite of the fact that the predictive use of strategic groups has been largely
ignored, such use is intuitively appealing and could be pragmatically useful.

Thomas

and Venkatraman (1988 p.551), in discussing the direction of future strategic group
research, state:
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"lt is essential mat groups be used to eimer predict future strategic behavior
and/or performance, failing which me results have minimal use."

The latter use of strategic group analysis, predlcting performance, has been
addressed in several studies (for example; Newman 1978, Porter 1979, Dess and Davis
1984, Cool and Schendel 1988).

As a result, progress has been made toward a

strategy-performance paradigm mat is generally applicable.

This study ooncentrated on

me fomier use of strategic group analysis, prediction of strategic behavior or strategic
change.
This study had two goals. The first was to develop a memodology for the prediction
of strategic change in an industry and provide an example of its use.

The strategic

group concept was used in the course of pursuing mis goal since, as Porter (1980)
suggests, it provides a useful intennediate point between analysis of me industry as a
single homogeneous unit and single company analysis which may not generalize to
the industry.

The second goal of this study was to test me applicability of existing

generic strategy typologies in a mature industry environment.
'l’he mature industry environment was chosen for several reasons.

Since the

majority of North Ameriwn industries are mature or declining (Heame 1982), a
pragmatic reason for choosing a mature setting is wide applicability of the results.
Mature industries are also (Hambrick 1983a p. 214):

·

't..of major signifkrance bom in terms of meir relaüve numbers on me Amencan
economic scene and me resources mey oontrol.'
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lt fs important to study strategic groups in the mature industry setting separately
from growth industries since successful strategic postures in growth industries may not
oorrespond to successful strategies ln mature settings (Patel and Younger 1978).
Harrigan (1988) and Hambrick (1980) suggest that changes in the structure and nature
of competition can be expected as an industry evolves through maturity toward deciine.
Doyle and Saunders (1985) note the need for basic industries (the majority of which are
mature) to shift from commodity to speciaity products.

Obviously, this shift implies

strategic change and prediction of this change could be useful to participants in the
industry, industry suppliers, and govemment policy makers.

BACKGROUND

111e Industry
Hardwood Iumber, a basic old~line industry (Doyle and Saunders 1985), was chosen
as an example in this study.

The industry has been described as highly specialized,

Iacking in automated processing, and consisting, primarily, of small independently owned
fimis (White, Lamb and Wengert 1981).

Hardwood lumber is also among the most

competitive of wood·based industries (U.S. Congress 1983).
The industry can be considered mature as defined by Harrigan (1985a), Day (1981),
and Hambrlck and Schecter (1983).

Annual growth ls approxlmately 2 percent (Ulrlch

1988); products are commodlty·like and familiar to buyers (due to a high level of
standardization); and customers are price sensitive (Sinclair, Bush and Araman 1989).
1'he hardwood lumber industry, with the eight largest companies producing only 15

percent of the value of shipments (USDA·BOC 1986), is highly fragmented (Porter
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1980).

It also has several of the hals defined by Calori and Ardisson (1988) as

lndicative of a stalemate industry: scale economies are generally weak (Bush and
Sinclair 1989, USDC-l'l'A 1984), and process technology ls wldely known and available.
Unlike stalemate indushies, the hardwood lumber indushy exhibis low capital intensity
when compared to other wood·based indushies and low exit baniers (Ellefson and
Stone 1984).
The industrys products are highly standardized — as evidenced by the indushywlde acceptance of the
standards.

National Hardwood Lumber Association (NHLA) gradlng

Ftepresentative market prices are widely reported using this grading system

in hade publications such as The Weekly Hardwood Review (Barrett 1988).
Hardwood lumber manufacturers are heavily raw material (timber) dependent (U.S.
Congress 1983).

Raw material coss typically mount for over 50 percent of total

production coss (USDC-ITA 1984).

Hardwood lumber production is labor intensive

(McL.lntock 1987) and research is usually process rather than market oriented (U.S.
Congress 1983).

Shategic Groups
It is not the purpose of this paper to provide a complete review of the state of
shategic group research.

However, an examination of some recent literature reviews

and papers of particular relevance to this study is appropriate.
Two recent articles on the subject provide good overviews of the state of shategic
group research.

McGee and Thomas (1986) identified 21 studies in the area of

shategic groups ranging from the initial coining of the temt 'shategic groups' in 1972

to studies published in 1985. The authors noted that the studies differed sharply on the
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strategic dimensions used to define strategic groups.

Some studies used single

measures (such as firm slze) while others utlllzed multiple measures.

Slmllarly, Thomas

and Venkatraman (1988) categorized 20 studies involving strategic groups based on
thelr operationalization

of strategy

(uni-dimenslonal

versus

mul1i—dlmensional)

and

approach to group development (a priori versus a posterion).
As Thomas and Venkatraman (1988) state, the basic theory of strategic groups
(that Industries are not necessarily homogeneous, but rather consist of groups of
companies that utilize similar but not necessarily ldentlcal strategies (Hitt, Ireland and
Stadter 1982)) is at least implicitly accepted by most researchers.

In oontrast, there ls

no generally accepted operationalization of the strategy construct (Harrigan 1983,
Hambrick 1980).

Yet, the choice of strategic dimensions is the single most influential

factor on the outcome of a study of strategy and the greatest source of variation
between studies (McGee and Thomas 1986).
Consequently, there is a corresponding lack of a generally accepted method of
determining strategic groups in an industry.

The problem is compounded by the variety

of methods used to delineate groups (from n1les—of·thumb to multivariate statistics) and
differences in sample frames (intra· versus inter—industry).

The result has been that

many studies are not comparable and, consequently, generalizable conclusions based
on synthesls of the body of research have been difficult to reach.
Dess and Davis (1982, 1984) made use of a panel of experts (representing both the
academic and industrial community) to determine the content of Porters (1980) generic
strategies (Focus, Differentiation, Overall Cost Leadershäa).
measure that consisted of 21 strategic variables.

The authors developed a

Factor and cluster analyses were then
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used to determine strategic group membership in the palnts and allied products industry
based on the three strategic dimensions.
Porters typology, as used by Dess and Davis (1982, 1984) has been characterized
as stable, parsimonious, and timeless (Chrisman, Hofer and Boulton 1988).

lt has also

been shown to be reconcilable with other strategic typologies (White 1986, Segev 1989).
Chrisman, Hofer and Boulton (1988) point out that Porter's typology subsumes the
concepts of scope and type of competitive weapon but does not address the concept

of segment differentiation.
lt is important to note that Dess and Davis (1984) utilized Porter's (1980) generic
strategies as dimensions of strategy.

White (1986) took a similar approach in defining

four strategic positions by using Portefs generic strategies as dimensions.

This use

implies that Porter's generic strategies are not mutually exclusive
- a position supported
by White (1986) but contended by Chrisman, Hofer and Boulton (1988)
- and allows
for the identification of strategic positions that do not fit neatly into Porter's (1980)
typology.

Day’s (1984) Hybrid

strategy (low cost and emphasize differences) is an

example of such a strategic position that may be feasible in many industries (Murray
1988).

METHODOLOGY

This study focused on business-level intended competitive strategy within the
hardwood Iumber industry.

Business-level rather than corporate-level strategy was

investigated by controlling for the product market variable (diversitication) to a non-

significant level, as suggested by McGee and Thomas (1986).

Since the strategy
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professed by key lnforrnana may differ from the strategy that a company actually
lmplemena, intended strategies may differ from actuallzed strategies (Snow and
Hambrick 1980).

However, focusing on intended strategies is consistent with the goal

of evalualing strategic change in the industry.

Operationalizing the Strategy Construct
Hambrick (1980) details four approaches to operatlonalizlng the business-level
strategy construct (Textual descriptions of strategy, measurement of para of strategy,
multivariate measurement of strategy, and typologies of strategies).

Similarly, Snow and

Hambrick (1980) describe four approaches to identifying and measuring strategy:
Investigator

inference,

self-typing

using

assessment, and objective indicators.

written

descriptions

of

strategy,

extemal

In this study, the goal was to find an approach

that simultaneously maintained relevance to both existing strategic typologies and the
particular industrial

environment.

After a review of relevant strategic research

conceming the content of the strategy construct (in particular; White 1986, Miller (1986),
Miller and Friesen 1977, and Dess and Davis 1984)), and noting Venkatraman and
Granfs (1986) and Peters (1979) call for multivariate measures, the multivariate
measure developed by Dess and Davis (1982, 1984) was chosen as the basis of the
operationalization used in this research.
Since detailed knowledge and understanding of the industry context is required to
identity competitive variables relevant to the industry (McGee and Thomas 1986, Hergert
1987), the applicability of the variables used by Dess and Davis (1984) to the hardwood
lumber industry was evaluated by a panel of expera that included industry, trade
association, govemment agency, and university personnel.

Based on this evaluation,
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minor changes were made to the measure to compensate for dlfferences between the
palnts and allled products industry and the hardwood Iumber Industry.
Figure 1 lists the variables that comprised the measure used in this study.

The

measure formed by these variables was judged to have met the three concems
presented by Thomas and Venkatraman (1988):
competition ln the industry;

(1) lt captured the basis for

(2) It had a strong relationship to extant strategic group

theory, specitically, Porters (1980) generic strategy typology; and (3) the work of Dess
and Davis (1982, 1984) providesevidenoe of the validlty and rellability of the measure.
Harrigan

(1983) states the need for a multidimensional, hybrid approach to

determining business-level oompetitive strategy.

Snow and Hambrick (1980) suggest

the need for multiple sources of information to enhance the validlty of strategic
measures.

In keeplng with these recommendations, business·level strategy was also

investigated via in-person interviews.

These interviews included a self~typlng measure

of strategy that consisted of short descriptions of Porters generic strategies as
developed by Rich (1986). This additional approach to assessing strategy was included
to enrich the data and allowed for cross-checking of the multivariate operationalization.

Sample
A

purposive

sample

manufacturers was utilized.

consisting

of the

largest

100

U.S.

hardwood

Iumber

Where companies particlpated in more than one industry,

only the business unit involved in hardwood Iumber production wa included in the
study.
Obviously, this non·probabilistic sampling scheme precludes extrapolation of the
results to the entire industry.

However, it was felt that, given limited research
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resources, strategic Issues in the industry could best be lnvestlgated by examlnlng
larger, lntluential Hmts rather than by using a prcbabillstic sample that was likely to
include small firms with little influence on the industry.

Purposive sampllng also allowed

the sample to be controlled for the potentially confoundlng effects of extreme varlations
on company scope and resources (Dess and Davls 1984).

Data Collection
. Data from 20 of the largest (by production volume) companies‘ were gathered using
a combination of ln·person, semi-structured interviews and written questionnaires.

A

portlon of the interviews were exploratory and provided a rich variety of information
conoeming the company’s strategy and competition in the industry.
In multi-industry companies, the questionnaires and Interviews were directed to the
head of the business unit producing hardwood lumber.
the questionnaire was directed to the top executive.

In single industry companies,

ln scme cases it was not possible

to contact the top executive and senior marketing/sales people were substituted.
Previous contact with companies in the industry suggested that, other than top
executives, marketing personnel had the best understanding of company strategy.
Using multiple infomtants per company may have provided a more accurate picture
of the company’s strategy (Venl<atraman and Grant 1986).

However, research

resources and limits on the amount of time the companies could reascnably be

‘
The goal was to interview the twenty largest companies in the industry.

However, one company that was among the largest declined to participate
and the next largest company was interviewed as a substitute.
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expected to give to the study limited this retinement to only a few of the companies
studied.
Data conceming the importance of the competitive variables included in the multi·
item measure were gathered via seven point rating scales that ranged from 1-Not
Important to 7=ExtremeIy Important

The use of questionnaires in studying intended

strategy is supported by Hambrick (1980).
lnformants were asked to indicate the present importance of the variables to their
company's competitive strategy as well as their evaluation of the importance of the
variable in the near future (next five years).

In addition, those informants that were

contacted ln person were (after reading the descriptions of Porter's (1980) generic
strategies) also asked to directly indicate the one or combination of strategies that best
represented their company/s competitive strategy.

In this respect, the method used to

measure strategy was similar to that used by Herbert and Deresky (1987).
A mail survey was used to gather data from the remaining 80 of the sample fimis.
The questionnaire was mailed during June, 1989.

A total of 72 questionnaires

(including questionnaires retumed by companies that had also been interviewed) were
received by the time analysis began.

ldentifying Strategic Groups
Factor AnaIysis —

1’he investigation of possible strategic groupings within the sample

began with data tabulations to identify any mistakes in coding or in data entry.
Responses to the twenty-item measure were then factor analyzed to confirm the
operationalization of the strategy construct and to generate factor scores for use in
cluster analyses.
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Prlncipal component factor analysis was deemed an appropriate technique based
on the correlation matrix of the data and a Bartlett test of sphericity which rejected the
hypomesis that the matrix was an identity (Stewart 1981).

In addition, the Kaiser-

Meyer·OIkin measure of sampling adequacy was aoceptable (Norusis 1988).

Stevens

(1986) recommends 4 to 5 subjects per variable (item) for a stable factorlal solution.
ln this study the ratio was 3.6 to 1.

Consequently, particular attention was paid to

evaluating the reliability of the factor and cluster analyses results.
A three factor solution was chosen a priori since the measure was designed to

evaluate Porter's (1980) three generic strategies as dimensions of business-level
competitive strategy.
(varimax) rotatlon.

Table 1 provides the resulting factor Ioadings after ormogonal

The choice of a three factor solution was supported by a scree test

and examlnatlon of factor elgenvalues (Stevens 1986).

Variable 15 (ownershlp of

timberlands and/or logging operations), which was designed to assess the importance
of backward integration, was excluded from further analyses because of its low loading
on all three factors. The remalning variables were assigned to the factor on which mey
had the greatest loading and formed sub-measures that assessed the three strategic
dimensions.
Analysis of the variables that were assigned to each of the three factors and Dess
and Davis' (1984) work indicated that Factor 1 represented the Differentiation dimension.
Factor 3 was interpreted as representing the Cost Leadership dimension.

Interpretation

of Factor 2 was less clear since it incorporated variables mat were a priori mought to
assess me Differentiation or Focus dimensions.

This result is not surprising since a

Focus strategy, as defined by Porter (1980), is a Differantiation or Cost Leadershäo

I
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strategy aimed at a specific market segment.

Consequently, Factor 2 was interpreted

as representing the Focus dimension.

Scores for each sub-measure were calculated using a linear combination of variable
ratings and factor Ioadings.

The reliability ot the sub-measures was evaluated by

computing Cronback's alpha (Peter 1979).

Table 1 provides the alpha values tor each

sub-measure evaluated across the data set.
by Churchill (1979) for exploratory work

These values are considered aoceptable

In addition, they were deemed reasonable

given the relatively low number of variables making up sub-measures 1 and 2 (alpha
generally increases with the number of items that fomt a measure).

Cluster Analysis

—

Cluster analysis has been used to identity groups ot strategically

similar iimis in several studies (Harrigan 1985b; Hambrlck 1983a,b; Dess and Davis
1984; Galbraith and Schendel 1983).

ln this study, hierarchical agglomerative cluster

algorithms (using squared Euclidean distance measures) were used to determine
strategic groupings within the sample companies.

Prior to clustering, the data were

examlned for the presence of potential outliers that could skew the cluster solution.
Based on plots of the three submeasure soores and Mahalanobis' distance statistic
(Norusis 1988) for each company, two potential outliers were ldentitied.

Because of

their potential affect on the stability of the cluster solution, these companies were
removed from further analyses.

Two additional companies were removed due to

lncomplete data, resulting in a cluster sample size of 68 companies.
The companies were first clustered using Ward’s method which seeks to minimize
the sum of squared within—cluster distance (Hair, Anderson and Tatham 1987).

This

algorithm was chosen because it has been shown to outperfomt others in many
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situatlons (Punj and Stewart 1983).

Ward's method is also the most conceptually

appeallng for identifying strategic groups.
A five cluster solution was chosen based on analysis of a plot of the number of
clusters versus the standardized distance coefficient between merged clusters.

This

number of clusters was also the smallest that adequately differentiated the companies.
The reliability of the tive cluster solution was tested using the three part approach
suggested by Choffray and l.ilien (1980) and used by Doyle and Saunders (1985). This
approach consists of:
1. Testing for outllers ln the data
2. Testing the randomness of the data structure
3. Testing the uniqueness of the solution
The first of these tests has been previously described.

In order to test for randomness,

15 sets of random data with distribution characteristics (mean and standard deviation)
similar to the actual data were generated.
Ward's method.

Each of these data sets were clustered using

The mean standardized distance coefficienfs at critical cluster levels

were then compared to the coefticients from the actual data (Table 2).

lf the distance

coefficient did not significantiy differ from the random data, the cluster solution would
be trivial.

As illustrated in Table 2, signifcant differences were noted; suggesting an

underlying structure did exist in the data.
The final reliability test required that the cluster solution based on Ward's method
of cluster formation be compared to the solutions based on altemative methods.

This

test is necessary since each method of cluster formation has certain biases.

For

example, single linkage cluster methods tend to form long, weakly connected clusters
and Ward's method is biased in favor of spherical clusters with equal numbers
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(Saunders 1980).

lf the cluster solution based on Ward's method is non-trivial, it should

exhibit relative stability when oompared to the solutions generated by other clustering
memods.

Table 3 provides the results of a multi-memod comparison.

The relatively

good agreement between the clustering methods provide additional evidence of the
rellabillty of the solution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strategic Groups
Figure 2 lllustrates the strategic position of the five groups that were identiEed by
the cluster analysis.

Locations correspond to cluster centroids and symbol size ls

proportional to the mean squared Euclidian distance between pairs of companies wimin
the group - a measure of intra—group homogeneity. Table 4 proEles the clusters on the
strategic dimensions represented by the three factors.
As Figure 2 illustrates, the greatest portion of strategic variation between groups is
attributable to the Differentiaticn dimension.
Cost Leadership dimensions.

The groups differ less on the Focus and

Similarly, Dess and Davis (1984) found mat Cost

Leadership did not differentiate strategic groups well and mat managers did not have
strong Focus orientations.

This Ending could indicate a basic similarity between me

industries studied or a bias in me measure used to operationalize business-level
strategy.

Figure 2 also suggests mat larger strategic groups wimin me industry are not
necessarily less homogeneous.

For example, Group 2 has the largest number of

members (22) but intra-group homogeneity (as measured by the mean squared
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Euclldlan distance) ls greater than Group 4 with only nine members.

Group

homogeneity has implications to intra-group rivalry and stability (Harrigan 1985b).
Harrlgan Uneorlzed that less homogeneous groups are more likely to face Intra-group
dlscord and are more likely to revert to price as a basis for competition.

‘l'lnis theory

is supported by the position of Group 4 (the least homogeneous group) whose intended
strategy displays no distinctive orientation.

VWUnout a dlstinctive orientation on one of

the strategic dimensions, the only altemative for these companies may be to depend
on price competition.
ln the group.

The result is likely to be depressed profitability for all companies

Porter (1980) temned this situation "Stuck in the middle" and concluded

that such a strategic poslUon assures low profitability.
Group 1 also appears to be "Stuck in the middle'.

This group has an intended

strategy that is lowest on both the Focus and Cost leadership dimensions and exhibits
a medium level of Differenüaüon orientation.

The intended strategy of Unis group

appears to give its members little compeUUve advantage.
Group 2 is large (22 members) but relatively homogeneous.

lt is strategically similar

to Group 1 in terms of Ditferentiation but has developed a stronger Cost Leadership
orlentatlon.
ldeally, companies would avoid becoming 'Stuck in Une middle' (Porter 1980) by
developing and implementing a strong strategic orientation along one of the dimensions
while maintaining only a nominal level on Une remaining dimensions.

However, in a

pseudo—commodity (Unger 1983) industry such as hardwood lumber this nominal level
of Cost Leadership orientaüon could be expected to be higher Unan in industries
producing true specialty products.
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Group 3 has the strongest Differentiation orientation and is also high on the Cost
Leadership dimension.

This dual strategy clearly has competitive advantages if the two

goals can be achieved simultaneously. Porter (1980 p.38) states:

‘i..achleving differentiatien will lmply a trade·off with cost position lf the activiües
required in creating it are inherently costly, such as extensive research, product
design, high quality materials, or intensive customer support!

This does not seem to be the case ln the hardwood lumber industry.

In addition,

Murray (1988) concludes that the extemal preconditions for Cost Leadershßa and
Differenüation strategies do not preclude such dual strategies.

Calorl and Ardisson

(1988), ln their study ot "stalemate" industries, define a 'total advantage" position
(difterentiation and low cost) that they associated with market share growth and
protitability.

This position coincides well with the position of Group 3.

Consequently,

the strategy of Group 3, if implemented, is Iikely to provide signiücant competitive
advantage.
Table 5 depicts the generic strategy or combination of strategies that informants at
top-twenty companies chose as best representing their companys competitive strategy.
Also provided are cluster membership and factor scores.

This qualitative measure ot

strategy provides weak support for the quantitative classifications.

For example, both

the qualitative (self-typed) and quantitative measures captured the low emphasis on
Focus strategies among the interviewed companies.

However, the quantitative measure

provided finer distinctions between the remaining strategy types than did the qualitative
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measure.

This is not surprising given the fact that the qualitative measure tended to

force companies into fewer categories than did the quantitative measure.
General information obtained during the In-person interviews also supported the low
emphasis on Focus strategies.

Infomtants polnted out that such strategies were

lmpractlcal for primary producers of hardwood products since the production process
unavoidably produces a range of products that no one market consumes.

Another

reason for avoiding Focus strategies was the perceived risk of becoming dependent on
specific market segments.

Companies preferred to reduce this risk by serving a variety

of markets.

Strategic Change
Hgure 3 indicates the directions of changes that were found to be significant (i.e.
present and predicted future group centroids were signifcantly different at the ¤==.1O
level).

Vlhth the exception of Group 3, all groups planned significant changes.

1, 4, and 5 planned increases in their emphasis on Differentiation.

Groups

In general,

companies in Group 2 planned to increase both their Focus and Differentiation
emphasis.
No significant changes in group membership were predicted.

This finding is in

agreement with Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1987 p.13) who state:

't..the

composition of strategic-group membershßv is most likely to be the same over timei
The predicted movement toward increased emphasis on differentiation strategies
supports Doyle and Saunders’ (1985) observation of the need for basic industries to
shift from commodity to specialty products.

Differentiation strategies can be more

effective and enduring than cost based strategies (Levitt 1986) and more successful in
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turbulent environments (White 1986).

However, White (1986) notes that differentiation

strategies are also more uncertain than cost based strategies.

Many of the companies

studied appear to be positioning themselves for changes in the industry (especially the
turbulence lf the Industry moves from maturity to decllne) by adopting dilferentiatlon
strategies, in splte of their uncertainty.
Data obtained during the interviews indicates that the quantitatively predicted
changes are generally ccnsistent with industry trends as expressed by the infomtants.
Informants predicted shortened distribution channels, increased emphasis on product
quality, and lncreased emphasis on service aspects such as the ability to provide
specialized orders and prompt delivery.
These trends would clearly provide the opportunity for companies to dilferentiate
themselves based, primarily, on service.

Calori and Ardisson (1988) found that this

strategy, which they called "total quality' (product quality regularity, punctuality of
deliveries, quick response to unexpected orders, quick and correct answers to requests,
short delivery times) was the major opportunity for differentiation in the industries they
studled.

This strategy is also ccnsistent with Hofer's (1975) contention that, ln mature

industries, tirms should seek to innovate in marketing, distribution, or credit rather than
product or process design.
Hnally, it should be noted that changes in strategy are difficult for a company to
make and imply major modifications to technology, structure, or process (Oster 1982,
Snow and Hambrick 1980).
gathered in this study.

Such changes are not necessarily indicated by the data

Consequently, predicted strategic group movements are best

viewed as strategic adjustments rather than major changes in strategy (using Snow and
Hambrick’s terminology).
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CONCLUSIONS

Strategic Classification
'I'he exlstence of dual differentlatlon and oost based strategies In a mature Industry
setting ls supported by both the quantitative and qualitative results.

Based on mls

result, the strategic matrioes proposed by Day (1984) and White (1986), which allow for
dual cost/differentiation strategies, may best explain the strategy types found in a
mature industry.
strategies.

Porter‘s (1980) typology does not adequately provide for such

However, Porter appeared to reoognize the lrnportanoe of cost positions in

some Industries when he stated that differentiators seek cost parity or proximity relative
to oompetitors.
White’s (1986) classification of four strategic positions (pure oost, cost and
differentiation, no competitive advantage, pure differentiation) along the dimensions of
cost position and differentiation position captures the results of this study well.

Groups

1 and 4 can be categorized as having no oompetitive advantage ('°stuck in me middle",

using Porter‘s terminology); group 3 has a cost and differentiation position; group 5 has
a pure dilferentiation position; and group 2 has a pure cost position.

Although White’s

classifications do not enoompass a focus type dimension, me lack of such a strategy
ln the hardwood lumber industry (as indicated by both the quantitative and qualitative
segments of the study) suggests mat a parsimonious typology need not include mis
dimension.
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Methodological lmplications
As Miller (1986 p.220) states:

’94ny attempt to categorize the complex phenomenon

of business strategy into a limited number of strategy types will necessarily involve
slmplltlcatloni

However, the results of this study demonstrate the usefulness of the

quantitative, multivarlate approach to identifying strategic groups and strategic evolution
in a mature industry.

1'he usefulness of multivariate statistical techniques (specilically

factor analysis to detenhine dimensionality and cluster analysis to determine group
membership) in identifying strategic groups in an industry has been demonstrated by
numerous studies (for example; Dess and Davis 1984, Doyle and Saunders 1985,
Galbralth and Schendel 1983).

The same methodology ls useful ln

quantifying and

analyzing strategic evolution in an industry.
Self-typing of strategy based on written descriptions of generic strategies, as used
in the interview porlion of this study and by Rich (1986), appear to be of limited use.
Infomtants may have difficulty comprehending the strategy based on the brief description
and the method precludes strategies that do not fall into the a priori defined types.

ln

addition, Snow and Hambrick (1980) oontend that many managers believe their
organizations to be unique and resist attempts to classify it.

This problem was evident

in this study and undoubtedly contributed to the limited usefulness of the results of the
strategic self—typing.
However, qualitative approaches in general (exploratory interviews and case studies)
do provide important understanding of the industry and oompanies’ strategic posltlons
that is not captured by the quantitative questions.

Consequently, a hybrid methodology

that utilizes interviews and multivariate quantitative approaches is recommended.

l
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While the aocuracy of predictions of strategic change in an industry cannot be
assessed at this time, the methodologicai approach is a logical extension of previous
work and could be pragmatically useful.

Predlctions of changes in the industry obtained

vla company interviews help to validate the accuracy of quantitative predictions of
changes ln strategic positions, assuming that timis are correctly positioning themselves
with respect to these changes.
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Table 1.

Factor and Sub-Measure Structure

Variable

Factor 1
Dlflerentiation

Factor 2
Focus

Factor 3
Cost Leadership

-—-— Factor
Loadings' —-——
Market research

.75

.16

.13

.73

52

-.14

.71
.67
.65
.64
.50
.46
.45
.45
.32

.28
-.15
.37
.10
.06
.40
.15
.26
-.19

-.22
.16
.10
.25
.11
.16
.38
.16
.22

Providing customer service
Product quality control
Efficient operation of production facilities
Reputation within the industry

.04
.16
-.05
.15

.77
.73
.62
.52

.07
.19
.35
.08

Competitive pricing
Employing trained/experienced personnel
Providing rapid delivery
Procurement ot raw materials
Investment in new processing equipment

.06
.09
.04
.07
.30

-.06
.39
.10
.16
.32

.69
.68
.63
.56
.50

Eigenvalue
Percent of Total Variance
Coeflicient Alpha
(For items forming sub-measure)

5.73
28.6

2.13
10.6

1 .57
7.9

.84

.69

.69

Using new marketing techniques/methods
Developing brand identification
Serving special geographic markets
Promotion and advertising
Serving particular customer groups
Ability to manufacture specialty products
Developing new products
Maintaining a company sales force
Controlling channels of distribution
Owning timberlands and/or logging operations

' Bold type denotes the variables used to form the factor sub-measure
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Table 2.

Comparison of Cluster Structure to Random Data

Number

Standardized

of

Distance

Clusters

Coeffncient

2

Probability

Statistlc

p

< .001
< .001
< .001

Actual
Mards)

Mean
Random'

1
2
3

$07.8
1464.2
$4.9

3985.3
1800.6
1168.5

4
5
6

670.8
536.9
458.4

6.07
5.83
5.93

897.4
736.6
624.4

8.62
10.09
10.55

7
8

387.6
$3.6

537.7
471.3

12.38
12.57

< .001
< .001
< .001

< .001
< .001

9

301.9

10

415.4

20.9

11.30

367.0

16.50

< .001

20
30
40

12.3
64.7
35.4

50

159.8
73.9
35.4

8.19
4.53
0.00

15.1

60

14.6

3.1

0.67

< .001
< .001
> .5

3.0

0.31

61
62
63
64

2.4
1.7
1.2
0.9

2.4
1.9
1.4
1.0

0.6

0.00
1.02
1.43
0.71

0.6

0.55

0.3
0.1

0.3
0.1

1.37
1.45

65
66
67

‘

~

Mean distance for each cluster level from 15 sets cf random data

< .001

> .5

> .5

> .5
.3>p>2
.2 > p >.1
.5 > p >.4

> .5

.2 > p >.1
2 > p >.1
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Table 3.

Comparison of Clustering Methods

Ward's
Method
Ward's Method

'

Complete
Llnkage

Average
Llnkage

—-

Complete l.inkage

79%'

—

Average Llnkage

76%

68%

-

°'
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Table 4.

Cluster Protiles

Cluster

N

Number

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Dilferentiatien

Focus

Cost Leadership

————l- Factor Scores ———-l
1

8

Mean:
SD:

21.4
1.9

15.3
1.1

14.5
1.0

2

22

Mean:
SD:

22.8
2.2

17.2
1.1

18.7
15

3

14

Mean:
SD:

33.7
1.8

17.5
1.1

19.0
1.0

4

9

Mean:
SD:

13.8
3.5

16.1
1.2

16.5
1.7

5

15

Mean:
SD:

28.4
1.3

16.8
1.4

16.3
2.2

68

Mean:

24.9

16.8

All
Companies

SD: _

6.5

1.4

·

17.4

22
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Table 5.

Factor Scores and Self Fleported Generic Strategy for Interviewed
Companies

Company'
Number

Reported°
Strategy

Cluster
Membership

Factor 1
Differerrtiation

Factor 2
Focus

Factor 3
Cost Leadership

·—l
----1- Fador Scores
1

OCL

5

2
3
4
5
6

27.3

14.9

D
OCL
D
OCL-D
F·D

15.8

1
2
2
3
2

24.7
18.6
25.2
35.8
23.4

15.8
17.8
18.3
17.5
16.9

14.6
20.0
16.9
19.5
16.3

26.1

16.8

32.9

21.4

16.4

19.0

7

OCL

2

8

OCL

3

9
10

D
OCL

3
5

34.4
28.0

17.7
13.8

11

OCL-D

5

18.4
14.8

12

OCL-D

26.5

15.6

2

24.6

17.1

17.1

18.6

All Companies:
Mean

24.9

16.8

6.5

17.4

1.4

2.2

Standard Deviation
‘
"

Some companies are not included due to missing information
OCL • Overall Cost Leadership; D • Dilferentiation; F • Focus
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1.
2
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Developing new products
Providing customer service
Efticiem operation of production facilities

Product quality comm!
Employing trained/experienced personnel

Competitive pricing
Developing brand identification
Using new marketing techniques/methods
Commlling channels of distribution
Procuremem of raw materials

11. Senring special geographie markets
12. Ability to manufacture specialty pmduas
13. Promotion and advertising

14. Maimaining a company sales force
15. Owning timberlands and/or logging
operations
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Pmviding rapid delivery
Market research
lnvestmem in new pmcessing equipmem
Serving particular customer gmups
Reputation within the industry

Figure 1. Variables Used to Operationalize Business-Level Strategy (Adapted from
Dess and Davis 1984)
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Figure 3. Predicted Strategic Group Movement: Next Five Years

SUMMARY

This research investigated several aspects of competition in an important segment
of the U.S. wood-based economy - the hardwood Iumber industry.

First, the perceived

and actual needs of four slgniticant segmenls of the market for hardwood grade Iumber
were compared.

A mall survey was used to gather data from the largest companies

in each of four market segments and from large Iumber producers.

Product and

supplier attributes that are most determinant in Iumber purchase decisions were
identified.

Price was one of the most determinant attributes but the suppliers reputation

and some aspects of Iumber quality were found to be more determinant.

Lumber

producers appeared to have underestimated the importance of quality to their customers
and this tinding may provide an opportunity for a business strategy that seeks to

optimize these critical attributes.
In the second segment ot the research, a quantitative approach to identifying and
categorizing competitive strategy in the industry was taken.

Data were gathered via

a written questionnaire that was administered to the largest (by production) hardwood
Iumber producers in the United States.

Multivariate statistical techniques were used

to identity tive strategic groups along dimensions that encompassed Porters (1980)
generic strategies (Overall Cost Leadershm, Differentiatron, and Focus).

Signifiwnt

findings included the presence of groups that had no strong strategic orientation and
the presence of a group that exhibited a dual Cost Leadership/Differentiation strategy.
This latter tinding suggests the Industry is best modeled by strategic typologles that
allow for such combinations of Porters basic strategies.
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Another significant ünding is the lack of Focus strategies (or variation along this
dimension) among the sample companies.

This finding was further emphasized by

the results of the third major segment of the study
- Interviews with executives at the
twenty largest hardwocd lumber companies.
When asked to categorize their company’s overall strategy using Porter’s typology,
few executives indicated Focus strategies and several chose dual strategies. This result
reinforces the findings of the quantitative investigation of strategy in the industry.
Specitically, the low emphasis on Focus based strategies and the use of dual strategies.
lt ls theorized that the low reliance on Focus based strategies ls due, in part, to the
variety of products resultlng from hardwocd lumber production and the percelved risk
of serving a single market segment.
The data obtained during the interview segment of the study also provided insight
into the nature of competition in the industry.

Quality, customer service, and price

were found to be the most important competitive tools for many companies, especially
those that were categorized as medium-sized.

Larger and smaller companies were

more likely to use price as a competitive tool than the medium-sized companies.

In

addition, differences in distribution channels and use of competitive tools such as
proprietary grading were found between categories of companies.
ln addition to the present state of the industry, changes and trends in the industry
were investigated in both the quantitative and qualitative segments of the research.
Quantitative

investigation

indicated

a

trend

toward

increased

emphasis

Differentiation based business strategy in the near future (next five years).

on

a

All but one

of the strategic groups indicated signiticant movement in this strategic direction.
Several trends were consistently reported during the intenriew or qualitative porlion of

.
the research.
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These included, shortened distribution channels, increased specialization

of orders, and movement of the inventory carrying function back to the hardwood Iumber
producer.
The llmlfatlons of this research should be considered.
fact that several

segments

of the

research

Primary among these ls the

concentrated on

large

companies.

Consequently, the applicabillty of the results to the entire industry ls untested.

In

particular, detennlnant attnbutes were investigated for only the largest companies in
each market segment.

Smaller companies in the market segments may have different

needs than these large companies and different deterrninant attrlbutes.

The finding of

little emphasls on Focus strategies among large Iumber producers does not preclude
the use of this strategy by smaller companies.
most appropriate for smaller companies.

ln fad, this type of strategy may be

OPPORTUNITIES OF FURTHER RESEARCH

As is often the case, this study poses at least as many questions as it answers.
Some are specific to the hardwood Iumber industry and others address more theoretical
aspects of strategy research.
Certalnly, opportunities exist for further investigation of the hardwood Iumber
industry.

'The expansion of the sample frame to the entire industry would allow a

complete picture of competitive strategy in the industry to be developed.

investigation

of attributes that are determinant in the purchase decisions of smaller Iumber users and
segmens of the hardwood Iumber market not lnvestigated ln this study could also add
to understanding of the industry.

A comparison of the detemtinant attributes ldentifled

in this study to those of foreign Iumber users would be of particular interest.
The search for a valid and generally applicable operationalization of the strategy
construct and a definitive strategic typology is an ongoing process that requires
additional work.

While the operationalization developed by Dess and Davis (1984) and

used ln this research holds promise, the need to modify the operationalization to make
lt applicable to the specific industry context suggess that improvemens can be made.
Similarly, Porter‘s (1980) generic typology has proved extremely useful in categorizing
strategic diversity.

However, is failure to account for dual strategies suggess that a

definitive typology has yet to be developed.

Finally, research that replicated the study

at a future date could determine the usefulness of the methodology used to predict
strategic evolution.
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APPENDIX A
LUMBER USER QUESTIONNAIRE AND ACCOMPANYING LETFERS
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Survey of Lumber Users
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Vlrglnla Tech
Survey ot Lumber Users
Q Thls survey asks about your company's operatlons that use harmvood lumber. lt your company has
moreQ
than one plant using hardwood Iumber, please include all ol them ln your answers.

Q

lt your company does no! use any hardwood lumber. please excuse our mistake.

Q

appreciate lt il you would check here [ 1 and retum the survey in the postpaid envelope.

E

help!1.
you tor your
Thank

However, we would

Q

Q
.

Does your company purchase any hardwood lumber (rough or planed)7
(Please check one box)

Please
E] No -—-——————>

return

the

survey
in
the
postpaid envelope

Thanks!

Q:] Yes

!
Q

The lollowing questions ask about the hardwood lurmer your company buys trom outside sources - that is,
company.,,
trom sawmills or other suppliers not owned by your

_
,,2.

Which ot the lollowing tactors ls your company usually LEAST satlstled wlth when buylng hardwood

lumber?
(Please check one box)

E] Luueen oueurv
Ü Deuveav rue

Q] Pence
Q Cneoir venus
Q:] Awuuiemv or cenmu srecles
O‘n+en:E]
Ü
Conrmv rs smsneo wmi Au. rxcvcns

Lumber User Questionnalre: Page 1
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Many hardwood Iumber users lind that certain characterlstics ol the Iurrrber they buy (and the suppliers
theybuy
trom) are more importam than others. Please tell us which charactoristlcs are important and unimportant

to your company.
3.

How Important ar• the Iollowlng cttaractorlstlca In th• hardwood Iumbor your company buys?
(Please circle the nunber that best indicates the importance ol each characteristic)

Nor
AT Au.

Exmsustv

IIAPORTANT

IMPORTANT

Aassrrcs

’

„

2

3

4

5

6

,7 „

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Era arms

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

War:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

or„Cr•¤•r¤¤ orwrr
Sutncz crrzcrca

1

Passauca
__ 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Souans mass

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Saum: am rnuua

1 __

2

3

4

5

6

7

$u•n.¤r’s rruenurut

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

orGrulbrra

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Morsrutt oornzrrr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ocMorsrunz
cornsrrr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Trucruzss

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Lzr•o·n·r

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

orEracoamo

Accumcv

Wmm~r.oAo cousrsrarrcv

Luuam snworrrrcsa

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Gurmu. cturrurzss

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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4.

th•
When chooslng a hardwood lumber suppller, how Important are
tollowlng lectors?
(Please cirz:/e the nurrber that best lndicates the importance ol each lactor)

Nor
AT ALL

Exmzuav

IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

Su•>n.1sn's
Amun ro
PnovresRum
eeuvzm

1

2

3

Tseaauacu. u•=ea¤uume•a

A1

2

3

Kua emse wuesn

1

2

3

A 1

2

3

4

Pwaze wuesn

A

4

5

6

7

4

5
5

A 6
6

7

4

5

6

7

7

Sum¤usn's ABIUTY ro
movresPnerzcrtvs
PACKAGIMI
(•A•o•ao, wauneae, nc.)

1

2

3

1

2

3

Bone euaasama srocx Axe unaeaa 1
Ssr mehr LIHIEH
1

2
2

2

A vmm er emacs

AA

4

5

6

7

4

AA 5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7

A

SuP•=usn's
roFu
Amun
ums oneuts
Amwaes cnserr
Anawaos saavnao
Fu saw.; eneens

1
1
1

2
2

3
3

1

2

3

7

PERSONAL nzunoaasaar wma suwusn

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sua>t•uzn's REPUTATDN

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
7

Wau.ua¤•ass• ro ouors man rnacss

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pazvaous euseaas wma sum.¤a
COIPETITIVI mcuao

1
1

2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6

2

6

7
7

Nunav LOGATION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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There ls often a difference from one supplier to another in the quality ol the lumber they provide. Suppliers
may also differ on the quality of service they offer. From your experience, please tell us how much difference
you have noticed.

5.

How does the hardwood lumber offered by varlous suppllers dlffer on the following characterlstlcs?
(Please circle the number that best indicates how lumber differs between suppliers on each characterlstic)

No
Dirranerica
Between

Lanoe
Dirranenca
Barwaari

Suwuans

Suevuam

America
oaÖDPID anam

_

1

2

3

4

5

Sunna cnecxs

1

2

3

4

5

Em srurs

1

2

3

4

5

Wuia

1

2

3

4

5

5

Paesawca
oeEra ccame

1

2

3

4

Souana man

1

2

3

4

5

Souana bm nuuunie

1

2

3

4

5

Sini.¤•'s maouunx

1

2

3

4

5

oaGnome

1

2

3

4

5

Mosruae cornarrr

1

2

3

4

5

oeMostuiz
cornern

1

2

3

4

5

Tracfucss

1

2

3

4

5

Lamm

1

2

3

4

5

Luuaan srnuoirncss

1

2

3

4

5

Genau:. ctsmursss

1

2

3

4

5

Accuncv

Wmuri Low cousisraucv
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6.

How much difference Is there among hardwood lumber SUPPLIERS on the followlng factors?

(Please circle the nurrber that best inaicates how mach suppliers dilter on each factor)
No
Dnrrsnsncs
Bsrwssu

Laaos
Drrrsasncs
Bsfwssu
Suvvusns
Suwusns
<——--—->

SuPPusn's
movtosRun
Aeruw ro
osuvsnv

1

2

3

4

5
5

Tscmcar.

1

2

3

4

Kur onen wuesn

1

2

3

4

5

Pwzu wuasn

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3 _

4

5

Bem oensuerou srocx no Luuesrt 1

2

3

4

5

Ser wumr Lusen

1

2

3

4

5

roFru.
uno: onosns

1

2

3

4

5

Annmos ansorr

1
1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5
5
5

Surr=usn's Aarurv ro
moviesPnorscnvs
ucruoeao
(amoero, wnarmo, src.)

’

A vanrsmorr srsctss

.

Sur>vusn's Asrmv

Amwaoz sunero
Fri.; sauu. onusae
Psnsoruu. naanorasrur wmr suwuut

1

4

1

2
2

3

Surm.¢n’s nsvuunou
Wunronsss ro ouors mu mass

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Pnsvrous eueeuss wmr surmsn
Coursrmvs momo
Nunsv Locamou

1

2

3

2

1

2

3
3

4
4

5

1

4

5
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l

l

Next. we would like to ask a lew questions about the lurrber used by your company. Your answers will allow
us to group your conpany with similar companies when we look at the survey results. They will also help us

E to better understand the needs of lumber users.
'

7.

Approxlmately, how much Iumber dld your
company use ln 19887
(Please include both lunber purchased
outside the company and Iumbar produced
within the company)

10. How was the hardwood lumber your
company purchaaed ln 1988 spllt among
the following types?
%

op TOTAL aoxno reer
puncnxseo

aoano reer

Wnne Our

l

Sorrwooo Lumen
*'—l—-"*

H

I L'

RED OM
YeLLow Popun

BLACK Cnennv

E

Hmo MAPLE

Sopr MxpLe
Yeu.ow Blncn
8. What percem of the herdwood lumber your
company used In 1988 was purchaaed
from outside the company?

____

Asn

i

BLACK
“
GU

wAL„L„-

Fleo Amen

Omen Donesnc Species

TOTAL

·

lunonreo Species
V
100%

9- |¤f¤¤•f
Ar>¤r¤¤lm¤t•lv„ Mw r¤¤<=¤ ¤f

t¤•

¤¤r¤w¤¤¤

Y¤¤¢ ¤¤l¤P¤¤V ¤¤¤¤*¤ *¤ *988 **9

äßrgsßzgü Wm ¢¤¤¤ 9* ***9 *¤"¤W*¤9
u

11. Apprexlmaiery, mw was the namweed

Iumbef your company purchased IH 1988

spllt among the tollowlng grades?

(Please write the approximate percemage next
to the source)

Un~GAoe

%
os rene eoxno reer
puncnxseo

%

°F T°T^L B°^R¤ FEET

Frnsr Ann Seconos

puncneseo

SELECTS
Lumen WPGLESALEH/DSTHBJ‘|'OR

No. 1 conuon

Lumen anoken
Dinecr mom sawuus
Lumen ruponren
Omen

No. 2 common
No. 3A
No. 3B
Omen onwe

100%
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F
l
é

7 A

7

7 7”

9

Finally, we would like to ask a few questions about your company.
confldentlal
and will be used only tor statistical
purposes.13.

79

7‘ 5

Of course, all information is strlctly

I

1

Which Q1 the following Is your company's PRIMARY product (by value ot sales)?
(Please check only one box)

Ü Mouwwo/uuwoner
Q Dususiou STXK
E] Wooo Fioonwa

E] Wooo Fumnuns
Ü Cnausrs
Ü Omsn______l____
12. Where does your company produce the malorlty of its PFIIMARY product (as lndlcated above)?
(Please check the box that best indicates the location)

rl

iii

E] Oursios ms cormusnm. Umso Snrss

|

14. ln 1988, how many people were employed at the plant(s) your company operated to produce Its
PRIMARY product?

Pnooucnou siimovsss
Non-rmooucnou sunovsss
15. Whlch category best describes your company's total 1988 sales of Its PRIMARY product?
(Please check one box)

·

E] Lsss man $10 wtuou
E] $10 un.uou TO $24.9 urtuou
Ü $25 uiwou 1*0 $49.9 uiwou

E] $50 u•u.iore 1*0 $74.9 uu.uou
Ü $75 ultuou TO $99.9 u•u.ion
[I] $100 u¤..uou rc $249.9 uauon
Ü Ovsn $250 umou
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Comments:
Is there anythlng else you would like to tell us about your company's lurrber needs er problems? Anything
we should have asked but dld not? Please use the space DGDVI lf you have any additional comments.

Thank you ler your helpl

Please retum the questlonnaire ln the postpaid envelope.

lf you would like to receive a summary ol the results ol this study. lust retum the prepaid postcard

!
1

at your convenience..

e

Lumber User Questionnaire: Page 8
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sci-ioot os i=oiuas—nw mu wimurs nrsounczs

Fä

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

"

Blaclrburg, Vtrgmxa 24061-050}

pzmnmsm os woop scumcz 4. i=oiu=.s1· vnooucrs

mx; (msi Z}!-8868

Tboenu M. Buch: Forex: Pula: Center

May 19. 1989
Wanda A, Sutherland
Vice President
WAS lncorporated
P. O. Box 1001
West Nichols. MS 39284
Dear Ms. Sutherland:
As someone involved ln the manufacture of wood products. you undcubtßdly face
many day-to-day problems. One of these problems may be obtainlng Iumber with
the "quality' characterlstlcs (stralghtness, freedom from checks. etc.) that your
company needs. However, many Iumber producers don't know which characteristics
are most important and least important to wood products manufacturers.
We are trying to solve this problem by oonductlng a study thatwlll help Iumber
producers Ieam more about your needs. Your firm has been randomly selected to
be included in this study. We are asking for your participation by completing and
retuming the enclosed questionnaire. Slnce only a small number of tirms are being
contacted. it ls important that your oplnions are heard.
Of course. all responses are etrlctly confldentlal and you will remain anonymous.
We are not asking you to identity yourself or your company.
The results ot the study will be made available to Iumber producers ln order
to aid

them in serving the needs of wood products manufacturers like yourself. We will
also be glad to send you a summary ot the results. Simply fill out the enclosed
request card and drop it in the mail. The postage ls prepaid.

The questionnaire will take only a few minutes of your time. Should you have any
questions or comments. please write to me at the address listed above or call
collect.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,

Robert J. Bush
Project Coordinator

Lumber User Questionnaire: Cover Letter
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VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

”"«>»;—:«r’°/
J

_

Blacbrburg, Virginia 24061-0505

ominmzm or WOOD science it ronrsr PRODUCTS

mx; non zu-saes

Tbonar M. Brook: Foren Prodaar Cmur

May 26. 1989

.

Wanda A. Sutherland
Vlce President
WAS lncorporated
P. O. Box 1001

‘

West Nichols. MS 39284
Dear Ms. Sutherland:
Last week l malled you a survey questlonnaire seeklng your help in ldentilylng the
needs and problems laced by wood products manufacturers when buying lumber. l
believe the results of the survey will help to Improve the service and product quality
provided by lumber producers to companies such as yours.
ll you have retumed the questionnaire.-please accept my thanks. lf not, l urge you
to complete and retum the questionnaire as soon as possible. Sinw only a small
number of scientilically selected fimis were contacted, it is important that your
opinlons are heard.
I realize that the questionnaire may not have reached you or may have been
misolaaed. lf so, please contact me at the address listed above or call collect at
S. l will send a replacement immediately.
Thanks for your helpl

Sincerely,

Robert J. Bush
Project Coordinator

Lumber User Questionnaire: Follow-Up Letter
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Survey of Lumber Producers
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Virginia Polytechnic- Institute and State University
Department of Wood Science & Forest Products
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061-0503
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Vlrglnla Tech

Survey ol Lumber Producers

Thls survey asks about your company's hardwood Iumber operatlons. lt your corrpany has more than one
mlll produclng hardwood lurrber, please Include all ol them In your answers.
Thank you lor your help!

1.

Does your company producs hardwood Iumber (•!th•r rough or planed)?
(Please check one box)

Please

El N°··——>

su rvey

retum

the

in

the

P¤$ll>¤Id ¤¤v¤¤¤1¤¤
Thanks!

[I] Yes

2.

Wlth whlch ot th• lollowlng factors do you

LEAST satlslledv

b•ll•v•

your hardwood Iumber customers are

(Please check one box)

[I] Luuaen ouaurv
[] Deuvenv me
[:] Pnlce
[I] Chem venus
E] Avwlaurv os cemm snecles
Omen—
Q
[1

Lumber Producer Questionnaire: Page 1
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Many hrrber prodrcers tind that certain Iumber (and supplier) characteristlcs are more Important to their
customers than other characterlstlcs. Based on your experience, which charactenstics are important and
uninportant?

3.

How Important are the toltowlng LUMBER characterlstlcs to your customers?
(Please circle the number that best indicates the importance ot each charactertstlc)

Nor
AT nu.
Iwomiwr

Exmeuav
Iueonmn

Aasarcs
esCrrnm orwrr

1

2

3

Sunncs crrzcru

1

2

3

4

Era arme

1

2

3

4

Wu:

1

2

3

4

5

4

5

6

7

5

6

7

5

6

7

6

7

Przsarcs
orEracoanro

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sotwrs mau

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sauna ua nunre

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Su¤n.¤r'e mnauunt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Accumcv
orGruene

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Momurs corrmrr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

orMoarurs
corrmrr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Traoroae

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

L¤•o·nr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Lurraar srmamrae

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Garan, czurruase

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Wmm-rom coustsreucv
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4.

How Important ar• the Iollowlng SUPPLIER characterlatlcs to

buy•r•

customers?

ol hardwood Iumber

·

(Please drcle the nunber that best Indlcates the importance ol each characteristic)

Nor
AT Au.
lurowrmr

Ex·msu¤.v
luvormwr

Sum.rsn's
wmv ro
movmeRun
omvuw

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Tzcrnecu woruunorr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Kur um wunu

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Puzo wenn

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6
_6

7

7

Su•>n.1zn's wmv ro
movrosPNTICTNI
ucrutaueo
(umen, wurnao, src.)

A vusvv or srscrsa

Bone nuaesrou rroctr uro unna: 1

2

3

4

5

Srr Wmu Lunar

.1

2

3

4

5

Suwusws Aaumr
toFu.
ums omans

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

Amw•o¢ uteorr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Annuo: anneeo

1

2

3

7

1

2

3

5
5

6

Fn.; snuu. oaacns

4
4

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1

2

3
3

4
4

5

6

7

2

5

6

7

1

2
2

3

6

7

3

4
4

5

1

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pmaoruu

n¤.mous••••

wma cusrouzn

Su•rr.:n's avurnmn
Wruxrorssa ro ouou nur mess
Przvnous

•u•••:s•

Cotvtrrnvs

wmr ctmotmr
P••c¤•¤

Nunv ¤.ocn¤o••

'
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ln the next two questions, we would like to ask your oplnions concerning the lmponance ot cenain buelness
areas when corrpeting in the hardwood Iumber industry. Ol course, all answers will be held in the strlctest
conlldence and your company will remain anonymous.
5.

Most companies do not have the resources to become the Industry leader In every area er dolng
business. lnstead, they concentrate on a Iew key areas that are Important to thelr company. Whlch
ol the lollowlng areas are presently most and least Important to your company?
(Please circle the number that best oorresponds to the importance ol each area)

Nor
Iueonrmr

4--l

Exmasasv
IMPORTANTl-—l>lMPORTANT

Davasonso saw rnooucrs

1

2

3

4

5

6

Pnovneao cssrossas eawica

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Emcsasr 0PERATß|I or rnooucnos ucarms

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pnoeucr ouAurv cosmos.

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Cossearmva messe

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Davasonro suse munmcmos

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ueen saw nunxaraso ·rac•e•ou¤/ssamooe

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Cosmosuso csassass or ossmnsmos

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pnocunauasr or RAW ssA1·¤tsAs.s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Samnse sracw. GEOGIIPIM HAHN!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Asam ro susurscsuta svacusrv rnooucra

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pnouonos Ase Aovamniso

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Esnovese YRAIID/EXPEEICED

i•¤sso•••as.

MAIITAIIIOII A cosmisv sAs.as ronca

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ownase maanums Ara:/on soooeso o•anA·no••s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pnovnese avm omvam

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Muskat nasaAncs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Isvasmnsr es saw niocasssso aouncsr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sutveso rA•mcui.An custouaa onosrs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Rururanos wmses ns eseurmv

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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6.

WfnIchof1h•1oIIowIngbu•In••••r•••wl1Ib•nno•1und I•••1Inpor1•rntfoyo•nrcomp•nyFNE

YEARS from now?

Nor
Exmsuew
Iwommr <-—-————- Iuu=•ommr————>luronrAm

D¢v¤.or••o new rnooucn

1

2

3

4

Pnoveuo cusroeen osnvncs

1

2

3

4

Emcenrr omum•• or neoucmnu FACIJTS

1

5

6

7

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Covcmrvs none

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Drvmonno uwe §|'IHCA‘|'DI

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Usne new nunncrruo

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6
6l

Pnooucr ouumr oonmen.

,

Ä

Ennovuo TRADE!)/1K!¢ED r¤eo••eL

Co•m•ou.••o onwneu or

¤•sm••mo••

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Senne svscu ocoonurnec nnen

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Anun ro ¤An•uvAcru•z uccuuv neoucn

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pnouornone Ane ADVEIIBIOQ

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

luurunee A couwn aus mau

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ownee ruamunen Ane/on woone or¤nA·non••

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pnoveuo um osuvurv

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Muaxzr nssuncn

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Innvzmnarr ne new noccsue sounenrr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Same mmcuun cusronmn enorm
wm••
rn! neumnv

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pnocunnenrr or RAW nu·r¤uAn.•

_

Ruuumna
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Next, we would like to ask a few questions about the lumber your company pmduces. Your answers will
allow us to group your company with slrnilar corrpanles when we look at the survey results.

7.

Approxlmately, how much lurnber dld your
company produce In 19887

10. How was the hardwood Iumber your
company produced ln 1988 spllf among the
following specles?

eonno reer
Sonwooe Lumen

7
oe TOTAL eokno reer
pnoouceo

Hamwooo Lumen

. 8. How much of your compeny's 1988
hardwood lumber production waa sold
through each of the following channels?
(Please write the percern next to the
appropriate channel)

·

Wnne Om

' ' "
——

H^"°

Son MApLe
Asn

OF TUTAL BOARD FEET

WALNU1-

pnoouceo

l

-

Gun
Reo Amen

Som
rnnoum coupmv owneo
°"'“‘m°“

"^"°(s)
Som ro umen wnot.esnLens

Som mnouai LLIBER anoxen
Som ro nem. openamone
Som onnecnv ro em uaens
Exponreo
__

Omen

M^'”‘·E

Bmw
__;

%

Rea Om
Ya.Low Populn
g„E„„
guck

Omen Donesnc Species
[mmm SPECES
100%

l____

""'Ioo%

11. Appruxlmntely, how was the hardwood

Iumber your company produced ln 1988
spllt among the tollowlng grades?

9.

Approxlmately, how was the lumber your
company produced In 1988 spllt among the

following types?

°/¤

oe row. eokno reer
pnoouceo

%

Fm ^~¤ SE¤¤~¤S

¤« mm um Peer
pnoouceo

Saecrs

N°·‘°°““°“

RQKl·I,GREENGF\ADELLIGER

l

Rouen, A1n·Dnteo enme LUIBEH

l

N°· 2 °°““°“

Rouen, KD ennoe LUIBER

——

N°‘ 3A

Puneo, KD ennoe Lumen

Cmrs Ano\on Pub Lumen
OTHER
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Flnally, we would llke to ask a tsw qnestlcns about your company.
conlldentlal and will be used only for statistical purposes.

As memloned, all lntormatlon is strlctly

12. Where does your company produce the majorlty ot lts hardwood umher?
(Please check the box that best lndcates the location)

ää.. a
L

Ü Oursnos ms Unnso Suras
13. Does your company produce any et the products listed below In addltlon to lumber7
(Please check all that apply)

Q Mowrne/Muwonnc
[I] Dusnsnon Srocx
[I] Wooo Fnoonno

[3 Wooo Fumnuas
Ü Cnensrs

E] PAu.Ers

[3 None or= ms nneove
14. What was the average number ot full-time people ernployed ln your company's hardweod lumber
manulacturlng plant(s) during 19887
Prnoonncrnon ann-Lovsss

No••·n•oouc·no•• eunovsss
15. Which category best describes your ccmpany's total 1988 hardwood lumber sales?
(Please check one box)

Q
[3
Q
[I]

Less man $10
$10 nunon ro
$25 nunon ro
$50 nunon ro

nunon
$24.9 nunon
$49.9 nunon
$74.9 nnu.non

C] $75 nunon ro $99.9 nunon

Ü $100 nunon ro $249.9 nunon
[:1 Oven $250 nunon
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Comments:
ls there anything else you would like to tell us about how your company serves its hardwood Iumber
customers? Anythlng we should have asked but dd not? Please use the space below it you have any

additional comments.

Thank you for your help! Please retum the questlonnaire in the postpald envelope.
If you would like to receive a summary ol the results ot this study, just retum the postcard at a later date.

Lumber Producer Questionnaire: Page 8
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scttooi. or roitssrttv imo wruaure itssouitcss
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VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacbrburg, Vrrgmu 24061-05 05
DEPARTMENT OF WOOD SCIENCE er FORBT PRODUCTS

nix no; 1 Z\1.886ß

Tbenu: M. Bvoob Funrr Pulsar Cuuv

June 26, 1989

Michael P. Amhony
President

Tony's Lumber Co.
57 Cove Road

Capital City. NY 10023
Dear Mr. Anthony:
As someone involved In the manutacture ot lumber, you undoubtedly tace many day-to-day
problems. One ol these problems may be tinding ways to prolltably meet the needs ot your
customers. However, it may not always be clear what these needs are.

By studylng both lumber users and lumber producers, we are atterrbting to leam more about
these needs and the ways in which the hardwood lumber industry ls llkely to change ln the near
tuture. We are contacting your corrbany because it is one ol the largest hardwood lumber
procbcers in the country.
We are asking tor your help in Complatinq and retumlng the enclosed questionnaire. Since only
a small nunber ot companies are being contacted, your oplnlons are lmponant.
Ol course, all responses are strlctly contldentlal. The cpestlonnalre has an ldentilication
number to allow us to remove your company's name lrom the mailing list when it is returned.
However, neither your name nor your company's name will ever be ptaced on the questionnaire

or reports ol the study results.

The study results will compare intormation lrom Iumber producers and lumber users ln the
lumlture. Cabinet and dimension industries to suggest ways that lumber producers can prollt by
better serving the needs ot their customers. ln addition, the results will outline ways in which
the industry is expected to change. We will be glad to send you a summary ot the results.
Simply till out the enclosed request card and drop it in the mail. The postage is prepaid.
The questionnaire will take only a lew minutes ot your time. Should you have anv questions or
comments. please wrtte to me at the address listed above or call collect at
1.
Thank you tor your heb.
Sincerely,

Robert J. Bush
Prolect Coordnator

Lumber Producer Questlonnaire: Cover Letter
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scxoot. or many um wu.¤u1=e ruasounc-s

_?V”^°c

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
vrrgma 24061-0503
DEPARTHENT or woob scnsuce er r=on.es·r vitooucrs

mx. tm) zu-aus

Thoma M. ßroohr Foren Product: Center

July 5. 1989

Michael P. Anthony
President
Tony's Lumber Co.

57 Cove Road
Capital City, NY 10023
Dear Mr. Anthony:
Last week l mailed you a questlonnalre seeklng your help in a study 01 the hardwood Iumber
industry. I believe the results ot the study will help Iumber producers to protitably serve the
needs ol various types ot Iumber users.
ll you have retumed the questlonnaire, please accept my thanks. lt not, l urge you to complete
and retum the questionnaire as soon as possible. Since only a small number ot tirms were
contacted, it is Important that your opinions are heard.
I realize that the questionnaire may not have reached you or mav have been misplaced. ll so,
please comact me at the address Hsted above or call collect at
. I will send a
replacement immediately.
Thanks tor your help!

Sincerely,

Robert J. Bush
Project Coordinator

Lumber Producer Questionnaire: Follow-Up Letter
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- The following descriptions of Porters (1980) generic strategies, adapted from Ftlch
(1986), were provided to respondents to facilitate strategic self-typing:

Overall Cost Leadership
The firm seeks to achieve overall low cost through aggressive construction of
efficient scale facilities, adoption of new technologies, avoidance of marginal
customer accounts or market segments, and cost minimization in areas such
as marketing.
Differentiation
The finn seeks to differentiate the product and service offered, creating
something that is perceived industry-wide as being unique. Differentiation may
take many forms, such as consumer service, brand lrnage. strong captive
distribution system, and/or a reputation for being on the forefront in new product
development.
Focus
The firm focuses on a particular type of buyer, market group, or segment of
the product line. The firm seeks to serve a particular target very well - better
than its competitions who are competing more broadly.

